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Gordie Tapp here 
Gordie Tapp (left), from the 
TV show Hee Haw, Ted 
Taylor from Sight and Sound 
NDP,. FAMIL r LOSES 
elect .... ...... FIRE='" 
Three people a re  they .heard a eraeldlng 
The provincial con- 
stituency association of the 
New Democratic, Party for 
Skeena elected Terrace 
rcoident, BruceFerguson, as 
president at a meeting held 
recently. : 
Others on the executive for 
this coming year are Francis 
Sabine, also frown Terrace; 
Rob Goffinst and Jennifer 
Davies of Kit(mat and 
representatives •from all the 
NDP Clubs in'. Skeena. 
Plans were made for the 
nomination convention to be 
Monday morning. The 
home belonged to Art 
Wagner and his wife, 
Donna. Their 4-mnnth-old 
baby, Trisha, was also in 
the home when the fire 
started. 
Young Trisha was the 
baby who needed special 
emergency rations of 
milk during the recent 
flooding. 
The family was unable 
to save anything and Art 
does not even have a 
winter coat, his wife said. 
She said they were 
preparing for bed when 
Wagner ealized it was a 
fire he told his wife to 
take the baby to the 
neighbors. 
Wagner suffered burn 
to his eyes and hair when 
he remained behind to try 
to save the home but the 
fire quickly became 
unmanagable, said 
Donna Wagner. 
The family is in need of 
clothing and baby ar- 
ticles, like diapers and 
bottles. Anyone in- 
terested in assisting the 
Wagners should contact 
635-5721. 
held in Terrace at the F r m  T e r  
Thornldll Community Centre O er  r a c e  
on Saturday,. Dec. 9. All 
members in good standing 
will be eligible to vote for the 
person to represent the NDP 
in the next provincial 
;election expected to be held 
'some time in 19"/9. 
Anglos on 
MONTREAL, (CP) - 
Premier Rene Uevesque said 
Mondayhe believes English- 
speaking quebecers are 
showing a more un- 
derstending attitude to~,ard 
the performance ofthe ParU 
Quehecois government 
during its two years in 
power. 
resident in court 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) --  
Crown prosecutor George 
Campbell has asked for a 20- 
our side 
"l~ve noticed not so much 
a political change, but a 
year jail term ford man who 
pleaded guilty to two sex of- 
fences, one involving a girl 
under t4 and the other a boy. 
Robert Westover, 36, of 
Burnaby, was remanded to 
Dec. 7 for sentencing when 
he appeared in provincial 
court Friday. Westover had 
previously lived in Terrace, 
re lat ive ly  substant ia l  B.C.. 
change toward the ad- 
ministration of the govern- Campbell said both a 
meat," the premier told doctor and a probation of- 
reporters. "I think many fleer who interviewed 
English people are realizing Westover agreed that any 
that we're trying our best to remorse he felt was only for 
administrate effectively." his own condition. 
Mail will 
t~ 
and O'Lyn Callahan, concert 
• pianist demonstrated the 
Yamaha organs Monday 
before Tapp and Callahan 
performed at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre later that evening. 
Begin agrees 
'to:oliO terms 
that failed to deal with the 
Israeli Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin wants to 
turn back the clock in 
negotiations with Egypt and 
is ready to accept a U.S.- 
sponsored raft of the peace 
treaty that his government 
rejected four weeks ago, 
sources aid Monday. 
The sources aid Begin is 
prepared to accept a 
vaguelyworded clause 
linking the treaty to the 
development of Palest(alan 
self-government o  he West 
Bank of the Jordan River 
and the Gaza Strip, both 
Israeli-occupied territories. 
Egyptian President Anwar 
Sadat said in a television 
interview Monday that he is 
willing to meet again in a 
summit with Begin to 
resolve the remaining 
problems over a peace 
treaty. 
In the interview, filmed 
Saturday at Sadat's 
residence outside Cairo, the 
Egyptian leader said, 
however, he would insist hat 
the final treaty he signed 
with Begin "on the top of 
Mount Sinai, on my land" 
andthat he would refuse to 
go to Jeruslaem again. 
"I have already gone there 
once and I'm not going to 
start again," Sadat said. 
"But I am ready to meet Mr. 
Begin anywhere lse." 
Sadat also insisted that no 
peace treaty would be signed 
Palestinian problem. 
" I f  Gaza and the West 
Bank are not treated in an 
over-all settlement, no one 
should count on us to con- 
clude peace," he said. " I t  is 
serious because it' is a point 
of fundamental principle." 
Sadat said he had received 
a personal message from 
President Carter dealing 
with the status of Jerusalem, 
which he said was "quite 
satisfactory." 
World ends 
this winter 
PASPEBIAC, Que. (CP) -- 
Sixteen 
'people have settled into this 
remote area of the Gaspe 
peninsula to wait for the end 
of the world--and they 
believe it will come this 
winter. 
The five men and 11 
, women, aged between 18 and 
31, are the remnant of a 
group of 29 who installed 
themselves arlier this year 
in a hand-built log house, 
near a mountain they call the 
"mountain of the eternal." 
The remaining 13 un- 
believers have apparently 
given up the vigil in the 
wilderness, about 500 
kiiometres northeast ofQue- 
bec City. 
cost  more  
OTTAWA tCP) -- The cost 
of first.class mail will rise to 
7 from 14 cents an ounce 
along with other postal rates 
next April I, Postmaster. 
General Gilles Lamontagne 
announced Monday. 
Opposition MPs whistled 
when the minister made his 
announcement in the 
Commons and later 
criticized the minister's 
running of the department. 
Walter Dinsdale, 
Progressive Conservative 
postal critic, said the an- 
nouncement will do nothing 
to enhance the tarnished 
reputation of the post office 
and probably will hurt it. 
"Asking this postmaster- 
general to run the depart- 
ment is like asking Evil 
Knievel to park your car, " 
shouted John Rodriguez 
(NDP--Nickle Belt). 
The minister also an- 
nounced that an agreement 
has been reached with State 
Secretary John Roberts 
under which .the state 
secretary's department will 
subsidize losses suffered by 
the post office on second 
class mail--such as 
publications. 
He gave no details bf the 
agreement, other than to say 
that the state secretary will 
set postal rates. 
The minister said there 
. will be'./ no subsidy to 
publications but com- 
pensation to the post office 
for losses incurred through 
any government policy to 
assist publications in their 
mailing costs. 
Opposition Leader Joe 
Clark expressed concern 
because there was no in- 
dication in the minister's 
announcement to show' 
which publications would he 
helped by the new policy. 
Clark said the an- 
nouncement was alarming 
and has implications of 
censorship. 
A later announcement 
from Roberts said his 
department will set rates for 
"certain categories of mail 
affecting periodicals, books 
and records." 
The new policy would 
provide the opportunity to 
consider alternative ways of 
ensuring that "these kinds of 
cultural products are sup- 
ported." 
"This agreement serves to 
recognize formally the need 
for special postal rates for 
publishers and other 
culturally-related categories 
of mail and permits us to co- 
ordinate postal rate policies 
with the government's over- 
all cultural objectives. " 
Opposition spokesmen, in- 
cluding Clark, David 
MacDonald (PC--Egmont) 
and T. C. Douglas (NDP-- 
Nanaimo-Cowichan-The 
Islands) expressed concern 
that the state secretary 
might pick and choose which 
periodicals to give a postage 
break to. 
i 
OIL PRICE 
HIKE L IKELY  
OTTAWA (CP) -- A $1-a-barrei increase 
Consumers may have to in crude prices Jan. 1 
face some oil-price in. would result in about an 
crease early next year, additional three cents a 
even if not a full three gallon on the cost of 
cents a gallon, as a result gasoline or home-heating 
of current negotiations oil when it passes through 
between the federal the system to consumers 
government and Alberta. by March 1. 
Federal Energy 
Minister Alastair The federal govern- 
Gillespie says that as far ment failed last week to 
as he is concerned it is garner support from the 
"all or nothing" in talks other provinces for its 
with the province on proposal to cancel the 
federal proposals to skip next price increase. 
a Jan. 1 increase of $1 a General reaction from the 
barrel in the price of provinces i that a deal is 
crude oil. a deal and Ottawa should 
But federal officials ay let the increase go ahead. 
privately that at some The price decision ow 
point in the talks it may will be negotiated bet- 
become necessary to ween the federal and 
accept a compromise on Alberta governments in 
price, something between talks expected to resume 
nothing and the $1 figure in early December. 
negotiated 18 months ago. A central issue in those 
It also is possible, they discussions will be what 
say, that the ministers value to place on the 
will negotiate a longer- beleagured Canadian 
term deal, covering dollar when comparing 
' further increases in later prices here and in the 
months, un i ted States. 
.::~'-~...'.L. ' 
Hospital strike 
is at a staletnate 
EDMONTON (CP)  - -  It is 
up to the provincial govern- 
ment o determine how much 
longer a strike by Alberta 
health-care workers will 
drag on, a union spokesman 
said Monday. 
About 2,300 members of 
he Canadian Union of Public 
Employees (CUPE) walked 
off their jobs last week at 
hositals and nursing homes 
in several centres across the 
province. 
Bill Petrie, CUPE health 
care co-ordinator, said the 
union has requested the 
government to intervene in 
the strike which spread to 
two more centred Monday 
after weekend mediation 
talks with the Alberta Hos- 
pital Association (AHA) 
failed. 
The union's last contract, 
for one year, expired March 
31. The major issue in the 
dispute is wages. 
Six health-care institutions 
in Calgary were struck 
Monday by about 1,500 
CUPE members while 25 
workers left their jobs the 
same day at St. John's Hos- 
pital in Edson, Alta.. 
Union members include 
clerical, dietary, kitchen and 
maintenance staff. 
The employees who 
I 
walked out Monday joined 
support staff already off the 
job at four Red Deer in- 
stitutions, three Edmonton 
institutions, where workers 
are into their second ~:'~k of 
picketing, and in Fort Me- 
Murray and Innisfail. 
Refugees 
rescued 
PORT KLANG, Malaysia 
AP -- The first of 2,500 
refugees from Vietnam will 
leave the crowded freighter 
Hal Hang in a couple of days 
and fly to eight Western 
countries including Canada 
and the United States, in- 
formed sources said Mon- 
day. 
They said agreement was 
reached among Canadian, 
French, U.S. and Belgian 
diplomats, the UN High 
Carom(stoner for Refugees 
representat i t i ves  and 
Malaysian foreign ministry 
officials on allowing the 
refugees, most of whom are 
ethnic Chinese, to leave 
Malaysia. 
Canada has promised to 
take about 600. 
Mass suicides follow ambush by cultists 
GEORGETOWN tAP) -- 
Ouyanese soldiers searched 
through a steaming jungle 
Monday for hundreds of 
American religious zealots 
who fled their remote 
compound after the suicide- 
murder deaths of at least 409 
fellow cultists. 
Some were shot but most 
apparently lined up and took 
doses of cyanide poison 
mixed in a tub with flavored 
water, government officials 
said. A witness said poison 
was spoonfed to babies. 
All were reported to be 
Americans, with most of 
them from California. 
They perished at about he 
same time Saturday that en- 
raged members of the sect 
attacked an investigative 
. group led by Representative 
Leo Ryan {Dem. Calif.), children. A police Venezuela. He said bodies 
killing Ryan and four others spokesman said later the toll still were being found. ' 
at a dirt airstrip, was 409 as the terrible task Also found in the fields, 
By mldafternsen, soldiers continued at the settlement huts and communal dor- 
reported counting the bodies in this small South American mitories were 17 shetguns, 14 
of 163women, 138 men and 82 •country tucked below rifles, seven pistols, a flare 
gun and large amounts of 
ammunition, government 
officials said. 
By dark, police and 
soldiers had found only 12 
survivors from among the 
estimated 500 to 900 who had 
fled into the bush. 
Charles Kraus, a reporter 
for the Washington Post who 
was with the Ryan party 
Saturday but escaped eath, 
was in a pool of journalists 
permitted to return to 
Jonestown with government 
forces Monday. 
He said Jones had been 
shot in the head and was one 
Ryan was aware there could be dangers 
WASHINGTON {AP) -  A whether to make the visit 
top U.S. state department and the arrangements for 
official said Monday that doing so," said John 
U.S. Representative Leo Bushnell, head of a special 
Ryan, who was killed department force on the 
Saturday in a Guyans jungle Jonestown camp massacre. 
camp of an American re- Ryan, a California 
ilglouscult, was aware of the Democrat, and four other 
perils but was net Americans were killed at the 
specifically advised against People's Temple camp• 
making the trip. Subsequently, 300 to 4~! men, 
have lined up for doses of 
poison, were found dead, 
Leader was 
LOS ANGELES, Calif. 
tAI,~ Itev." Jim Jones, 
head of the People's Temple 
religious cult. was seriously 
ill and had promised to enter 
"ll was proper fill" its Io women and children, many a hasp(hal for tests after U.S. 
Ion,,',. Io halt lilt., , hoi,'v of of wltllnl wcr,., reported to. lh.lW¢.,scnlalive l,tm Ityan',4 
Guyana's information 
minister said. 
disturbed 
visit to his settlement in 
Guyana last weekend, 
In Copenhagen, Denton rk, 
a Danish psychologisl who 
recently visited Guyana said 
.hines appeared to he 
mentally disturlx, d. 
Ryan's top aide later said 
the slate department failed 
to give the congressman 
adequate warning of danger 
before the trip. 
Bushnell told reporters 
here at a briefing: We do 
have reports from Guyanese 
authorities that a suicide 
pact was implemented and 
also that some people fled." 
lh, srribing the cveuls as 
"a great calamity," he said 
U.S. consular officials had 
visited the camp periodically 
and did not find anyone being 
held against his will. All the 
residents were understood to 
he U.S. citizens. 
Bushnell, deputy assistant 
state secretary for Latin 
America, said none of the 
U.S. officials who had visited 
the camp in the past had 
been molested. 
of the few to die from a bullet 
wound. Jonea's body, clothed 
in black pants and a colored 
casual shirt, was on a stage 
of the communal meeting 
hall, Kraus said. 
Scores of bodies were 
packed in l':e hall, a round 
pavilion about 40 metres in 
diameter with a roof but no 
walls, he said, and other 
bodies were in clusters 
outside the hall, many with 
their arms around one an- 
other. 
Government investigators 
told reporters Jones ap. 
parently had shot himself. 
They said most of the dead 
apparently drank the fruit- 
flavored water spiked with 
cyanide but it appeared 
some had poison injected in 
their veins while infants 
were fed the deadly doses. 
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TUESDAY ,5 p,m, to midnight 
2 KING I 3 CFTK (NBC) ,cBc) I 4 BCTV ( } i 9 KcTs (PBSi 
_• !~ ,Carol Mary Tyler Six Mister Burner Moore Million Rogers 
News Hourglass Dollar Electric 
~j~ 145 Cont'd. Cont'd. Man Company ~ ~ ~ mm~mm~mum 
K !~0~ Cost'd, Cont'd. News Big Blue 
Cont'd. Cont'd. Hour Marble 
Cont'd. Skeena Cont'd. Dick 
V i~5. Cont'd. Journal Cont'd. Cavett 
~ ~ ~ ~lm~mmmlmm 
7 i~ Seattle Paper Headline MacNeil 
Tonight Chase Hunters Lebrer~ 
Name that Cont'd. MY Newsmazers 
i~5 Tune Cont'd. Cont'd. 
8 lTe H Gd e Big Days Goes To From 
Event Rene Washington The 
~5 'Greatest Simard Cont'd. Met . 
9 ~' Heroes Three's In the ~t~/tered 
Of The :Company Beginning 
Bible' Fifth Taxi Bride' 
~5 Cont'd. ,Estate Cont'd. Cont'd. 
I0 I l o ,d Martin Cont'd. Martin Cont'd, ]0 Roast Beyond Roast Cont'd. 
~ Cont'd. Reason Cont'd. j~t 'd .  
ll i  ews Cont'd. Tonight 
45 Show 
12 r " Cont'd. Cont'd. ~s Cont'd. 
The [ CTV 
National News 
Night News Hour 
Final ... Final Cont'd. K''kl' 'eShowlBarn'by Cont'd. 'How to Jones 
Cont'd. Mary a Late Movie 
Cont'd. Millionaire' Cont'd. 
WEDNESDAY 
'~'" 30 
bl 45 
i m oo 
15 
30 
i i s l 4.5 . 
i n 45 
all ,OO 
, 15 
30 
45 
i 
I 45 
The New 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
America 
Alive 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Movie 
'The 
Candidate' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Canadian 
Schools 
Mister 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
News-- 
Bob Switzer 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Bob 
McLean 
Show 
Cont'd. 
Edge of 
!Night 
Canadian 
Authors 
Take 
Thirty 
Celebrity 
Cooks 
Flintstones 
Cont'd. 
Carol 
Burnett 
Webster 
Cont'd. 
What's 
Cooking .., 
Mad 
Dash 
Definition 
Cont'd. 
Noon 
News 
Movie 
Matinee 
'Banacek: ' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
I 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Alan 
Hamel 
Show 
Cont'd. 
That's 
Hollywood 
NHL 
Hockey 
Eledtric 
Company 
M for Music 
Word Shop 
Nat. Science 
2 Cents Worth 
Write On 
Cover-Cover 
Specials 
I Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Art Starts 
Inside-Out 
Spinning 
Stories 
Stories of Amer. 
Music Place 
Book Look 
Survival Econ. 
Over 
Easy 
Book 
Beat 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
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/ American Beauty Old Country Roses 
Memory Lane Lavender Rose 
Silver Birch r Sweet Violets 
Val D'Or Tranquility 
Chantilly Petite Point 
Celebration Silver Maple 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
4606 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
Ph. 635-6576 
Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m, CLOSED MONDAY 
('llAR(;F'X ! 
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CB NEWS 
Howdy again, all you good had as his SIDEKICK, a 
people. Hope the past week MYSTERY MAN who was a 
was a good one for you and real ODDBALL. He claimed 
that this week will be bettor he had COSMIC POWER and 
yet, Have been getting a lot"was not EVIL although he 
of comebacks from last' Could put a LIL JINX on an 
weeks column and it seems ALLIGATOR and have him 
Met most people wanted is ~ RUNNIN BARE so that he 
to hear about what's been could make shoes and a 
taking place with our fellow purse for his aunt MAUDE 
C,B,'ers, so we'll devote this who iiltod to SPOOK people 
weeks column solely to and who was a real 
them. 
The first group of people 
we met down at the coffee 
break at the fort, the RED" 
SUB, was a TRAIL BOSS 
who was a ' TIRED, 
SKEENA SKIPPER turned 
SADDLE TRAMP, who rode 
a BLUE MULE rightly 
named OLE POKEY and 
carried a GREEN LAN- 
TERN to light, the way. and 
SWINGER. 
As we sat around listening 
to this GOOFBALL who 
looked like a BEACHBALL, 
who should come down the 
DUSTY ROADS hutan  
EASY RIDER who was a 
DRIFTER at heart, and best 
known as MOUNTAIN MAN, 
who had as his companions, 
a DRAGON FLY atop a 
WILD CAT, who he kept 
.with DINO 
referring to as UNCLE named FIFI and MAR 
CHARLIE, While jawing MADUKE. 
away on a JAWBREAKER, His wife, THUNDER 
he informed us of his last BIRD, has heautiful BROWN 
visit along with WILD BILL, 
to see the famous ' 
GERONIMO in the 
CHEYENNE county and 
also met with CROWFOOT 
who turned RENEGADE. 
The talk then swung to BIG 
DADDY who thinks he's 
TOP CAT but who really is a 
MAD TRUCKER in his 
THREE WHEELER and 
belongs to a group known as 
the FRENCH CON- 
NECTION. 
From the~e, we went on to 
hear from GREY OWL, the 
WISE BIRD, while he held 
on to a BRAIDED ROPE tied 
to his pet HOUND DOGS 
e 
A U  0 T I  ~ ~ || lives of our., felow budd ieS How was youv.~day? 
I .Time to go 10-7:o~ce again 
• | and as.-wlwaya~ ' we hope 
Decembe 2 , II, you'll all take care and keep ~'~i | ,i smilln'. Till next time, 3's fo= 
Riverside'Grocery- Ceramic fruit bowl ! 
Skeena Diesel - Automotive oil filters 
Bill's Window Cleaning- Turkey cel'tifleate 
Bank of Commerce- Savings certificate 
Copps Shoes - Adidns tennis hoes 
Shoppers Drug. Water pieshower massage 
Williams Moving & Storage- Turkey certificate ' • 
WATCH for the  : 0mP!ete listing 
I 
PUBLISHED!IN THE 
TerracelKitimatDaily Herald 
NOYEMBER 28 
$65.95 
$40.00 
$20.00 
$18.00 
$33.00 
$46.49 
$20.00 
EYES and always carries 
along a SUPER TAPE to 
keep him in line because she 
often heard SKY BIRD refer 
to him as HEY HON. 
At the close of our coffee 
break, a big RUSTY NAIL 
was pounded into a HOR- 
SEHSOE over the door and/ 
then our favorite mothers, 
LITTLE MAMA and BIG 
MAMA suggested that if we 
were all to go over to the 
SANDMAN she was sure 
that the HAPPY COOKER 
would feed us a LITTLE 
TURKEY, a HOT DOG and a 
CANDY APPLE each. 
After that we were to keep 
MOVIN'ON and settle for 
one MAt TAf and a 
GRASSHOPPER each so as 
not to be like the STONED 
RANGER and get a little 
BOOZY and see SUNSHINE 
at MIDNITE. 
The QUIET ONE then set 
of f the CANNON and we bid 
all a GOOD NITE. O,K. 
folks, that.was oneday in the 
~OW. 
Gr i t  
Skcen~ MP ickna Cam- 
pagnolo, aunounced recently 
that Burns Lake Native 
Development Association 
has accepted an offer of 
$40,000 towards the con- 
struetion of an ad- 
ministrative centre in Burns 
Lake. 
The funds are made 
available under the auspices 
of the Caunda-Brittah 
Columbia Special Rural 
Development Agreement, 
popularly known as Special 
ARDA. The purpose of the 
building will be to house the 
offices of the Burns Lake 
Native I)eveiopment Cor- 
poration, the Burns Lake 
Community Development 
Association , 
A SPEOIAL EVENT 
FOR SENIOR OITIZENS 
AND HANOIOAPPED PERSONS 
On Tuesday November 28th from 6:30 p,m. to 9:00 p.m. all 
our senior elti~n= and handicapped persons are invited to the %rraee 
Co:op Shopping Centre, for an eveninq of entertainment, refreshmv~, and 
shopping. 
I/ you are a senior eitqen .r handicapped person or kno~; of 
one who wishes to partielpate, plcas~ phone their names and address in, to 
our swltch-board. The number to call is 635-6347. 
Trans.p~rtatlon to and from ~ store will be provided where 
requlred, 
We will have peeple to assist ~n shopp/nq, also free gift 
wrappinq and free delivery' and ~re  will be a dlscount on all purehases 
made includinq food. 
J 
Only s~nior ,eltizens and handicapped persons will be allsw~ to 
shop during this event. Any escorts are for ass.tanes only. We wile not 
be open to the public at larqe. 
If any person would like to help provide taanspo~ta~n during 
this event please leave your name and phone number ~ _.~ , 
at the swlteh-board or General Offlee you will be 
contacted ~ore November 27th. 
W, Sandy Sandhals 
, , '  j 
Board Directors. 
c 
I 
Library 
has more  
channels 
by Michael Collins 
If yo= ,thought you had a 
good thing going with all the 
stations you can watch on 
eablevision, wait until you 
tune into the Terrace Public 
Libraryl We have over 30,00o 
channelsl Most of them are 
here for you to eho~e any 
time so there's no waiting 
until next week to find out 
what happens - you can 
enjoy at your leisure. Best of 
all there are no commercials 
.and the re-runs are all 
determined by you. If you 
like a book well enough you 
can check it out again. 
You could spend a lifetime 
Just trying to keep up with 
the new books we receive. 
Here are jsut a few of our 
latest additions. 
Nineteen Eighty Five, by 
Anthony Burgess. In this 
book, by the author of "A 
Clockwork Orange" ,  
Burgess re-examines the 
classic "1984" by George 
Orwell. After •a 'critical 
appraisal in which he brings 
such famous t~rmS~as "Big 
Brother" and "fl0uble think" 
into focus, Bul~ges~ goes on 
to write his own ~ satirical 
version of future history. : '  
The voices of Silence, by  
Andre Mairaux. This book is 
now considered one of the 
most important works on art 
history everr':written. 
COURT 
NEWS. 
i 
Norman Mossman, age 17, 
was sentenced by Ju,Jge 
Darrall Collin~ in Terrace 
provincial co~wt on Monday 
to pay a fine of $50 after he 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
possession of liquor while 
under the age of 19. He was 
charged on Oct. 21. 
Kelvin Sweet, age 17, was 
'sentenced to pay a fine of 
$100 or spend seven days in 
jail in default after he 
pleaded guilty to a charge of 
possession of marijuana, tie 
was charged on Nov. 2 after 
police discovered five 
marijuana cigarette stubs in 
• his car. 
Vienna Fowler was fined 
$50 or five days in default 
and placed on one year of 
probation after she pleaded 
guilty to a charge of driving 
with a blood-alcohol level 
over .08. She was charged at 
Kitwanga. 
Gordon Klassen, age 17, 
was sentenced to pay a fine 
of $75 after he pleaded guilty 
to a charge of possession of a 
firearm without a license or 
a hunting license. Klassen 
was charged after police 
received acomplaint on Oct. 
29 at Old Remc. 
• Richard McNeil, age 18, 
• was sentenced to pay a fine 
• of $50after he pleaded guilty 
to a charge of possession of, 
liquor while under the.age of 
19. 
Sabine 
declares 
The first person to o. /
fieially declare his cat 
didacy for the provincial 
New Democratic Party 
nomination in Skeena is 
Francis Sabine of Terrace. 
Sabine filed pai:ers with the 
secretary this week in 
Kitimat. 
WEATHER Paving con[tact called 
around -15 degrees Celsius, 
with afternoon highs 
reaching only -10 degrees 
Celsius. 
The wind cJfill factor, 
incidentally, is around -40 
degrees Celsius at times, so 
if you're going out, be sure to 
bundle up, and maybe it's 
lime In dig out that winter 
0arka. 
i ' 
The ridge of high pressure 
that dominates the weather 
• over all of Canada at the 
moment will continue to give 
generally clear, cold, and 
windy conditions in the 
Terraee-Kitimat rea for the 
next few days. 
Some moderation in 
conditions may take niace 
towards the end of the (¢¢~k. 
Overnight lows will be 
USi l teSS  : 
iil Not listed in our 
S.C. Tel Directory, iiil 
• " AURORA ANIMAL HOSPI'J'AL. 635-2040! i!~ 
:i:: DIAL,AN.ORDER 632.3663 iii 
i -,re , , . . .  V ETERINA"Y CENTRE 635-3300,i~ii 
vve ou.,... ,,,,., 
:i:~ • , :': 
Ltsted "" 
ilii I -4~r~a I Free . fo r  ONE month courtesy of THE i~ 
!!.': I | %~'1¢ ~,#= DAILY HERALD i:!: 
iiii "~ If yOU wish your Business .hone ja i l l~  ~t l l~ lT  ilii 
:::~ Gi~ :,:. 
i::: listed for your customers please call Ot~i~i l~ @@~[J~ i  :i:i 
The ministry of highways kilometres of Kitwanga The section of highway to 
has eared for tenders for a Valley Roads and be paved is known as the 
contract to pave 21 miscellaneous streets in the Kitwanga-Kitwancool 
kilometres of the Cassiar village, it was announced section. 
Highway 37 in the Kitwanga recently by Cyril Shelford, Gravel will be installed on 
area as well as 6.8 MLA for Skeena. the Kitwanga Valley Road, ' 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
HOTIOE 
, °  
7 
OALI. FOR TENDERS 
"ANIMAL ¢ONTROU' 
Sealed bids relat ing to the above contract will be accepted at the 
Municipal Offices until 4:30 p.m, December  8th, 1978. Interested 
part ies are  advised to view the proposed contract(s)  and-or obtain 
further information at  the Municipal Office, 3215 Eby  Street, 
during normal  business hours. 
Tenders must  be submitted in sealed envelopes - -  addressed to  
the Treasurer-Col lector and clearly marked  "Tender  to Animal 
Control".  The lowest or any tender not necessar i ly accepted, 
Signed, 
F.K. Norman 
Treasurer-Col lector 
L . 
o . 
Numerous 'pho'tographs 
enhance the text which is, 
besides hein~ an 
1~"  into the enlnghtening 
creative process, a literary 
maste~iece inits own right. 
The 30's and After: Poetry', 
Politics, People, 1930's 
t970's, by Stephen Spender. 
The years immediately 
preceding World War II 
produced a whole new 
generation of modern 
English poets who were in 
reaction to the corruption 
and hypncraey of their 
society. Spender takes a look 
at such people as Eliot, 
NaeNiece, Cennolly, Auden 
and others who were 
prominent in this literary 
movement. He brings 
everything up to date by 
examining what has hap- 
pened to the personalities 
and politics of these 
t~nowned poets. 
Doonesbury's Greatest 
even1~ave sonde comic strips 
at the Terrace P~blie 
Library. If you've mis~ a 
few in the paper here ina way 
to keep track of some of the 
stories from this famous 
satirist and cartoonist. 
The People's Amanac 
mmher 2, by David 
Wallechinskt and Irving 
Wallace. This entirely new 
People's Almanac overs all 
the facts you may have 
missed in standard sources 
0~ information. Included are 
sections on predictions by 
[amous psychics, finding 
tmried treasure, the quest 
[or perpetual motion, 
[amous utopias in fact and 
fiction, and much much 
more. 
Remember, it's all here at 
the Terrace Public Library. 
POLICE 
NEWS 
KiUmat RCMP said there 
was a rash of vandalism 
during the weekend. 
Dan Knudsen, of Gyr- 
falcon complained that the 
driver's window of his was 
smashed sometime during 
the night of Nov. 17. 
Linda Robinson com- 
plained the back window 
and the front windshield 
were smashed and the roof of 
her 1967 Chev. was caved in 
sometime during the night of 
NovAS. The ear was 
rked on Hiasla near the 
dge. 
Bob Currell of Kuldo, 
reported that someone 
smashed his living room 
window about 3:15 a.m. on 
Nov. 18. 
Two large windows at the 
Royal Bank were smashed 
son-clime during the night 
on Nov. 17. 
Ed Trudeau, of Kitlmat 
Esso, reI~rted that there 
had been damage done to a 
washroom sometime during 
the night of Nov. 17. 
Police recovered a stolen 
car after a Mrs. Rum- 
melhoff, of Amos St., 
reported it stolen from the 
Gospel Alliance Church at 
9:30 p.m. on Nov. 19. 
Police charged four 
persons with driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over 08 
6uring the weekend, 
Police in Kitimat urge 
anyone who had a bicycle 
stolen during the summer or 
'all months to check with the 
RCMP if they want to claim 
the stolen property, ... 
Terrace police say notmng 
happened over the weekend. 
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Everyyear 
for 7years 
Bun/before 
Noven er 22 
After that date they'll cost you more. 
. . . . .  
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Everyone Benefits 
Everyone who has already bought, or who 
buys this 'year's Canada Savings Bonds for 
cash, on the Payroll Saving Plan or the 
Monthly Savingsb Plan wil Iget the new rate 
of 9Y.,%, even though the application forms 
and bond certificates have tile original rates 
printed on them. 
Sales Period Extended 
Investors will now be able to purchase the 
new bonds at face value without payment of 
accrued inter~:st up to and including 
November 22, 1978. 
Higher Purchase Umit 
The individual purchase l imit for the new 
Series has been increased to $50,000. In 
addition, holders of"S24" and "SR" bonds 
may sti l l  reinvest all proceeds from their 
matur ing bonds in the new Series. -~ 
Payroll/Monthly Savings 
Plans 
~T~vember 22, payment schedules will 
ltinue to be based on the original rate of 
0%, even though all purchasers will get 
new rate of 9 ~/.,°/,,. 
Mter November22 
:or bonds purchased for cash after 
vember 22, accrued interest at the new 
.~ of 9'/.,% will be charged from 
ve,nber I to the end of the month of 
• chase. For mstalment purchases made 
:r November 22, payment schedules will 
t I o l  based on the n~:::, rate tff :)/.~ ,.o. 
~ompound interest Bond 
Vitl~ the new 9'/.,% rate o{ re:urn on the 
Y8/79 Sm'ies, a $100 Coal , .  , .... : huerest 
~,d will now grow as follows: 
Nov. 1 Value Nov. I Value 
1979 $109,50 1983 $157.42 
1980 $t 19.90 1984 $172.38 
1981 $131.29 1985 $188.76 
1982 $143.-77 
Regular Interest Bond 
I 
l 
I 
l 
I 
I 
i 
I 
m 
~ach $1,000 Regular Interest Bond will I l l  
For purchases on the Payroll Savings Plan now provide an interest payment of $95.00 Ill 
and Month ly  Savings Plan made on or before every year to matur i ty in ! 985. , 
Don't, -iss out! i 
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De.'" qirs, 
People who have been 
made homeless, isolated and 
miserable by the savage 
weather d the past week 
might recall that an 
American "weather ex- 
periment" was cenducted 
high in the atmosphere over 
area of the Pacific 
Northwest on Oct. 29 - -  just 
41B hours before the deluge. 
CBC listeners on Oct. 28 
were advised to keep an eye 
cpm for "strange skies" and 
**large blue cloud for- 
matlons". 
All of us are aware, 
mwadays, of the two super 
zowers' preoccupation with 
veather as a potential 
weapon of warfare. ,l 
Moreover, we know now that 
the U.S. military has seldom 
hesitated to employ its ar- 
senal of chemical and 
disease weaponry on its own 
citizens, the better to testits 
effectiveness. 
Let us hope that recent 
breakthroughs in the area of 
freedom of informatiou, in 
the U.S. (which .dlRlusnd 
these and many other un- 
savoury antics) have not 
driven its military mechtoe 
to seek new victims in 
Canada, still smothering 
under the blanket of 
"natienal security". 
Yours truly, 
D.R. Graham 
/ 
Older workers: 
have a place 
WINDEOR, Ont. (CP) --  women, he said, s imp ly  
,~mployers once shunned because women in the over- 
,lder workers in 55 category never really 
,0okkeeping and secretarial infiltrated the job market. 
msitions but now they're 
ighting to find them, says a 
?oronto man who organized 
~n employmnt placement 
.entre for seniors who want 
o work. 
William Ferguson of Over 
5, a three-year-old govern- 
neat funded program 
pousored by the YM-YWCA, 
aid "the older worker is a 
'cry. dependable person." 
"He's loyal, usually has a 
• ery high work ethic and is 
eldom away from the job." 
With the older employee 
the employer doesn't have 
o worry about the working 
nether staying off the job to 
ake care of the kids when 
hey're sick, and usually 
~oesn't have to worry about 
ny at-home battles ex- 
vnding into the office." 
"All that makes the older 
.erson'an attractive in- 
estment in the work force, 
'erguson said. 
But employment 
mssibillties till are more 
ttractive for men than for 
Employment placement, 
however, generally has been 
good for both sexes ,  
Ferguson said. 
He reports that more than 
haft the applicants found 
jobs through his non-profit 
organization last year, end 
the breakdown works out 
now to about 26 placements 
every 22 working days. 
"There's uch a great need 
for something like this. The 
problem isn't going tOgo 
away and we're going to find 
ourselves with more and  
more people moving into the 
higher age brackets." 
By the turn of the century, 
Ferguson said, there wUlbe 
3.3 million Canadians 65 and 
older. And there will be a 70- 
per-cent increase in the 
numbers of citizens 45 to 65. 
"All the signs of an aging 
society are there, but 
nobody's paid any ,attention 
to them," he said. "And they 
probably won't--until the 
roof falls in." 
French schools 
falling down 
POITIERS, France 
Reuter) -- Every year in 
rid-September, 12 million 
reach children return to 
:heel after a t0-week 
•nmer break, 
This year, many of them 
.=turned tooversized classes 
nd decaying buildings. 
ome elementary students 
yen returned to find they 
ad no teachers at all, ac- 
ording to France's two 
trgest eachers' anions. 
Poitiers, a town of 75,000 
zsidents 320 kilometrea. 
~thwest of Paris, shows 
zany of the symptoms 
esettlng France's highly 
entrallzed school system. 
"Every year our working 
~nditions seem to get 
ightly worse," one high- 
.'heel teacher said, but this 
~ar things have 
~teriorated dramatically. 
"If you need proof just look 
: the unprecedented sup- 
3rt we're getting from 
~renis who are demanding 
tore teachers, smaller 
asses and better schools 
~r their children," she 
:lded. 
A new school to have been 
ompleted in time for the 
tart of the academic year 
vas in such a mess that 
mrents refused to send their 
a sea of mud every time it 
rains. 
Teachers at one high 
school went on strike for two 
days in protest against 
classes ranging from 36 to 39 
16-year-olds, But they were 
told that education miniatry 
regulations say they are 
entitled only to extra staff if 
a class exceeded 40. 
Perhaps the most chrnnie 
problem in French education 
is the question of auxiliary 
teachers--the 45,000 or so  
instructors who anxiously 
wait every fall to hear 
whether they have a Job for 
the academic year, They 
have no security of employ- 
ment. 
Most French teachers are 
civil servants and enjoy 
almost total job security. But 
to reach "nat status they 
have to pass a competitive 
examination and the 
education ministry fixes 
quotas in line with the 
number of posts it wants tO 
create. 
Those who do not become 
civil servants may he given 
posts, where they work' 
longer hours for le~ I~Y 
than "qualified" teachers 
and can be dismissed at the 
end of anyrschool year. 
Teachers' unions have 
:hlldren there, long demanded job security 
After several protests, for all teachers, bet the 
mpiis were allowed to stay ministry says it cannot 
m in the old buildings until create large numbers of 
he new school was ready, permanent teaching posts at 
~ut an access road still is a time when population 
mfinishedand the shiny new growth is declining. 
mildings are surrounded by 
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"I need a loan to pro" off the interest raW on the loan you gave me ye:¢terday.'" 
I I 
THOMAS ,4 TRILL THINKS 
Take  ,are of your. rights 
A person must be considered innocent 
'unless proven guilty. 
Th0se of us who have lived under a 
system of 'English' law, know that this 
concept is a fundamental safeguard of our 
rights. Perhaps we would better appreciate 
the value of the 'innocent unless proven 
guilty' idea, if we realized that it is 
relatively uncommon in our world. It is not 
pert of the Napoleonic code, for example; 
which forms the basis of Quebec law. Nor is 
it enshrined in the laws of socialist states. 
I believe that we are in danger of losing it 
• in Cad~da. . 
The following is, admittedly, hearsay, so 
please forgive any errors or ommissions. 
However, it is basically true, and if hap- 
pened recently in Terrace. 
A respected and law-abiding teenage 
student was stopped by a policeman, while 
driving a well-maintained automobile on 
which he had recently installed a legal and 
new exhaust muffler. A ticket was written, 
cha~'ging him with "inadequate exhaust 
system." 
In court, the prosecution presented no 
concrete evidence to substantiate the 
policeman's char0e and no Scientific tests 
or noise level limits were presented. The 
presiding iudge refused to take part in or 
allow any examination of the "~h~u~ ~~:; 
system in question,or to examine:a similar 
muffler which the young defendanf-~vished ~
to produce. It became clear that the 
policeman's opinion was supreme and that • 
the lad was guilty unless he could prove 
himself to be innocent. How, was not in- 
dicated. 
The young man had no alternative to 
paying the fine. He continues to drive the 
sam.e car, with the same (legal) muffler. 
' "  " k " . . . . . . . . .  ' "  i: It seems to me that:we are" m.daflcjer'~f ........ 
losing the legal safeguard that I mentioned 
at the beginning Of this column. We are 
allowing our policemen and our courts to 
promote personal opinion and prejudice at 
the expense Of justice. Thus, law en- 
forcement becomes subjective, varying 
according to the whims of a policeman or 
judge and creating disrespect for the law, in 
both the honest and the crooked; and young 
and old. 
Remember folks, • you are innocent until 
proven guilty. Oppose any effort to erode 
that right. 
IN THIS PROVINCE 
Labor control f ightseen 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  adopted by the federation The CLC executive ~ ' • • Rramer of the Canadian 
Moderates and militants 
square off this week in a 
toughly-contested fight 
for control of the 250,000- 
member British 
Columbia Federation of 
Labor. 
For years the 
federation has followed 
an independent, militant 
course under the direc- 
tion of president George 
Johnston and secretary- 
treasurer ten Guy. 
But both men have 
stepped down and 
delegates now must 
decide whether to con- 
tinue the hard-line style of 
Johnston and Guy or to 
adopt a more conciliatory 
approach, with closer ties 
to the New Democr~Ge 
Party. 
Bob Donnelly, 
president oi (!: .~ 
Telecommunicati,=*t.~ 
Workers Union, i~. ,lm. 
ning for fedet,~ion 
president ol, . ;:,,~,~iorm 
aimed at c~;~'ir4~ or,. 
Brit ish Columbia's 
disti~tive militant brand 
of trade union,sin. 
Doonelly was nominated 
as a candidate last month 
at a controversial meet- 
ing of federation officers• 
Pitted against Donnelly 
is Jim Kinnaird, former 
president of the B. C. and 
Yukon Building Trades 
Council. He is the candi- 
date chosen by tho~e 
seeking to change the 
direction of the fed- 
eration. 
Kiunaird says he is not 
opposed to the polie!es 
in the past year, but 
believes a change to more 
conciliatory style el 
leadership is necessary. 
Delegates to the con- 
vention, which starts 
today and ends Friday, 
are told in a report from 
the outgoing executive 
council: "We have been 
determined to carry out 
our policies and 
programs even though 
many around us have 
counselled us to seek a 
softer, shinier, slickel 
image. 
"We have taken tough 
and someUme~ unpopular 
stand~ in order to win 
,~:Cute.~ il'; spite of the 
/:.:ct tlmt we have been 
:: ~;.i~i~ed for not 
;~,%,.~nding to 'public 
• ~Ritudes.' 
"We i,ave put the in- 
terests of our mem- 
bership and the trade 
uuion movement ahead of 
uther political con- 
siderations." 
The ~¢derati0n every 
War adopt'J the standard 
union policy of political 
support for the NDP, but 
B.C. labor leaders have 
always reserved the right 
w criticize the NDP for 
policies they dlsagree 
wiLh. The B.C. labor bcxly 
ai~o has taken aim oc- 
casionally at the central 
Canadian Labor 
Cot~grt.s:~. 
Congress president 
~.~,:::~i:; McDermott could 
fac;~, a ho~ time Tuesday 
when he is scheduled to 
speak to the federation. 
councilrefusedtesuppert Uulon.of  Public Em- 
e Canadian Unim of 
tal Workers in its 
decision last month to 
defy Parliament's back- 
to-work order, while the 
B.C. federation's ex- 
ecutive council offered 
the postal workers '"full 
and unhesitating sup- 
. port.,, 
Jean-Claude Parrot, 
president of the 23,oo0- 
member postal union ia 
set to address the con- 
vention a few hours 
before McDermott is to 
speak. Parrot and eight 
other executives of his 
union face criminal 
charges of defying an act 
of Parliament. The 
maximum penalty, on 
conviction, istwo years In 
.prison. 
The delegates will have 
a full four days to debate 
ideology and size up the 
candidates. Elsetlom are  
Friday. 
At least three "can- 
didates are: expected to  
run for secretary- 
treasurer. 
Dave Melntyre, who 
was appoinied by the 
federation executive to 
serve as saeretary.treas- 
urer after Guy retired in 
May, is running for a two- 
year term. 
He originally was 
nominated ' by the 
federation officers, but 
has since switched his 
alleglence to Kinnaird. 
However, some of the 
major Kinnaird sup- 
porters are backing Mike 
ployees for secretary- 
treasurer. 
Donnelly says he will 
pick another running 
mate as secretary- 
treasurer and his choice 
is to be announced during 
the convention. 
Jack Munro of the 
In terat iona l  Wood- 
workers of America 
(IWA), one of Kinnaird's 
key backers, has 
criticized the federation 
officers' meeting that 
nominated Donnelly and 
Mclntyre because neither 
the building trades nor 
the IWA, the federation's 
largest affiliate, par- 
tieipated. 
The executive council 
says in ~ its report to 
delegates the labor 
movement faces harsh 
attacks from business• 
and governments. 
"The question is not 
whether we are capable 
of overcoming and 
meeting these challenges, 
but whether we will fir=d 
amongst ourr.eives the 
necessary solidarity, 
organizational ability and 
leadership. 
"The B. C. Federation 
ef Labor has been 
re.gained across 
Canada has the most 
effective central labor 
body in the coantry.. 
"That success has 10sen 
• lint'It on an understanding 
of the federation as a 
militant, democratic 
socialist, working class 
organization." 
Labor pledges 
united stand 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
There will never be "an on- 
going lovein" in the British. 
Columbia Federation oz 
Labor, but it must stand 
united when union rights are 
under attack," retiring 
federation president George 
Johnston said Monday. 
Johnston is stepping down 
after eight years at the helm 
of the 250,OO0-member 
federation and moderates 
and militants are squaring 
off in the battle for control. 
As the federation's annual 
convention opened, Johnston 
made a final pitch for 
solidarity and urged the B.C. 
labor movement o unite 
behind the Canadian Union 
of Postal Workers in its fight 
with the federal government. 
Officers of the federation 
last month pledged full 
hacking when postal workers 
decided to defy a 
parliamentary back-tework 
order. But the central Ca- 
nadian Labor Congress 
'withheld support. 
Postal workers now are 
back on the job. Their 
leaders face criminal 
charges for defying an act of 
Parliament and their cause 
continues to be the subject of 
vigorous disagreement 
within the labor movement. 
Johnston said the B.C. 
labor movement has 
traditionally rallied behind 
unions in trouble. 
The outgoing executive 
council of the federation said 
moderate leadership with 
closer ties to the New 
Democratic Party. 
Johnston is backing Bob 
Donnelly, president of the 
Telecommunications 
Workers Union, as his 
successor. 
The more moderate forces 
are supporting Jim Kin- 
naird, former head 'of the 
B.C..Yukon Building Trades 
Council. 
Dave McIntyre of the 
Printing Pressmen's Union 
originally Was picked by 
federation officers to run for 
secretary-treasurer, but he 
switched sides and now is 
running on *a slate with 
Kirmaird. Mike Kramer of 
the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees, also a Kinnnird 
supporter, has dropped out 
of the race for secretary. 
treasurer. 
As a result of Melntyre's 
switch, Donnelly must find 
another unning mate. 
The executive, council's 
report said' leaders of the 
federation have': rejected 
suggestions that'thL~Y adopt a 
"softer, shinier, sliekez 
image." 
"We have put the interests 
of our membership and the 
trade union movement 
ahead of other political 
considerations," the council 
said. 
The labor movement must 
be united to fight "the swing 
to the political right by the 
in its report o more than 850 Liberal, Conservative and 
convention delegates it Social Credit parties." 
"commends the courage and "Their policies of 
determination shown by the 
membership of CUPW in the 
face of a powerful, arrogant 
and dangerous govern- 
ment." 
"Their fight is not on]y for 
their own rights as a union, 
but for the rights of all 
~. ~vork~rs everywhere in 
Canada." 
Johnston recalled a 
number of earlier disputes in 
B.C. that were won only after 
union members ignored 
back-to-work orders and 
continued to strike. 
The B.C. labor movement 
has followed a militant, 
independent course under 
the direction of Johnston and 
Le n Guy, former secretary- 
treasurer. 
Delegates must decide 
Friday whether to continue 
Johnston's militant style or 
whether to opt for more 
restraint, cutbacks and of 
reliance on the private 
sector are fundamentally 
wrong," the council said. 
"Just as wage controls led 
to further unemployment, so 
have the policies of restraint. 
This right-wing approach to 
economics has created 
financial and social hardship 
for a great many Canadian 
workers." 
Delegates were urged to 
nominate union membem to 
run as NDP candidates in 
future elections. 
The executive council said 
the Liberal, Conservative 
and Social Credit ad- 
mlinistratiens in Canada.,  
"have shown themselves to~ ~, 
he vigorously anti-iaber and 
must therefore be opposed 
by a strong, politically 
conscious trade union move° 
ment." 
A standstill 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
Prospects for ratification of 
the two amendments to the 
U.S. Constitution ow before 
state legislature are 
bcoming almost as gloomy 
as the late fall skies across 
the U.S. 
From its performance so. 
far, the District of Columbia 
Voting Rights Amendment, 
which would allow residents 
of the capital to elect at least 
three congressmen, may be 
in big trouble. 
And the Equal Rights 
Amendment is still in the 
same position it was almost 
two years ago--three states 
short of the 38 needed to 
ratify it so it can be ap- 
pended to the constitution. 
Results of the Nov. 7 U.S. 
elections brought little 
comfort to supporters of 
either proposal who hope for 
action in several states when 
many legislatures resume in 
January. 
The Republican party sur- 
passed i t s  objective of 
picking up a net gain of 200 
state legislature seats in the 
election: in fact, they gained 
just over 300. 
While the Democrats still 
control the vast majority of 
the more than 7,000 state 
legislature seats, the 
presence of a few extra 
conservative Republicans in 
state houses may swing 
votes against ratification in 
close Senate contests. 
The recent Pennsylvania 
vote which defeated 
ratification of the District of 
Columbia amendment 
illustrates the situation. 
While four of every five 
Democrats voted in favor of 
the plan, only two of the 83 
Itepublican legislators en- 
dorsed it. 
And with more 
Republicans hl Harrisburg 
and other state dapitals next 
year, the already difficult 
task of getting the amend- 
ment approved is made 
toughter. 
The amendment would 
allow district residents--the 
overwhelming majority of 
whom are black and sup 
porters of the Democratic 
party--to elect two senators 
and at least one member of 
the House of Representa- 
tives. 
The initial reaction of 
many Republicans i  that the 
amendment is a move to 
increase the black and 
liberal vote in Congress at 
the expense of both their 
'state's representation and 
their party's position in Con. 
gress. 
The task of supporters is to 
convince Republicans--and 
many conservative 
Democrats as well--to see 
the fundamental argument 
in support of the plan--that 
Americans living in the 
capital are victims of tax- 
ation without representation, 
regardless of t~ i r  race or 
politics. 
Getting the point across 
will require a national effort 
to see the issue as a bipar- 
tisan or perhaps a non- 
partisan solution to an unfair 
situation. 
The increase in 
Republican legislators at the 
state level also is not ex- 
pected to help supporters of 
the Equal Rights Amend. 
ment, which would prohibit 
discrimination on the basis 
of sex. 
That proposal too is 
regarded,, 6by many 
Americans as a liberal 
cause, and one that has been 
opposed with great success 
by conservative groups who 
fear it would destroy the 
American family. 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
!abet or bad taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publicahon must be signed. We ask that letters 
be typed and double spaced. 
i " i'i y herald SP,O RTS 
with Chris Porter 
L 
rNTER-cITY MINOR HOCKEY 
Smithers wins at ho 
Home ice turned out to be a 
big advantage for Smithers 
teams as they hosted 
Terrace Pups and Inland 
Kenworth Bantams in Inter- 
City Minor Hockey Rep team 
league action on the 
weekend. 
Smithers Pups won the 
f irst game 5-3 as Kevin 
Montieth, Kelly Emea and 
Rupert's Peewees and 
Midgets, Kitimat's Peewees 
won both their games by 
scores of 6-4 and 7-2. The 
Midgets teams split with 
Rupert winning the first 
game 7-5 and Kiiimat taking 
the second 8-3. 
At Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat's Atom Reps played 
to a 3-3 tie with Ruvert's 
Pup~, then beat their hosts 4- 
3. Prince Rupert Bantams 
won a pair over Kitimat's 
Bantams by scores of 11-4 
and 9-6.- 
And up the line, Smithers 
Peewees and Midgets 
travelled to Vanderhoof for 
two games each. Smithers 
Peewees won 4-2, then tied 4- 
4. VanderhooPs Midgets won 
me 
3-2, but Smithers took the 
second game 7-2. 
I l~ '~ CHRISTMAS 
Harvey Degerness scored 
the Terrace goals. Montieth 
got the only goal for Terrace 
in their 3-1 second game loss. 
Ter race  Bantams also 
drol~ed a pair to Smithers 
Bantams, The first game 
score was 7-4'as Jeff Selder, 
Warren Rididg, Mark -~ 
Flahorty and.M~e Lambert 
scored. Smithers took the 
second ga~e'  5-4. Goal 
scorers for Terrace were 
Mel Reimer, John Amos, 
Tony Christie and Riding. 
Meanwhile, Terrace All 
Seaso~ Midgets travelled to 
Prince Gonrgefor a pair of 
exhibition games against he 
Spruce King Midgets. 
Terrace won the first game 
7-1 behind the two goal ef- 
forts of' Doug Ricbey and 
Rob Collins, Simon Dndd, 
Emile Gagnon and Bruno 
Hidher also scored. Prince 
George dged Terrace 6-5 in 
the second game. Richey 
came through with another 
pair while Hidber, Dodd and 
Dave Robson had one each. 
' i 
i 
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NL ROOKIE HONORS 
Nlp"  • ki  o .  l ck  18 top  roo  e 
NEW YORK (AP) -- Writers' Association of ting .266 in 89 games after the majors and win thc 
Bob Horner, Atlanta America panel. He beat joining the Braves on rookie prize. 
Braves' slugging third out San Diego shortstop 
baseman and the team's Ozzie Smith, who finished 
No. lchoiceinlastJune's with 8~/t votes. Pitcher 
free agent draft of area- Don Robinson of Pitt- 
teurs, was named sbugh Pirates took the 
National League rookie of other three votes. 
• the year Monday. Homer, who played 
Hornet, ~ho p;ayed college ball at Arizona 
only a half season, State, earned the award 
received 12~ votes from by hitting 23 home runs, 
the 24-man Baseball drivingin63 runsand bat- 
Terrace 1978 
ryR STATION WAGO 
Rota adio, T, V. GENTURY- 
AUCTION 305- Automatic - Power Tailgate Lock - Tinted Glass - Woedgrain - Carpeting Throughout - Stereo Radio - 
, Steel Belted Radial Tires- Luggage Rack - Tilt Wheel 
December 1 & 2 
Kalum Tire. Battery 
Paragon Insurance- Taperecorder 
Ai's Shoes. Pair mens or ladies hoes 
Electrolux - Seat chest for vacuum 
Totem Towing - Certificate 
Central Flowers. Artificial arrangement 
Golden Razor- 2 mens tyling 
June 16. 
lie is the first man site 
San Francisco's Willie 
McCovey in 1959 to win 
the award after joining 
his team in mid.scasou. 
He also became the 
first No. I selection in the 
free agent amateur draft 
to move immediately to 
ttorner's 23 home runs 
tied Jeff Burroughs for 
the Atlanta club lead. His 
RB[ total was third best 
on the club behind 
Burroughs" 77 and Dale 
Murphy's 79. He also hit 
17 doubles and one triple 
in 323 at bats and scored 
,5O runs. 
$64.75 
~il.95 
,5,~ 't978 
~ 
' ° ~  OABM.LERO 
$25.oo 
$20.00 ~ :' 
1978 
PONTIAC 
OATALINA 
2 Dr. Coupe - Glacier 2-Tone Metallic Blue - Front & 
Rear Floor Mats- Body Side Mouldings - 350 Auto - Tilt 
Wheel - Steel Belted Radial Tires . .  
;¢1) 
: ;A  
,:o.~ 
1978 
OLDSMOBILE 
CUTLASS 
ThewentTerraCeto HazeltonPeeweefor'B'a " / 305. V8 - Auto - 8 Track. Radio - Air Conditioning - 
team 
~:~ J[ ' [ I [&[ ;~ ' ;  ' " I t  [~  i l Windows-BUcket SeatsTiltWheel.Siderails.BodySide M 0 u l d i n g s W i t h  Consol  - Tinted Glass :"Power Salon Brougham 4 Dr. - 305 - V8 - Automatic - Air ~ pair agaimt a combined rc /~/vn  ,U l  , . . - , - , - ,u  . _ .  the  uO,ml~(~ . sung Conditioni.- Tilt Wheel -8 T rack -Rad io -E lec t r i c  , 
Peewee and Bantam team. ~ Rally Wheels i Clock- Front & Rear Mats- Tinted Glass 
The Bees dropped a 9-4 " . .  ' 
decision in the first game. PUBL ISHED IN  THE '~" 
Mike Rouw scored twice /.: 
while Terry Barber and ily ;~: 
DeanKnuU]la had one each. Ter race lK i t imat  Da Herald ~ ,,,. 
The second game was a 4-4 ~-  
tie. Knut i l lahadt~vogeats.  '1,400o. OFF . . . .  . .~ .  Eddie Di Giovanni ad Mark NOVEMBER 28 "" Taron had singles. :; 
In other Inter.City league , . ~ac 
games on. the weekend,,, • . . . . . . .  !'i . . . . . . . . .  
Kitimat~,~;hosted~..,Prinee: ' ' . . . . .  , i  . . . .  "* '; ~! :' '~*;:' ' '  " :'~:'~' ' ! " " :  
~ ~ ~ o ~ ,  . . . . .  ~~o~o~o=~ OUR REGULAR ASKING PRIOE +.  
eel the Merchant Contest o ON ~ 
r iQ.:  
ISTRATORS * :~ ,~; r, 
lIVEN VEHICLES ~:':~ 
: 'Z~'  
• ~2,~ 
1978 " 
,:,CENTURY 
STATION WAGON , ,  
. . ' ° • . . ° 305 Auto Power Tmlgate Lock Woodgram S~ding 
Floor Mats - Tinted Glass - Carpeting Throughout - ~:: 
Stereo Radio- Tilt Wheel- P.S. & P.B. - Luggage Rack - ~.~f' 
Cruise Control .v.i: 
IVINNER @ $150. is 
0 
TAYLOR LYNN 
V 
6132 Agar Avenue fi 
• e35-38,0 i 
I, 
The Contest was a huge 
success with an amazing 
1978 OEUON: 
AND COMPANY DR 
1978 
CADILLAC SEVILLE 
1978 
BUICK REGAL 
2 Dr. Sport Coupe. 231 VG- "Turbo Engine".  Auto - 
Buckets - Landau Roof - Stereo Radio - Body Side 
Mouldings • Mats - Re~.r Window De~ro~t - Chrome 
Wheels 
1978 
BUICK CENTURY LEATHER INTERIOR L@ADED 
,..So.L, °" S2,100 OFF 
REGULAR ASKING PRICE 
4 Dr. Limited - 3O5 • Automatic • AM Radio - Tinted 
Glass - Mats - 50-40 Split Front Seats - Cloth Trim - 
Silver Metallic Exterior. Body Side Mouldings- Sport 
Mirrors 
number of entries. 
Five entries were correct and "j 
entered in the draw. i im McEwan 
i Telephone 635-4941 
Dealer Lioenea Number 14924 Terrace, B.C. 
* / , I -  
, t~ . , i  
;:,., 
Oi l - ,  
$ 
° ,~ 
. . , ; ,  
! . ;  q l  
. '~,~ 
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Montreal QBs are healthy for a change 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The AIouettes are head for record that was good for 
There will be no changes in Toronto tonight to prepare second place in the East 
Montreal Alouettes' lineup for their fourth Grey Cup behind Ottawa. 
for the Grey Cup game meeting with Edmonton But, with Joe Barnes and 
Sunday from that which Eskimos in five years, The Sonny Wade healthy now, 
produced a 21-16 victory over Eskimos defeated Calgary Montreal is solid , behind 
Ottawa Rough Riders in the Stampeders 26-!3 Saturday centre, Barnes went the 
Canadian Football League's in the Western Conference. distance against the Rough 
Eastern Conference final, final, ziders, completing nine of 13 
A spokesman for. the , 
defending Cup champions The Alouettes suffered a pass attempts for 144 yards• 
said Monday the Alouettes string of injuries to their Wade was scheduled to 
came out of the EFC title quarterbacks this season, a come into the game during 
game last Sunday in Ottav~a factor which contributed to the third quarter, but head 
in fine shape, their 8-7-I regular-season coach Joe Soannella said 
Wade came to him and 
suggested Barnes was doing 
well enough to stay in. 
"Barnes was working on 
what was to be his last series 
when he led that drive that 
produced Don Sweet's 
second field goal," Scannella 
said. "Sonny was supposed 
to go in after that, but he 
came to me and said to stay 
with Joe because he seemed 
to have things going well." 
Barnes scored Montreal's 
two touchdowns in the game, 
and Scanneila said Barnes 
had the green light to run. 
"With that brace on ms 
knee, l didn't think he could 
run as much as he did," 
Scannella said, 
"It bothered me a bit when 
l ran, but I got used to it," 
Barnes said of the brace. 
"The second touchdown 
was the best. I was waiting 
for that draw play. I saw the 
detente was going to blitz. I 
stepped back and then took 
off for the end zone like a doesn't mean there aren't 
bird. To me, that's football." some, but I 've never met 
Scannella had high praise one." 
for his quarterback. With Wade waiting in the 
"Nobedy"s more courageous wings, the Alouettes are well 
than Joe Barnes. That set at the position. Wadehas 
Is it Wilki.e's last game? 
EDMONTON (CL) --  Next is thinking of retirement. A
Sunday's Grey Cup game in fitting way to wrap up 10 
Toronto could be Tom Canadian Football League 
Wilkinson's last hurrah,.and campaigns would be by 
there is no doubt he would beating the Alouettes, who 
dearly love to quarterback humiliated the Eskim~ 41.6 
Edmonton Eskimos to in last year's Grey Cup 
victory over Montreal clash. 
Alouettes. But Wilkinson says the Es- 
The word from team- kimos must contain their 
mates is that Wilkinson, 35, desire for retribution. 
Grey Cup 
lineups 
TORONTO (CP~ -- Lineupo for the Grey Cup 
game at Exhibition Stadmm on Sunday, Nov. 26: 
Edmonton Eskimos Montreal Alouettes 
1. Warren Moon QB 7. Joe Barnes QB 
7. Pete tavorato DB B. Larry Uteck DB 
8. Hank llesic P 9. Gerry Dattilio QB-WR 
12. Tom Wilkinson QB t0. lan Moffurd WR 
13. Larry Highbaugh CB It. Don Sweet K ' 
IS. Stuart tang WR 14• Sonny Wade QB 
16. John Farlinger S 16. Jim Burrow DB 
20. Tom Towns LB 21. Randy Rhino DB 
21. Don Warrington TE 22. Bob Gaddis WR 
~I~ Tom Scott WR 23. Tony Proudfool DB 
Angelo Santucci RB 24. Victor Anonsen WR 
24. Ed Jones DB 25. Bruce Taylor DB 
25. Jim Germany RB 26. David Green RB 
2~. Dave Cutler K 30. John O'Leary RB 
28. Gregg Butler DB 33. Chuck McMann WR 
29. Joe Iiollimon CB 36. Larry Smith TE 
30. [)ale Potter LB 37, Vernon Perry DB 
34. lan Bryans LB 39. Wally Buono LB 
42. Dan Kepley MLB 41. John Olenchaik LB 
.50. Willie Martin OT 50. Pat Bonnett C. 
53. Bob Howes C 5l..Phil Luke DE 
55. Ron Estay DE 52. Ray Watrin,G 
56. Ted Milian C 53. Poug Smith C 
,57. Eric Upton OG 5 r ~,andy Halsall G 
!~). Charlie Turner OT 60. Bill Kahi-Winter OT 
fi2. Bill Stevenson OG 62. Gabriel Gregoire DE 
~:l. Ifector Pothier OG 64. Glen Weir DT 
fi.l. David Boone DE 67. Dan Yochum OT 
05 Dave Fennell DT 72. Carl Crennel I,B 
69' York llentschel OT 74. Peter l)alla Itiva 'I'I,; 
71: Waddell Smith SE 75. Gordon Judges l)T 
7*; (;corge ~IcGuwan Wit 76. Chuck Zapiec I,R. 
Terrace (:o-op store was rerrace Co-op .store 
founded by a group of local recently receives a cneque 
citizens. It started 'In a to the people presented to 
small wood structure with .Sandy Sanduls, President 
a dirt floor, and has grown of the Board of Directorsof 
intowhat it is today, duelo the Terrace ('o-up store 
the efforts and support of and Arie Delannge, acting 
its members, manager ny Ilili 
At the first annual Keenleyside on b~hnif of 
meeting of theTerrace Co. Co-op Insurance. Thie 
operative Association held cheque rdpresenls the 
in the Co-op store Imtlding patronage refund from Co- 
September 28, 1945, oplusdranceto its member 
nominations for positions users for which ~(~t-ops are 
on the first permanent known," " 
Board of Directors were 'rerrhce Co-op will he 
held. presenting its annual 
Elected to serve one year ,~Imlor Citlzens and llan- 
term were I e. Thomas and JFapped persons evening 
II. iloulden, twoyesr terms &i, Nov. ~, 1978, Tuesday. 
. J. Nurnmndeau and C. 'l'~s vn~bles, these pe~ple 
Kofoed were elected and t~hop in co,)fort and to 
elected fer u three year ts~l[ odvont~gv nf special 
term were S.F. Campbell dlse~nts. There is alsg 
and F. Frank. The Co-op is enter[lunment supplied for 
celebrating its 50th an- th~ evv~l~ ~ thu form of 
niversary in western dancing, croft" singing, 
Canada this year, and sing.al(mg wi t~orga. is t  
Terrace Co-op has been in and individna1" l|er • 
existence for 33 of those [ornl;inet,s a lull (,vPIIJng 
yesrs, l~onlethingwecan be for all. 
"We would like to go back 
and make up for last year. 
But if we put too much 
emphasis on wanting to heat 
Montreal we might get too 
high." 
Wilkinson worked hard in 
preparing for the 1978 CFL 
season, losing 20 pounds 
through diligent workouts 
that put him in the best 
shape he's been in for a half 
dozen years. 
The Eskimos' ~.6-13 win 
over Calgary Stampeders in 
Saturday's Western Con- 
ference final was an 
emotional high for the 
Wyoming  Un ivers i ty  
graduate. 
"We had won the big game 
and were going to the Grey 
Cup, and you'd figure that 
alter going all those years 
before it wouldn't be that 
emotional anymore, But it 
was." 
The Eskimos celebrated in
a subdued fashion because, 
as centre Bob Howes put it, 
"we're looking at one more 
game." 
"When you have the 
success this team has had in 
the Western final you don't 
need to jump all over the 
dressing room pouring 
champagne over each 
other's head." 
The Eskimos have been in 
the WFC final in each of the 
last six years and have come 
out winners five timed. 
They'll be playing Montreal 
in the Grey Cup game Ior the 
fourth time in five years. 
Wilkinson said that at the 
moment he doesn't know for 
sure whether he will retire. 
'Tl l  wait until the season's 
over. 
He said his decision will 
not be i:ffluenced oy the 
result in Toronto nor the 
result of balloting for the 
CFL's most outstanding 
player award, where he's up 
against Tony Gabriel of 
Ottawa Rough Riders. 
Running back Jim Ger- 
many, who wrenched a 
shoulder muscle in a 
brilliant 98-yard, two- 
touchdown rushing effort 
agaix~t Calgary, said the 
injury won't keep him out of 
Sunday's grudge match. 
quarterbacked the Alouettes 
to three Grey Cup titles since 
1970, including a 41-6 
thrashing of Edmonton in the 
1977 game here on a frozen 
Olympic Stadium fi(,Id. 
/ 
Danish Chees  
Canadian Cheddar 
Medium Cheese 
Random Weights . . . . . . . . . .  i0 Off Reg• Price 
Sales in Retail Quanlilies Only. 
CANADA BAFEWAY L IM ITEO 
Monday to Saturday ' IIl~)llllllll' l I l l f i l l -~ i l l l l l l  L U U |  ,'~ . -~~1~ i 
November 20 to 25 ":,.T='~LI///I ,~ i ~  • l i l l l i  m a ,qm. ,~.~w " ~( Ik~l i~ l i# l  I 
• ¢ f. l~_...  ,,..~.,.. , ,  
, ':~fY "~:f,~ Slollark ,e~;,? ' ) 
f f~ ' . " : - - : , . . : : '~"  Serve it toasted! ~ ) I )~ Ill • 
• ~ i ~  16 oz. shced loaf l~ J l~ J  | 
t"======'====-;=;::::::::-==:;:::::=:::::=:::::::::::::=:':::=r~ • . .  i aKyuekvlark I" 
• Premium ' : • Sdh0uette i I Sandwich I 
Bread. L f 0a 
~-C.  Wh,e, 1® ;;: Whole Wheo,,'"JIJ ]I~[LuW4] I ~ r~Cl  
Skylo,k I I~tU I  t Thin Sliced Sandwich Loaf ~ I O~LOJ)~_~J | Whiteor ~.~ l  - r '~  I 
Bokedwithout ~~!1~1 I 16 oz. diced lod ~f0r '~/~ I Brown ~-=IIII ~-~11 I 
dmdening or lord! . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~o..~,,c~,oo, ....L~~a_~ I - _ . . .  , , l=oz.k~ ..... ~ ~J  I 
Cracked Wheat  ,tas[aWoerry, m amburger[ 
,~/ark ~' J  tX~-~ | 24 fluid ounce tin . . . . . . . . .  g~_]o[~] ~ '  ,. I 
or Light Rye Loaf~ ~~Cl  ValieyGold ] Buns 
,~o..~o, ..... r~ '° 'v~I twP  ~^, , , , , ,~  D,,T4F.~,. DogBuns l 
Honey Wheat t r z :mmt  _ • 
• " Regular or (:hunk Style I, or 8 Gram Plus " Igll~-~ t . L i ~ I s '~ llf~! ~1 I 
IN flr~1t~ ill | 48 ounce tin . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ J  ~ ~ '  P, ck e f 12 .. | Sky/ark a a o 
- . . - ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I g ~l~__ J  
24oz. S l i ced~f  . . . . . . . .  ~ /~[~"  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ; : : : : : : : : : : : :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
Skylark ~ Shy,.rk ' ~  i 
Assorted ! . s0tt. i Dinner Pumi,ernicke 
Muff,as i i ~  !; Rolls , ,o~,L°af{~' ),read C t Margarlne , , 
Ready to t "  I Warn and ~ . . -= . .  
Se..rve w~!h, spread ~ ? /  ~ess~ed f~06 ! 16oz. 16oz. loaf 
j'aam ey ""  | lb. tub ~ ~  , Varieties. ~ ~ ~ mmm~ 
Package of 12 
- |  , l '~ '~ '~e Bread & Cheese! aL i".:":"~ . .] "kHarvest -kSt0negr0und 
, .~' ~.._~ $.feway' Broad ~[/ l l i~ .~ l l l  Rye 100% Whole Wheat 
I ~ ,  • ~ ., . 16 oz. loaf 16 oz. loaf 
Pee Weesof f  to Nanaimo 
• The Terrace Twin River looks tough on paper. In facing teams in the Nanatmo 
limber Peewees have ac- addition to Terrace and the tournament," coach Cliff 
cepted another invitation to. host Nanaimo club, the other Sharpies aid, 
compete in a major minor teams are Oakland 
hockey provincial tour- Cal i fornia,  Kamloops,  
.mer i t .  Calgary Bruins, North Shore Gam es 
The team had earl ier  Winter Club (last year's 
accepted a request o attend champions), Point Grey and 
k Vernon Winter Carnival Fuller's Lake from Van- 
tournament next February. couver Island, are  
.Thair latest invitation came The tournament operates a 
born Nanaimo's eight team round.robin series, meaning 
Chr i s tmas  tournament  each team plays seven 
- - lng  December 27 to30, games.. Mter the round- s o o n  
Thb means the Terrace robin, the top .two .teams 
Peewee 'B' team will be meet in a sudden death.final 
competing in Prince for the championship. ' Though the B,C. Northern 
Rupert's annual Christmas Terrace -Peewees are Winter Games aren't until 
tourney during the same currently rated:among the, February 2, 3, and 4th1979 at 
week. best in B.C. ibased on their "Smithers,. time is moving 
It's the first time a team showlngagalnst area teams along and they'll be here 
from this area has been and Prince George  sooner than you think. 
invited to compete at "Wd'Uknow ffwe:havea Anyune interested in par- 
Nanaimo, and the oppafitlon, chance to goall the wayafter ticipating in the games in 
S P E C I A L  any of the events hould get B A T T [ R Y  their  entry forms filled out and into the Recreational 
Office at the Terrace Arena. 
: Following are the Winter 
'Games Events: archery, 
badminton,  basketbal l ,  
$64 95 • " broomball, bowling, boxing, " ,~ I td / / / /~ / / / / / . _  chess, curling, duplicfite 
" ~ bridge, figure skating, (1121F) gymnastics, hockey, cross 
country and downhill skiing, 
snowshoeing, table tennis, 
,]~ ~' r volleyball, and wrestling: 
M 
JReplace: Battery(vithanew~. ~ ' . . [~  - | ~  ' For further information 
Mo[orcrafl Battery With~ ~ / ~ ..; ~ " ~  - regarding any of the above 
:; " ~f 635-2841, or to enter, you can 
36month136000 mile 'l ~ ~ ,  events, call Sharon Laugh at 
warranty .~, ~,.,,.. , ,:4' 
"rerrao~To~mFordSalesL~l. call Neff Worboys at Mt. Elpirn Nov, 30 ,~  Keith.635-4964 Elizabeth Secondary School 
• . . . . . .  , vee*er Lice~ce.NurrVer XnTA in Kitimat, 632-6174. 
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Sabres on 
hot streak 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Steady goaltending by 
Don Edwards and the 
Nationl Hockey League's 
best penal ty-k i l l ing 
record have helped 
Buffalo Sabres forgean 
eight.game unbeaten 
streak and move into 
serious contention in the 
Adams Division. 
Edwards, third in' 
roakie-ofthe-year voting 
last season, has played all 
but one of Buffalo's 18 
games and has the best 
goals-against average in 
the league xcept for that 
of Doug Soetaert of New 
York Rangers, who has 
played only 72 minutes. 
Edwards's mark is 2,29. 
Leaguestatisties 
released Monday show 
Edwards and Bob Sauve, 
who allowed s~ven goals 
in the game Edwards sat 
out, have given Buffalo a 
team average of 2,56, 
second in the league to the 
Hangers' 2,39. 
Edwards has surren- 
dered 16 goals during 
Buf fa lo 's  e ightgame 
undefeated streak, help- 
ing move the third-place 
Sabres, 7-5-6 for 20 points, 
within four points of first- 
place Boston Brutes and 
one point behind Toronto 
Maple Leafs in the Adams 
standings. 
Buffalo'spenalty 
killing efficiency mark of 
90.5 per cent is tops in the 
NHL, and the team is 
second in shorthanded 
goals with five, all during 
the last eight games. 
The Sabres have scored 
II of their 16 power-play 
goals during the unbeaten 
stretch ifi only 33 man- 
advantage situations. 
Defenceman Jerry 
Korab, leading the team 
in scoring points with six 
goals and It assists for 17 
points, has five power- 
play goals, three of them 
coming in the second 
period of a 9.2 victory 
Sunday night over 
Minnesota North Stars, 
Meanwhile, Guy 
Chouinard and Bobby 
MacMillan of Atlanta 
Flames were tied atop the 
scoring race with 31 
points after weekend 
games. Chouinard has 13 
goals and 18 assists, while 
MacMillan has 12 goals 
and 19 assists. 
Marcel Dionne of Los 
Angeles Kings, who  
played host to Chicago 
Black Hawks in the only 
NHL game Monday night, 
had 28 points, tied with 
Guy Lafleur of Montreal 
Canadiens for third place. 
Both had 11 goals and 17 
assists. 
Chouinard had the most 
productive.sists to his 
totals in four games. 
AFTER FREAK LOSS 
Offensive coach fired 
EAST RUTHERFORD, 
N.J. (AP) -- New York 
Giants coach John McVay 
survived the crisis of an 
unbelievable, last-second 
loss to Philadelphia Eagles ,  
but his offensive co- 
ordinator, Bob Gibson, d id  
not. 
The Giants fired Gibson on 
Monday in the wake of the 19- 
17 defeat in a National 
Fotball League game that 
New York seemingly bad 
won.  
With the Giants leading 17- 
12 and 28 seconds left on the 
clock, quarterback Joe 
Pisarcik, using a play sent in 
from the sidelines by Gibson, 
fumbled a handoff to 
fullback Larry Csonka, 
Referee's 
clinic 
Saturday 
Pacific Northwest Hockey 
League re feree- in -ch ie f  
Harry Fairbrother of Prince 
Rupert will ~ in Terrace on 
Saturday, Nov. 25 to conduct ° 
• levels one, two and three , 
clinics. 
The clinic will be held in 
the Conference Room at the 
Terrace Swimming Pool 
starting at 9 a.m. All those 
wishing to attend should be 
there by 9 o'clock to register. 
Philadelphia cornerback on whether he was aware of 
Herman Edwards scooped the play Gibson had called. 
up the ball and dashed 26 Tight end AI Dixon brought 
yards for the Eagles' win- 
ning touchdown. 
And¥ Robustelil, the 
Giants' " director of 
operations, annoumed the 
dismissal after meeting with 
McVay and other team of. 
fieials, 
"Mter the game, I doubt 
that he can offensively 
recapture the relationship 
that ' is necessary,"  
Robustelli said, 
Gibson called the Giant 
offensive plays from his 
press box seat since joining 
the club as McVay's band- 
picked assistant prior to the 
1977 season. MeVay was 
visibly ~pset with the deci- 
Sion to let Gibson go. 
McVay evaded comment 
the play to Pisarcik in the 
huddle. 
"It was a secure play, one 
we've run at least 5OO times 
since training camp," he 
said. "Giving the ball to a 
veteran fullback is not a 
risky play, As it turned out it 
was a bad call and a bad 
decision, but had we not 
fumbled, everything would 
have been okay. 
Robnstelli said Gibson's 
relationship with the players 
had been destroyed by the 
controversial call, which the 
players criticized. They had 
expected Pisarclk to fall on 
the ball and run out the clock 
and were surprised when the 
handoff call was sent in from 
the coaches. 
Deep Brow 
Beans 
c 
Libby's 
, Spaghett i  
HOCKEY 
STANDINGS 
PNWilL STANDINGS 
Monday, Nov. 20 
TEAM WON I.OST TIED (;.F. (;,A. P'rs. 
EAST I)IVISION 
Burns Lake I0 3 I 125 57 21 
Vanderhoof 8 5 0 76 78 16 
Smithers 6 5 1 59 50 13 
Houston 4 7 2 71 60 l0 
Fraser Lake 2 9 0 34 195 4 
EAST I)IVISION 
Kitimat , 7 2 0 60 43 14 
Prince Rupert 5 6 0 59 47 l0 
Terrace 2 7 0 32 76 4 • 
GAMES I.AST WEEK 
Nov. t5 - Terrace 7 Prince 
Rupert 3 
Nov. t6 - Burns Lake 7 
Fraser Lake 2 
Nov. t8 - Kitimat 7 Van- 
derhoof 6. Smithers 7Fraser 
Lake l, Burns Lake 13, 
Terrace 6, Houston 8 Prince 
R~pert 4. 
PNWIIi. 
t'K'ORIN(; 
NOV. 15 
PI.AYER & TEAM 
Dallas Burns, BL 
Larry Davies, BL 
Gary Kent, BL 
Randy Davies, BL 
Blaine Campbell, BL 
Dave Lodge, Van 
Lance Davies, .BL . . . . .  t 7 
Marleau,.[~it"Y". ' .. ' 6 
Ken Lukens, BI.; '. . . . . . . .  tO 
Chris Bjornsen, BL 8 
Nov. 19 . Kitimat 5 Burns 
Lake 2, Prince Rupert 6 
Smithers 3. Ilouston 17 
Fraser Lake 0. 
(;AMES 'r i l ls WEEK 
Nov. 22 - Kitimat at Prince 
Rupert 
Nov. 23- Burns Lake at 
Smithers 
Nov. 25 - Kitimat at Burns 
~ke 
LEADERS to 
(;OAi~ 
18 
t0 
19 
l0 
It 
12 
ASSISTS PTS. 
29 47 
32 42 
19 " 38 
22 32 
12 23 
8 20 
I 0 .~. . . :  17 
I1 • 17 
~ '~ 16 ' 
7 15 
Beans ......... " tn Tomato Sauce 
Make Home'made O~C ~- I  ~ 2 9'G c 
Chili Con Corne ( i~]~l )  ~- ~14f l .  oz. tin... 28 ft. oz. tin . . . . . .  for 
Zoodles or Alpha.Getti 
Libby's. Sol andyjustheat&serve, 295c 
Your Choice. 14 ft. oz. t ins . . . . . . . . . ,  for 
Single Servings 
-k Beans withPork 
A!pha-Getti 
Msx or Match 
c 
Your oz. / Jr /  
Choice tins 
Prices Effective: 
WAdnp~dav fn .~atnrdav. 
Grapefruit  
PackJuice G 6" S l 29 
~f . . . .  lw '  oz. tins • 
~P vv~- '~ l~N I~b l  
Orange 
Juice 6:  71 45 Pack 
of , . .  o : • 
Tomato 
,.,. e , ,o5[  Pack " n i l  5'/2 fl.'*" I _ ' i  
of . . . . . .  Voz . t ins  l • V 
MINOR IIOCKEY ItEP 
TEAM LEAGUE STAN- 
I)INGS. Nov. 2o 
TEAM WON IA)ST 'FIED (LF. 
PUPS 
Kitimat 7 0 1 54 
Smithers '4 3 " 1 27 
Terrace 1 5 2 27 
Prince Rupert I 5 2 30 
PEEWEES 
Terrace 5 I 0 43 
Kitimat 5 3 0 37 
Smit.hers 2 4 0 21 
Prince Rupert 2 6 .0 29 
BANTAMS 
Prince Rupert 5 3 0 52 
Smithers 4 4 0 36 
Terrace i 3. , i  4 l 55 
Kitimat 3 : ' 4 I 55 
MII)(iE'I'S 
Kitiniat 7 I 0 66 
Terrace 4 2 0 44. 
l'rin~e Rupert 3 5 0 39 
Smit~ers ~_/, 'i 0 6 0 16 
MINOR IIOCKEY INTER- 
CITY ItEP 'rEAM LEAGUE 
t,k.ores for Weekeqd of Nov. 
' .  17-19 
Kitimat 'Pups 3 Prince 
Rupert Pups 3 
Kitimat Pups 4 Prince 
Rupert Pups 3 
Prince Rupert Bantams It 
Kitimat Bantams 4 
Prince Rupert Bantams 9 
Kitimat Bantams 6 
Kitimat Peewees 6 Prince 
Rupert Peewees 4
Kitimat Peewees 7 Prince 
Rupert PeeWees 2 
6.A. " I'TS 
29 15 
29 9 
41 4 
39 4 
2O I0 
30 tO 
32 4 
48. 4 
45 10 
52 8 
45 7 
7 
26 14 
29 8 
54 6 
0 
Prince Rupert Mtngets 7 
Kitimat Midgets 5 
Kitimat Midgets 8 Prince 
Rupert Midgets 3 
Smithars Pups 5 Terrace 
Pups 3 
Smithers Pups 3 Terrace 
Pups l 
Smithars Bantams 7Terrace 
Bantams 4 
Smithers Bantams 5Terrace 
Bantams 4 
HOOP 
STANDINGS 
TEAM won I.O,~$ PF PA TP 
Skeena Hotel Orphans 8 2 924 784 16 
Ev's Clippers 5 5 727 810 10 
Kluss and Sons 4 6 920 923 8 
All Seasons t 6 800 824 8 
TOP TEN SCORERS 
PI.AYERS 
I. Jan Gurhan 
2. Mike h'eland 
3. Willie Chemko 
4, John Walberga 
5 Dale Prest 
6. Doug McKay 
TEAM 
7. Joe Pronopchuk Skeerm Hotel 
8. Andy Ruygrok Klnss & Sons 
9. Jim Checkley Skeena lh)tel 
I0. Dave t'.rawley 
G,P, TIP AVERAGE 
Skeooa Hotel l0 337 33.7 
All Seasons 9 258 28.7 
Klnss & Sons l0 246 24.6 
Klttss & Sons 9 216 24,0 
Ev's Clippers t0 23o 23,0 
All Seasons t0 181 18,1 
6 99 16,5 
6 93 15.5 
P, 122 15.3 
Fv's Clippers 10 t4" 14.1 
;... :- :.-:.]d, Tu¢;day,  i'.~ovember 21, 1978 
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ON THESE DISCq ONS 
OVERWAITEA 4731 L.AKELSE AVE., SKEENA MALL 
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED WITH ALMOST THIRTY OTHER MERCHANTS...SOME OF WHICH WILL BE 
OPENING SOON TO BRING YOU COMPLETE ONE-STOP SHOPPING . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
IT'S SO .... 
SIMPI.E TO ENTER 
Fill out entry form in this advertisement (below). Clip 
out and take to your Overwaitea in Skeena Mall. Deposit 
in ballot boX. That's all you have to do. No purchase is 
necessary. You may use our cash register tape by 
writing your name, address and telephone number on 
reverse side, as an entry form substitute. You don't have 
to be present to win. Overwaitea employees, their 
families and the company's supplier personnel are not 
eligible. There's a lucky draw every week during the 
program. Be present for the draws -- You could be a 
Winner. 
WINNERS DECLARED IN ORDER OF HIGHEST PRIZE FIRS~ 
Overwaitea Skeena Mall 
LUCKY DAYS DRAW 
NAME 
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 
ADDRESS 
CITY/COMMUNITY TEL. 
This entry is valid for ihe Saturday, N o v e r n b e r ~ 6 ,  '78 draw. 
TER R A( :E-K I'1'1 M A'I' 
/ 
daily herald $$ 3TIO D 
Many braved weather to vote 
No small potatoes this 
PORTAGE LA "RAIRIE, 
i ........... Mmt (CP) +-- ~,.*-~.4..mllliou 
potato proces,mg plant 
being built by McCain Foods 
Ltd. is to prm le an ex- 
panded market fn: ~,~anitoba 
vegetable grow, + • no are 
expected to ira, ++e their 
petate.growing acreage by 
50 per cent in the next five 
years, 
The plant, delayed by a 
province.wide construction 
strike this year, now is ex- 
pectod to go into limited 
operation by January and 
full production a month 
later. 
Company officials believe 
the~iorMan i teba  
potato ~en wlH inurenae 
potato acreage to IS,O00 
acres in the next five years, 
50 per cent more than the 
total in 1976. 
The New Brunswick.based 
company had contracted for 
$4 million worth of locally. 
grown potatoes before the 
lengthy construction strike 
began and set hack com. 
pletiou of the plant by about 
four months. 
But company chairman 
Harrison McCain of 
Florenceville, N.B., says the 
company honored all the 
contracta and would im- 
plemnnt an accelerated pro- 
dueUou schedule to make up 
for lost time. 
Potatoes grown under con- 
tract have been stored in the 
area. 
The plant, which covers 
9,900 square metres in this 
community 96 kilometres 
west of Winnipeg, will 
process packaged French- 
fried potato chips and 
dehydrated potato flakes for 
a Western Canadian market. 
The facility also will serve 
as a company storage and 
Campagnolo wants notice 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Sport 
Minister lena Campagnolo 
wants two years' notice from 
organizations bidding for 
international spse rz.- 
vernmeni assistance. 
"We've operated on an ad 
hec basis in the past and it's 
about time we laid down a 
definite hosting policy," 
Campagnclo said in a recent 
interview. 
She is expected to outline 
the new policy later this 
week in the Commons. 
Spurt Canada, the federal 
agency responsible for 
amateur sport, will have two 
ears to review bids and 
termine how much money 
the federal goverment will 
contribute, said senior 
consultant Ai Ran. 
The federal government, 
the province and host city 
will emtinue to share costs 
o~ events, he said. 
Canada is preparing a bid 
for the 1990 world soccer 
tournament and Vancouver 
and Hamilton have ex- 
pressed interest in bidding 
for the 1967 Pan-American 
Games. 
But every major in. 
ternatlonai sporting event in 
Canada since 1967 has had a 
deficit, including the 1967 
Pan-American Games in 
.Winnipeg, $l oillion; 1973 
SummerGames in New 
Westminster, B.C., $675,000; 
Canada Summer Games in 
St. John's, $750,000; and 
Edmonton's Commonwealth 
Games, $4 million. 
A provincial inquiry into 
why costs for the 1976 
Mont rea l  O lympics ,  
origlnolly estimated at $210 
million, skyrocketed tomore 
than$1.2 billion, is underway 
in Montreal, 
The federal government 
has been paying part of that 
deficit with Loto Canada 
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
(635-3660) 
Parcel Pickup l Deliver/ 
emm a m i  mau imm n J  m m u  u mm im m m amm em m m m m * 
Lighl Packages & Parcels ' 
Chairs -- Recliners -- End Tablos - 
Porlablo T.Vo 
Suiles (Ktlchen & L lv l~ Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
l a i n l n n n m m n  l I m B  I i E I m D I I i ,  
District of Terrace On ly  
revenues, scheduled to be 
discontinued in December, 
• 1979. 
• Peter I,esaux, deputy 
minister for sport, said the 
government wants to be able 
"to predict and underwrite 
these deficits." 
There are external factors 
which influence costs uch as 
the value of the dollar, in- 
flation and increaded 
travelling expenses, he said. 
,Lesaux said the new policy 
will make it impossible for 
organizations tomake hasty 
bids for events without 
consulting the federal 
government. 
The Herald, Tuesday, November 21, 1978, Page 9 
Former British MP 
charged in murder 
MINEHEAD (AP) Liberal party, a virtually Thorpe was married in 
powerless third party for 1968 to Caroline AIIposs, who 
decades, died ina car crash in 1970. 
Jeremy Thorpe, 49, the 
dapper aristocrat once Seen 
the shining hope for 
Britain's faded Liberal 
party, was formally charged 
Monday with conspiracy to 
murder male model Norman 
Scott, his alleged lover. 
Prosecutor Peter Taylor 
alleged at the hearing that l0 
years ago Thorpe told a key 
prosecution witness, a 
former fellowLiberal MP. 
that killing Scott would be 
"no worse than killing a sick 
dog." 
Taylor, trying to persuade 
the magistrates to order 
trials for Thorpe and three 
co-accused, aruged that the 
homosexual ffair was "like 
a black cloud" that always 
hung over the rising 
politician. 
Thorpe has denied having 
an affair with Scott. 
Thorpe's face showed the 
strain of the scandal as he 
turned occasionally to look 
at his wife Marion, the 
former Countess of 
Harewood, in the packed, 
small-town courtroom in the 
county of Cornwall in south- 
west England. 
The conspiracy and 
homosexuality allegations 
forced Thorpe in May, 1976, 
to resign leadership of the 
Liberal party he headed 
more than nine years. 
The key prosecution 
witness is former MP Peter 
Beosell, 57, now living in 
Ocuaoside, Calif. He is in 
England to testify. 
Taylor claimed Thorpe 
said to Bessell in December, 
1968, '"We've got to get rid of 
him,'" referring to Scott. 
'"You mean knocking him 
off,'" Bosseil was quoted as 
replying. The prosecutor 
said Thorpe answered: 
'"Yes.'" 
in addition to conspiracy, 
Thorpe is charged with in- 
citing a co-accused, his 
Oxford school friend, hanker 
David Holmes, 48, to arrange 
the killing. Each charge 
carries a maximum 10.year 
prison term. 
Taylor said he has letters 
by Thorpe and testimony 
from Bessell to show Thorpe 
and Scott, now 38, had the 
affair between 1961 and 1963. 
He said Holmes went to co- 
accused John Le Mesurier, a
45-year-old carpet dealer, 
and through him met the 
fourth accused, slot maLhine 
dealer George Deakin, 35. 
Taylor alleged that the 
conspiracy lasted from 
October, 1968, until 
November, 1977. 
The prosecutor said 
Deakin recruited ex-airline 
pilot Andrew Gins Newton to 
kill Scott for $19,500. Newton 
drove Scott to the coun- 
tryside in Devon county in 
October, 1975, and shot his 
dog but did not harm Scott, 
the prosecutor said, 
He said the money came 
from Bahama-based 
millionaire Jack Hayward, 
who thought it was for an 
election fund, and Thorpe 
arranged for it to be tran- 
sferrred to Holmes. 
Thorpe studied at Eton and 
Oxford, the traditional 
training round for Britain's 
establishment. He was 
elected to Parliament in 1959 
and eight years later took 
over leadership of the 
Western distribution centre 
for all McCain products. It 
has a potential role in future 
export activities. 
Plant manager Keith 
Thomson said there is a good 
chance the company will [ i~[ '  ' 7 ' .e~6~y - +, _ 1 ~ ¢ ~ -  U]  
expand thePortage plaotin ~ .~4d+ o / . . . -  ~)ah++,  ~ I  
the next three to five years, 
processing reen crops or ~k  ~,~ a.m. ~a+m~ ~j  
other vegetables uch as 
Thomson said McCain 
probably will be hiring the + omore° +e° & 
ployees later this mouth, lie 
said 600 applications already 
have been received. 
The parent company, k ~  "p¢~ ~ + ~  
started by the McCain ~r.~ O,£~nc'~ 9 ~¢ 
brothers Ilarrison and 
Wallace with $100,050 in1957, ~ I t ~  ~ =  Pa ,~ ~5, , . .~ '~ 
now is one of the world's 
largest potatoprncessors. It / 632 420§ 
has plants in New Brun- 
swick, the United States, 
Britain, the Netherlands, 
Spain and Australia. 
The Portage plant's 
manager is a native of 
Truro, N.S., whostarted with 
the company in 1965 as a 
production trainee, lie was 
later appointed manager of a 
subsidiary, Carleton Cold 
Storage Co. in New Brun. 
swiek. 
In 1971, Thomson was 
moved to Daylesford, Aust., 
to manage a small plant 
there. 
He then boca me director of 
manufacturing for McCain 
in Australia before accepting 
the job in Portage. 
C, et t  ther+at, ain 
Betsy's Pancake & 
4642 Lazelle 
Open 6 a.m. every morning 
except Sunday, ()pen 11 a.m. 
CLOSED 9 p.m. daily, 
except  - 
. Fr iday & Saturday - 3 a.m. 
Sunday - 6 ~.m. 
Lunoheon Spooial, ever; dal 
Sex revolution 
comes to Spain 
MADRID (Reuter) --  A It also strongly recom. 
serious Spanish magazine mended regular bathing 
• recently published a guide before orgies, and warned 
called Basic Rules For swingers not to become too 
Making Love With Your attached to partners. 
Neighbor's Wife. Spain now is caught up in 
Cambio 16, normally noted the sexual revolution widch 
for its guides to the economy swept North America and 
or politics, listed eight pieces Europe in the 1960s, and 
of advice for potential wife- Cambio 16 was pinpointing 
swappers, an apparently growing trend 
it warned Spaniards prone among midd le -c lass  
to possessiveness to avoid Spaniards living in cities. 
the growing fashion of This move to greater 
"swinging" in this strictly freedom came in thewake of 
Catholic country where democracy  fo l lowing 
divorce still is illegal, decades of sexual repression 
Tongue in cheek, it under Gun. Francisco 
suggested that people new to France. 
wife-swapping could over- One joke about life under 
come shyness by gning to the the Franco regime says: 
movies or a restaurant with Before in Spain it was not a 
other couples before bz- sin to make love, it was a 
coming intimate, miracle. 
~ Itl4t Xtl Itll ~+ 
• _pelpe l~.Tlke. Hendd, Tumday, November 21, 1978 
Red Cross involved. 
Kay Parker, disaster 
chairman for the Terrace 
Branch of the Canadian Red 
• Cross Society, is seen here 
with Elmer Carrothe~, 
regional coordinator from 
Prince George. Parker .!~: 
organizing volunteers to help 
clean up and offer assistance 
to homeowners in flooded 
areas. People who want 
assistance should call 635. 
2520. 
.¢, 
NOT 1/NCOMMON 
Fear of entertaining 
YORK (AP) -- If you 
get butterflies in your 
stomach when it's time to 
ontertain, you're not unique. 
"Partyphabla" is the term 
used by Edgar Watkins, d 
c lmi~ of table-top nc- 
eessortns by vocation and a 
party hut  by avocation. 
"Though few admit it," he 
says, "I think everybody 
gets nervona before giving a 
party-- even these who do it 
well." 
Ways .to 'combat this 
anxiety are covered at 
ie~ in a book Watkins is 
preparing. From personal 
experience, he advises: 
"Give it a widr]--[ike a 
la of any sort, the best 
is to take a deep breath 
• in_" 
Party-givlng was not 
nxnctly new to Watklns when 
he arrived In New York City 
15 years ago, At home in 
Texas, his parents en- 
tertainnd extensively. 
Adapting to New York, 
Watkias hit upon two fun. 
damentais. 
"Specialize in things that 
no one else is specializing 
in," he said. "And, most 
importantly, take a look at 
the area you will be en- 
tertaining in." 
He discovered that his 
New York friends were 
cooking beautiful, elaborate 
meats. 
"I wasn't going to enter 
that sweepstakes," he said. 
Instead, he would make his 
debut by serving regional 
food. 
"I called my grandmother 
and got her recipe for chili," 
he recalla. "I called my aunt 
to find out how she did fried 
chicken. The beauty was if it 
didn't work out exactly right, 
nobody would know, since 
they weren't familiar with 
that style of eeoking." 
Watkins realizes that his 
formula is not the norm. 
"People who are superb 
cucks~,might scream and 
faint when I say that food is 
considerably less important 
to a party than the ambiance 
and the chemistry between 
the people. ' 
"Simple but delicious 
dishes, I find, are the most 
satisfactory," he says. 
Getting the right number 
of people in the right space is 
basic. Watkins lives in a 
brownstone with a small 
garden in front and a patio in 
the rear. 
"In the winter, I shouldn't 
entertain more than six," be 
says. "But in the summer, 
Freezing in the fridge 
Apartment living may 
mean that you don't have a 
garden or your own freezer, 
other than the upper com- 
pertment of your 
refrigerator, It does not 
mean you can't benefit from 
the bargain prices of fruits 
and vegetables that abound 
on the markets today. 
The freezer section of your 
fridge is not the best place to 
freeze food. If you prepare 
and package them properly, 
fruits and vegetables should 
nudntaintheir top quality for 
at least six months, although 
they can be stored longer. 
There are two keys to 
success with home-freezing, 
rt/cularly vegetables and 
as. Firstly, vegetables 
must be blanched properly in 
order to inactivate the en- 
zymes and mest fruits need 
to be packed in sugar or a 
honey syrup to preserve the dry air from getting at the 
flavor,-texture and color, food. 
Secondly, whatever you Make sure you remove as 
freeze, must be packed in much air as possible before 
good freezer hags in order to you twtst-tie the bag closed. 
~t~ent possible freezer An easy way to do this is to 
, loss in moisture and insert a straw in the bag 
food color, and changes in 
flavor. 
Must fridges today are 
self-clef resting which means 
that the air in the freezer 
compartment is constantly 
evaporating any water that 
might build up an ice-crust 
on the walls. This same dry 
air will attack the moisture 
in your frozen foods if it gets 
a chance. 
By using freezer bags that 
nre mo is ture -vapor  
resistant, you can protect 
your food from the dry air. 
Good freezer bags, the 
"Glad" variety for example, 
are made from freezer-thick 
plastic which prevents the 
His smile will cost 
NEW YORK (ALP) -- Dr. 
.Stephen Wolner uys he gave 
up watercolor painting 
became it was incredibly 
difficult, but when his dmtsi 
patients ok, he'll still tattoo 
teeth, 
"It's aimnge-who wants 
to pat a r i~  through their 
nose? But all sorts of people 
do this," the denttst says. 
"I can't imagine why, It's 
not semsthl~ I imh with 
n~.patlem." 
wo lner 'a  specialty Is 
sott~l s diamond inte a 
cap-4n ekbocate procedure 
he-im'fseted In eensultstion 
with a :meier. Morn corn- 
' s ,  however, is a colorful 
"p~ntinf' on the tooth. 
lelowers are a big favorite, 
be aayll. 
" It  started about four 
tistlc," Wolner says. 
"Together we came up with 
a gold mosaic on abe face of 
the cap." 
This arttsUc coup diup. 
peared behind cheek and 
'~vl ,  located as it wa  on a 
lower tooth in the back. But 
word got around. A 
magazine ment ioned 
We]net's tattooing and the 
rush was on, 
He won't set a diamond un. 
kns the cap ia neeesesry, but 
he says he paints tattoon on 
"perfectly good teeth;" 
Woh~r f ~  he s tat. 
teoed some s0 teeth so far, at 
a pries he won't specify. 
The tattoo iz bonded to the 
tooth with non-trade dental 
plastic, It lasts about two 
~ , It can be poibhad off owner decide that, in 
the fleeting llmpm we get of 
must folks' teeth, it locks too 
mush like a leftover piece of 
spinach, 
years s|o when I was 
,makiNI s cap for a patient 
,wbo wondered ffws couldn't 
do soa~ s iltUs dif- 
ferent or something ar- 
opening and draw the air out 
until the bag clings to the 
food. 
The faster foods freeze, the 
better the quality. Don't 
overwork your freezer 
compartment by freezing 
larger quantitie~ of food at 
one time, because the 
temperature will rise, taking 
much longer to freeze the 
food. 
Instead, work with small 
quantities and package in 
small freezer bags. The 
small 5-cup capacity "Glad" 
freezer bag in a handy size 
because you can freeze 
large quantities, yet 
the food freezes quickly 
because of the small size of 
the package. . 
Put several small bags of 
fruit or vegetables, once 
frozen, into one medium or 
large freezer bag for added 
protection. The medium 
"Glad" freezer hag has a 28-. 
cup capaeity; the large one 
holds 50 cups, so you can 
package a number of small 
hags in elther of the larger 
sizes. This also helps to 
organize your freezer and 
makes it easier for you to 
ofkee~ track of the inventory 
od still frozen, 
Remember that your 
freszer compartment func. 
tiers at its optimum when it 
in three-quarters full 
because the frozen food helps 
to maintain the cold tern. 
perature. It requires less 
energy to keep frozen fond 
cold than it does to keep 
empty spaSe cold. 
For more information on 
home freezing foods write to 
the "Glad" H~n~ Freesing 
Information Centre, 165 
University_ Avenue, Toronto, 
Ontario M5H 3B8. 
using the patio, I can en- 
tertain 50. If guests can 
move freely about, you don't 
have problems like a man 
becoming stuck with his 
former wife's boy.friend." 
A big part of partyphobia., 
Watkins believes, is pamc 
over making a mistake. 
"If you have 12 people over 
and it's a disaster, 10 won't 
care and you can do without 
the two who do. It's only one 
evening. 
The more cautious--less 
adventurous--you are, the 
less distinctive will be 
anything you produce." 
Newman 
boy found 
dead 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  A 
son of actor Paul Newman 
died in a Los Angeles motel 
room of an accidental 
overdue of a combination of 
alcohol and a depressive. 
type drug, police said 
Monday. 
The body of Allan Scott 
. • . 
/ 
Newman, 28, was'[Dune m a three children born to the 
room at the Ramada Ins in actor and his fimt wife, 
West Los Angeles, where he Jackin Witto. This marriage 
_had been staying since za~t ended in divorce and Paul 
• tuesday, Lieut. Tim Wapete Newman married actress 
said. Jeanne Woodward in 1953. 
Wapeto said .there is no The son was a part-Urns 
evlde~e o[ foul play. " entertainer who worked 
Allan Newman was one of meetly ~ .nightcluhe.,. 
Northwest and Oentral B.O., Skeena, Nasa, Kitimat, 
Kispiex River Valleys - Queen Oharlottes - Port Hardy 
YOUR PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT IS DESIROUS OF SURVEYING AND 
DETERMINING THE EXTENT OP LOSS AND DAMAGE TO PROPERTY,OF 
INDIVIDUALS AND SMALL BUSINESSES AFFECTED BY FLOOO:,I~,I?~ 
OCCURRING OCT. 31"- NOV. 1, 1978 
The areas to be assessed are these within the boundaries approved by the Federa!~' i " 
Provincial Joint Committee as follows:- . ~.': .'.~ ,' 
Following a line due east from Stewart .(The In tm~a...finaal e o~n ,da_ry)_ tO~raP~li~ - ,,. 
•directiy north of North Bulkley (8mlleseastofHouston) tnenpreeeeum8 u~ qp~ .. ,~ 
line south to a location parallel to a point l0 miles.s.ou~ of Port Hurdyandp~.  • 
in a westerly direction to the west of Vancouver tstam an.o then n .o~m., .en~m_~_,-~, ~ .'
the queen Charlotte Islands and then proceeding onst san norm touowm8 me u-,wu • 
States-Canada boundary up the Peame Canal and Portland Canal to Stewart, B.C. 
Damage will be assessed by members of the Canadian Independent Adjusters 
Conference, appointed by the government tocarry oPt this .sorv.i.ce-Tberes~ts, o. f 
their assessment oncompletion will be sunmitted to me vrovtnctm uevernment let 
consideration, 
Individuals who wish to have their flood damage spin'slued are notified tlmt all 
requests for assessment must be submitted by November 30tb, 1978 on iorms 
available from and returnable to local assessment office at 3219 Eby St., Terrace, 
B.C., phone 635-7104 Claim forms are also available at your local Govermncnt Agency 
or 
FLOOD ASSESSMENT OFFICE 
OANADIAN INDEPENDENT ADJUSTERS CONFERENCE 
Sperling Plaza - Tower. II 185-6450 Roberts St.,Burnaby, B.C. V5G4EI Phone 294-3748 
It is imperative that requests for assessment forms be obtsinod witim, ut..daley, 
completed in detail and returned promptly to taclll~te ez.rly ex.armsauen ot
damages. Along with these forms related imurance ponci~, .tax nonces, prom oz 
ownership and detailed lists of items damaged ordestroyed wm De reqmrea. 
Those seeking assistance are further advised it is advantsgeom tosalvage and 
conduct whatever emergency cleaning and repairs necessary to reduce their loss. 
Details pertaining to the above to be listed and held for examination by assessors . . . . . . . .  
wben personal inspections are conducted. 
Claim forms available at your local Government Agency. 
J. DaleElander, 
Chief Kssessor 
Canadian Independent Adjusters Conference 
"THIS 6-FT.-TALL" 
GRANDFATHER 
CLOCK NOW ONLY 
A Dream Come True... 
I| you've ever dmm~ of wning a Irndfatter clock 
without hning to pay $500 or more, this is your chancel 
Yes, for only a few daN, you can order this G-foot tall Grandfather clock direct from 
our B.C. fa,:tory! Traditional cabinetry in a dark walnut finish, with a graceful 
I swihging ch,me that chimes reliably on the half hour, and counts the full hours, 
ornamental ~eights, and the soothing rhythm of the old.fashioned TICK-TOCK you've 
loved since you were a child. 
,,EXACTLY ItS • NOT A KIT! THiS IS A FULLY 
ILLUSTRATED COMPLETED CLOCK 
althouth it does tome in 3 parts ~ shipping and 
handling purposes. Setting.up time is ]5-20 minutes. 
m ~  • The weights are ornamental because the preci~ly tirn~ 
sprins.driven movement is automatically wound by two 
O.cell batteries every eight minutes to give you years of 
worry.free service, while you listen to the tich-tor, k SOUND 
of a pendulum clock. 
• The flashlight batteries, which also drive the chime, will 
last a year to IS months. 
• The movement carries a one.year guarantee. 
0etails enclosed with every clock. 
s179's Totem 
Furniture & 
Applianoes 
4664 Lukolso Avenue 
088-1168 
. . . . . . . . .  . . . . - ~  . . ~ : : . . :  . ,  . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
An unusual survey tool 
QUEBEC (CP) other documents relating to A notarial document dated It would have orifflnated days when there were no 
Trackln~ the elusive white the pre-1760 French regime June I, 1932. and entitled under British rule.lSBut roads and travellem used 
~ u d  its uaea as a and came up empty-handed. 
murvey~'--through the brush They said they remember 
d land deeds and t/tim and having spotted the white 
horse on record on the St, 
Lawrence around St. 
ether hletorlcal Quebec 
docummis is an ~cl]eu 
Uudr. 
One moment it is there, 
then it fades away like 
ghost. 
It first showed, of all 
places, in a recent speech by 
Yves Barube~, natural 
resources minister, on a bm 
to amend Quebec's 
Watercmuses Act. 
"In the eases of important 
bodies of water, in general, 
Qu~,--the stato-owne 
land undm'water up to the 
hi.water mark," Raruhe 
add. "In une  cases, i t  is up 
to the low wata" mark. 
'°/here is evan olle Case 
where, todofine that mark, it 
is neeosanry towalk a white 
lzmminto the water up to the 
point where the water 
reaches Ida chest and that is 
where the Crown land 
(riverbed) starts." 
The white horse was loose. 
But Bes'ube had no idea 
wber~ wire or why the 
steed was used as a sm'- 
~ .  ~ or why It had to 
F. ~, La~,  now in his 
.SOs ad~d thz l~t boat builder 
ms lie d'Orlmus, says he 
that old land titim for 
lie aux Grusa and He anx 
Canois in the St. Lawrence 
River specified that a 
private wat .ed~ont lot extmd 
to the point where water 
reached the saddie-girth ofa 
home at low tide, 
"Whetlm' it had to be a 
white horse or a brown one 
or what, I never hoard of 
that." 
At the natural rmourcos 
department, officials looked 
hlsh and low through old 
s e ~  land grants and 
Romueld, oppoalte Quebec 
Cir. 
But, at the land registry 
office at St. Romuald, they 
had seen neither hide nor 
hair of the beast. 
Claude Cantin, ,engineer 
for the municipality, says he 
has hoard of a white horse 
wandering the hills and. 
mountain tops, but not the 
waterfront, 
"I don't know how true this 
is but I've heard that a white 
horse wM used to settle the 
summit of a hill or moan- 
tain." 
The idea seems to have 
been that a private lot on a 
mountainside ended at the 
point where a horse could 
climb no higher. 
But the search met with 
greater success in the 
lowlands. 
Raymond Deraspo, a 
notary in the justice 
department, reported that be 
bad Just seen the fabled 
creature--in his office. 
. Sure anough. 
Thare it was standing do 
lands which Consolidated 
Bathurst Corp. Ltd. is in the 
procosa ot turning over to the 
Quebec government. 
The land in question is at 
Cap de la Ma~lelne, about 
125 kilometras up the St. 
Lawrence, where Con- 
solldated operated a pulp 
and paper mill until last 
year. 
. The WayaSamac mill and 
adJoini~ property has been 
shut down and is being 
turned ever to the govern- 
ment where the buildings 
will house plants making 
steel and asbestos proclu~. 
t Help Fight t RESPIRATORY 
DISEASE 
USE CHRISTMAS SEALS 
:~  ' , 
"Conveyance by St, Maurice 
Volley Corporation to 
Consolidated Paper Cor- 
poration Limited," describes 
several riverfront lots as 
extending "to a depth of wa- 
tar up to 'Is sangle d'un 
cheval blanc."' 
The entire document is in 
English except for that ex- 
presslon--la sangle d'un 
cheval blanc, or the saddle. 
girth of a white home. 
Though the authors took 
pains to insert he phrase in  
French in an otherwise 
English text, historian Andre 
Vacen, friend of Deraspo and 
a specialist on the French 
regime in North America, 
says that the phrase was 
unknown in that regime. 
Germain Glro~ aosociste 
director of maritime 
fisheries in the industry and 
commerce department, says 
the white horse had indeed 
been born under the French. 
The idea was to take a 
white horse out of the shore 
of the St. Lawrence, 
especially between Quebec 
City end the mouth of the 
Saffueney River where the 
tides are quite high, at mid- 
tide, Giroax says. 
Not at high tide or low tide 
but between the two, 
The limit of private land 
was thus set at the point 
where midtldo reached the 
belly of the horse--a white 
o~e, of course. 
This was important in the 
beaches and shoreline as  
thorougl~eren, he says, It 
guaranteed a strip of public 
land on the water's edge at 
low tide. 
Glroux's explanation 
sounds plausible--except 
that there are no tides to 
speak of at Cap de la 
Medeleine. 
But why a white home? 
Glllas Coulombe, at the 
natural resources depart. 
merit, says the most sensible 
explanation he has heard is 
that a horse does not become 
really white until it is fully 
~'ow~ Hence a white home 
is equivalent o an adult 
horse. 
Bight now, he's tanding in 
about hree feet of water .... 
Terrace 
Rotary Radio, T. V. 
AUOTION 
December 1 & 2 
The Motel. Family unit ~8.00 
Bud's Trucking- Turkey certificate ~,00 
GraceFeliFlorlsts- One dozenrmes i~. ;30,0~ 
Fleming & Dixon -Turkey .certificate ' " $15'.00 
Vic Froese Trucking- One.load top ~ t~Si .~ 
16-~5 Transport. One load crushed gravel " $55~z~10 
Norco Septic Service- Onaimmping ofseptic tank t55100 
WATCH for the complete listing 
..... PUBLISHED IN THE 
Terrace/Kitimat Dally Herald 
NOYENBER 28 
. g"  
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]HE 1979 MAZDAGIC COSTS/ S 
 HAN HE RABBIT.AND  IIERE MORE 
RFASONS TO ff HO A. 
All that he Honda Civic regular sedan and regular 
hatchback give you is a small 1200 cc engine. 
Also, the ideal economy car shouldn't cramp eople 
into a tiny space. Look at the GLC and the Rabbit, both 
of them give you roomy interiors. 
But look at the Civic, it 0nly gives you a fight-fitting 
74 cubic feet of passenger and cargo space. It doesn't 
compare with GLC's 86 cubic feet. " 
Another area where the Civic falls short compared to 
the GLC and Rabbit is visibili~The GLC has 43% more 
window area than the Civic. 
And when it comes toour standard features, the GLC 
gives you many the Civic and even the Rabbit don't. 
Neither the Rabbit nor the Civic give you split rear seats, 
electric hatch release, rear window wiper andwasher 
or a jump-forward device in the front seat.These are all 
standard on the GLC Deluxe. 
The GLC Deluxe also gives you at no extra cost, power 
assisted front disc brakes, tinted windows, locking gas 
cover, trip odometer, wall-to-wall cut-pile carpeting, a 
velour interior with specific exterior colours, fully reclining 
bucket seats and protective body motdding. All standard. 
And there's omething else theGLC gives you the 
Rabbit and the Civic don't. More choice in body style.The 
GLC hatchback comes in 2 and 4-door models, there's a 
5-speed Sport, a 4-door wagon. 
So as you can see, in 1979 you can pay more to get more 
car, you can pay less to get a lot less car. or you can pay 
less and get more car. 
The wisest choice is ohvious. 
THE 1979 MAZDAGLE 
If you're considering buying an economical ca~ there 
are a lot of choices these days. 
You can start at the high-price nd and lookat aVW 
Rabbit. Or you can look at a car like the Honda Civic. It 
costs less than the Rabbit and it gives you less. 
And then, you can look at the 1979 Mazda GLC. The 
GLC is in the same price range as the Civic. But what's 
surprising isthat he GLC comes close to matching the 
Rabbit which is out of its price class. 
Let's look at the main points. 
Besides being economical on gas, a good economy car 
should also give you a dccent.s~ . engine. 
Both the GLC and the Rabbit do. 
In fact, all 1979 GLC's have a new higher performance 
1400 cc overhead cam piston en~e which gives improved 
acceleration, more pulling power and quieter operation. 
SK|ENA AUTO METAL SHOP LTD, ,., ,.,.. w,,,..,, 
retie IS, The HeraM, Tues.. y, November 21, tO'tO 
d 
LIMITED 
~~ .~ 
NEXT TO SKEENA MALL, TERRACE 636-4961 
* '~"~""" '~  SHOP IN OONFIDENOE m~~r.~.~~;,~,~~,::~.~>.~: 
WE WILL NOT BE --~------~ooo-'~m "~ ' [~ '~'~'~:"~"~"~~ ,~ ~* -  - 
...................................... ¢HR $ NAS BUDGET PLA ' 
' PUROHISES TO Trdul EHD - 
, NO HVMENT , NO INTEREST OHARGES , UHTIL MAROH 1st 1919 O.l.O. 
.. , OHRISTMAS SHOPPING STARTS ,NOW AT GENERAL FURNITURE STORES 
_ ~vO _. BEDROOM SUITES 
5 , ' lV I14  - - - -  
~,.~ . ,~  . . ~ , t .  DINING n^ S ,~ - . ,  114 
. SUITES 
BoXS~~ L SIZES (;t,~;~ ,9.00 NEW LEATHER _ qgd)WATER BEDs 
MA~I~;"  ~ SOFA & CHAIRS  , 
• . l 
.WESTERN SLEEP PRODUCTS 
• HAMILTON & SPILL MONDAY 10:00 - 6 :00  p .m.  
• PALETHORPE & DOWLING 
• TRANSWORLD TUESDAY 10:00 - 6:00 p .m.  
"PARMAR 
'R ICHARDS WEDNESDAY 10:00-  ~,,,,,, 
• ATLANTIC  ;~:~'~ 
' LOWIN GALLERIES THURSDAY 10:00 - 9.~,~;~ , ,
.PROGRESSIVE 
"*'"" KITIMAT FRIDAY 10:00 1 9:00 P.m. • GREAT NORTHERN LEATHER 
• THERAPEDIC • SATURDAY 10:00 6:00 p.m. 
' - °  ACE TERR - - .SPECIAL CUSTOM ORDERS ACCEPTED SUNDAY NOON-  5 : (~ i:~,.~< 
i 
I I  
W " • 
('Ellll A( :E-KITIM.VI' f 
dal,ly, hz aid THIRD SECTION 
Bay makes a bid to 
ii, buy Simpson Sears 
would result with combined Hudson's Bay president, said 
sales of $4,74 billion, the company would consider 
"There's no way the divesting itself of the equity 
government would allow that 
concentration f power in its 
presently proposed form," 
said Martin Kaufmann of 
Nesbitt Thomson Bongard 
Inc., investment analysts. 
But Donald McGiverin, 
interest in Simpsons-Sears if 
it proved to be an obstacle to 
the takeover. 
"It seems that a logical fu- 
ture step would be to have 
Simpsons-Sears go its way 
and Hudson's Bay and 
dimpsons go their own way." 
The $8,27 offer for each of 
the 47 million Simpsons 
shares was part of the details 
announced Monday by 
Hudson's Bay. 
A formal offer of the 
takeover bid will be mailed 
about .~ov. 27. 
, i  
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Simpsem Ltd. directors plan 
t0 meet Wednesday to 
consider asurprise takeover 
bid by the Hudson's Bay Co., 
a merger that could make 
The Bay Canada's largest 
non.fcod retail company. 
G. Allan Burton, chairman 
I,,, of Simpsens, said however 
:! that plans for the proposeo 
/ merger with Simpsons-Se:,rs 
i~ Ltd. are proceeding d~pite 
the Hudson's Bay mo,,'e. 
It was the first reaction 
:i! from Simpsons to the 
' takeover proposal an- 
nsunced Friday. 
'Under the offer, Hudson's 
~i Bay will pay $~8 millico or 
: $8.27 a share for Simpsons, 
whose shares were changing 
hands at $6.50 when trading 
was halted. Friday on the 
Toronto Stock Exchange. 
The offer was also ~.per 
cent above the $6.75 at which 
the shares of Slmpsom-Sears 
last traded. 
At the time of the bid, 
Simpsons and Simpsons- 
Sears were in the midst of 
plans to merge their 
operations-by Jan. 31, 
pending approval of the 
Foreign Investment Review 
Agency (FIRA), Simpso..ns- 
Sears is 5O per-cent ownect ny 
Chicagobased Sears, 
Roebuck and Co., a fact that 
led many 'to believe FIRA 
would not approve the 
amalgamation with Simp- 
soils. 
However, there was also 
• fear that a Simpsons- 
Hudson's Bay merger would 
he-rejected by the fed.~er~,.. 
government beca~ed ~ 
size of the company um~ 
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FRIDAY , ,  ¢,  7 p,m, to ? 
~$o v~ss~1~s~ nares 
won eulatttQ sloa~S 
- LAMps ' -~!$L5 ANTIQUES li~IpLISttGLS 
$~ q~$$x~ DISTRESS MEROHANDISE 
• OOME AND JOllY TNE EXOITEMEHT FRIDAY AT 7 p,m, 
YOU MAY OONSIGN YOUR GOODS FOR AUGTION 
OH VI£W ini~HOHANDISE OH HAND 
EVERY DAY 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p,m, 
FRIDAYS 9.00 p.m. to 2"00 p.m. 
OONVERT NO LONGER WANTED ITEMS TO OASa 
Terrace Auction Mart 
635-3936 
3233 APSLET ST. TERRACE 
ABOVE FREDS FURNITURE 
4434 Lakelce Avenue 
636-3936 
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Complete Line of 19"/9 Honda 
Civics, CVCC, Station Wagons, 2 Door Accords 
and the all new 4 Door Accord are Now in Stock. 
Come in  and  meet  our  qua l i f i ed  Staf f .  
PETE PAULS 
_~arvinl Manalor 
JAY KELSO 
Mechanic 
JOE WHITNEY 
General Manager 
We are  very  proud  of our  new 
premises ,  qua l i f i ed  s ta f f  and  
our  1979 Hondas  
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwy. 16 W. Terraoe 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 02066A 
638-8171 
e l  ( • 
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FOR THE BATHROO~ 
SCOTT 
ITISSUE 
4 
ROLL 
PKG 
BOUNCE BRAND -- FABRIC 
FOR YOUR DISHES 
jl•vo,•,.•. '~  [] DETERGENT 
-- WHITE or COLOURED 
EADY TO EAT 
~ON ARM -- MILD or MEDIUM 
% 
OR~'  
PRICE 
RANDOM 
WEIGHTS 
"tERN SUN - -  FROM CONCENTRATE 
.LEY'S - ASSORTED VARIETIES 
2; 
GR, 
PK( 
OVERWAITEA -- LARGE SIZE 
KING IN FIVE VARIETIES 
FRESH 
IPS IIIEGGSi.."o;.  
CAN/ 
GRA[ 
DAIRYLAND- B.C. PRODUCED 
ROBIN HOOD -- ALL PURPOSE or. DRIP GRIND 
JB 
WHOLE or , 
SHANK 
PORTION 
REGULAR or 
PARTLY SKINNED 
PER 
. I~ 
) 
01FLOUR IIICO ll BOTTOM 
ARON OF BEEF 
BAG 
BRAND -- PARTY MIX 
CANADA GRADE 
PER 
LB 
.err=N= 20 PE.J"='l'=" ~ 'FAMILY  ;~%.,.--I ~IORANGEFL oz ""1" oz . 1."1 =(J(]l  N O(]! I NUTSBoLTs'N ~zp~ 791 ~ S I D  I~'AYER PAC. BACON =mJ ~= ~BONELESS,.RpBmtjUF ~-- 
AUTOMATIC DISHWASHING -- 50 OZ BOX BODY-ON-TAP -- OILY. NORMAL or DRY ALLEN'S -- IN FOUR VARIETIES 
• ISHSMPOOd1911FRUII" ~oz~i~ E M_I_X_F._D,,o, 4891 
CAKES ~°Z4=S"~'=W'~"T'~F'~OTNUT°''OU" I ~ ~  IRO~m~ m ~ BONELESS, 
--e,~OE--,EN~ " " " ~ ' ' ~  - - ' " "  '~O'~E'~'S 1 - - - - '  
~ ~ ~ WESTERN FAMILY--STRAIGHTGUT ~ ~ ,  IRYLAND -- B.C. PRODUCED [CHINA L' BRAND 1 [ r '~n~ cu"'=° F'E~F"-" | = O'SO'GOOD BRAND - -  .~ .  ,~,.  SC~HNEIER'S BRAND~--  m "=m=~ ~r~v ~ n = ~ /  FRE CH 5 -"781 SOUR 5~ ,,=,~ 'BEAN I~NFLOZ l O-SO-GOOD- REGULAR - J  • "" S ORT 
CREAM ~'~". Jr ~:p ~ WIENERS 1 '.'1 RIBS ~.~" 
IMPORTED - -CANADA NO. ONE GRADE ~ -~-~-  1 LB VAC PKG m m 
IISPARTAN TOMATOES I FROZEN ° 1'6OZ m , . .  , , _ = = = =  
II iW R Nil 1 I 
• - _  ~ N~ 
OVERWAITEA 'S  OWN ~ McLAREN'S BRAND- STUFFED j 
~~mu~ an  BREAKFAST /I 
WHmTE or  60% f f  ~ OLIVES~-~0~m'~- VARIETY ""~ 
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FROM BRITAIN 
ICanada's landmark gone  
L~3NDON (Cr J - -  there is ever a,remake of 
Essentially, this is a ghost Mrs. Miniver. 
story. There are five busted 
After about 25 years portable typewriters, 
doing business ate.the retired after service in 
same old stand just off Moscow, Peking, Paris, 
Fleet Street, The Cana- Brussels and from Lu- 
dian Press is moving its saka to the gates of 
London burean. Damascus. 
Among the remnants There is a necktie with 
are three packets of horseshoes and riding. 
stomach powders; a c roups ,  I think that's 
leather button from a mine. 
trench coat; an unused One drawer contains a
eraser; a copy of a 1958 wellworn pair of cycling 
Time magazine with slippers, Twinkletoes 
Teddy Roosevelt on the size. 
cover. The maps on the walls 
When, in this ballpoint have far too much red in 
age, did you last see a them. 
bottle of ink? There are stacks of 
There is a cot.throat notes for leng.forgutten 
razor and a drawer full of stories written by long- 
round-pog plugs which forgotten foreign corre- 
did not fit todays quare, spendents. Beside them 
peg receptacles, are copies of only half- 
A ease of Italian paint- believed expense ac- 
brushes; one shoelace-- counts. 
unused--four blocks of There are 25 years 
wood and one million worth of BraSh 
paper clips, parliamentary compan- 
There is a large, empty ions. 
drawer--empty because Beside them nestle 25 
it has no bottom. We have years of the Canadian 
a lightbrewn cardigan Parliamentary Guide-- 
which may he valuable ff Pearson, Diefenbaker, 
DESPITE CONFLICT 
Tommy Douglas ... 
There is a salmon- 
colored folder containing 
clippings concerning the 
election of a "young, 
vibrant" Pierre Elliott 
Trudeau. 
There is a small en- 
velope, about he size of a 
pay packet. Inside is a 
rock, outside, in a 
spidery, Spencerian 
hand, is written: 
"From ground-levelled 
wall of Horks farm where 
the Ladies men were 
shot." 
There are pads of 
outdated expense slips 
marked in pounds, 
shillings and pence. 
There are typewriter 
ribbons which fit no 
known typewriter, and 
two-eared headsets with 
speaking horns which 
could have come from the 
Viking helmet of Hngar 
the Horrible. 
But we're not going far. 
We can still look up 
toward the Blind Lady of 
Justice crowning the 
dome of the Old Bailey. 
The ghosts hould have 
no trouble finding us. 
Irish industry booms 
LIMERICK, Ireland (AP) Equipment Corp. of 
- -  Foreign investmet in the Maynard, Mass. 
Irish republic is A score of other countries, 
spearheading a primarily West Germany, 
mushrooming in- Japan and Britain, have 
dustrlalizatiea program that sunk f~Z0million i to the tiny 
makes this country's republic. 
economy one of the fastest They were attracted by 
growing in the world, gener inc]ndnno taxes on 
.United States firms have expert profits until 1990, plus 
put $550mllliou into Ireland hefty grants for building 
in recent years and an factories and training 
aggressive campaign by the personnel. 
Irish Development 
Authority, the state pro- 
motion agency, is bringing in 
even more. 
More than 200 American 
concerns now account for 
nearly two-thirds of all 
foreign investment In 
Ireland. The boom is tran- 
sforming the easygoing rural 
backwater on Europe's re- 
This has made the republic 
the most profitable base for 
foreign investment in 
Europe, with an .average 
return of 30 per cent, almost 
Z½ times more than the 
continental verage. 
For the Americans and 
Japanese particularly, the 
move has provided trouble- 
mote western edge into an and tax-free access to the 
indust r ia l i zed ,  high- luc ra t ive  European 
techaol0gy s~te. Economic Community 
The companies include (EEC), and its consumer 
blueehip enterprises ouch as population of250million~ The 
the textile giant, Burlington republic Joined the European 
Industries lne. of Green- ~ in'Janhary; 1973. 
sbore, N.C.; Exxon Corp. of "No other country offers 
New York, and the Digital thesamekindofincentives," 
• n's Poheewoma job 
not like on the TV 
WINDSOR, Ont. (CP) --  
Constable Pamela Roblllard 
knew it wouldn't he like the 
television shews when she 
joined the Windsor police 
force two years ago. 
Television, she says, is a 
phoney portrayal of the 
female cop. The TV women 
never walk the streets alone, 
never get involved in traffic 
or tickets, never pick up the 
town drunk so he can urinate 
or vomit on their uniforms. 
For Constable Robtllard, 
29, it seems "forever" since 
she started walking the beat. 
And she is ready for a 
change. She thinks her 
services would be put to 
better use in the youth or 
detective branches. 
"In other forces women go 
right into youth or detective 
just to get them off the 
streets," she says. 
"They don't do that here, 
and it's appreciated. I 
started at the bottom and did 
what everyone lse dd, and 
though I don't see much 
more than domestics yet, 
I've learned a lot." 
She has learned to cope 
and things are better new 
than they were two years 
ago. There wasn't resent- 
merit but fellow students 
and, later, officers wondered 
whether she got special 
treatment. 
"At first they cbnsidered 
me spoiled," she says, "and 
then they tried to put the 
moveon. I took more hassles 
from them than I've ever 
taken on toe street. 
"I had to prove myself. I
think most women do have to 
work harder to show they're 
worth of the job. But not now. 
I work with the guys, drink 
with guys, go to their slap. 
"I know they'll never treat 
me the same as a guy simply 
because I'm not. I t 's  as 
close, though, as I think it 
could ever get." 
says ' Hank Krabbe, 
managing director of the 
integrated-circuiis plant hat 
Analog Devices Inc. of 
Norwood, Mass., built near 
this market town in south- 
west Ireland, one of the 
boom areas in the country's 
industrialization. 
" I t 's  the ideal place. 
There's not even a language 
problem," he said. "I think 
U.S. investment is a growing 
trend. More American 
companies w~ come here to 
get a footholdin the EEC 
market." 
That  attitude is ap- 
preciated by Prime Minister 
Jack Lynch's Fiarma Fail 
government in Dublin, which 
won a landslide victory in 
last summer's general 
eleetionon a pledge to revive 
the republic's stagnant 
economy. 
"The economy is the only 
issue that really counts 
politically right now," a 
Western diplomat observed, 
"so Lynch has a lot staked on 
ecOnomiC SUCCesS." 
Investment has helped 
cool inflation to 6.2 per cent 
this year from 20 per cent 
three years ago. Industrial 
production, a key economic 
indicator, jumped 12 per cent 
last yaer. 
Unemployment among the 
repub l i c ' s  3.f imil l ion 
populstionfelibelow 100,500 
in May for the first time 
since January, 1975. Foreign 
firms employ 81,000 people, 
one.third of the labor force. 
The Organization for Eco- 
nooic Co-operation and 
Development predicted 
earlier this summer that 
Ireland's economy will grow 
by six per cent this year, 
more than 3.5 per cent above 
the Western European 
average. 
However, the republic's 
bad strike record-sncond 
only to Italy as the worst in 
Europe last year- -and 
government reluctance to 
combat grumbling labor 
unions has alarmed in- 
vestors. 
Krubbe noted: "I don't 
know of any American 
companies that have had 
strikes, but we're getting 
concerned at the way things 
are going. 
"The government must sort 
out these labor problems and 
stabilize the situation or it 
Communis ts  d iscover  o,, investment. I know some companies who 
were thinking of coming here 
blue jean comforts 
MARCALI, Hungary 
(REUTER( Blue Jeans, 
ence the ultimate symbol of 
Western decadence in 
Communkt eyes, new are 
being manufactured here for 
sale in Hungary end abroad. 
By agreement between the 
Levi Strauss firm ot the 
United States and a branch 
of the Hungarian May 1 
Clothing Co., blue Jeans are 
being made here at a rate ¢¢ 
3,200 day. 
Jeans manufactured here 
are made to strict 
specifications from the U.S. 
company. 
"They're the kind of jeans 
people tried to buy off you in 
the street 10 years ago," 
says a visiting Western 
businessman. 
At N0 forints (M4)--oae- 
rter of the avmie  in- 
] mmthly wage--they 
bring about the same price 
as they did on the black 
market. 
In a move to earn much- 
needed foreign currency, 
Hungary stipulated that the 
American firm will buy back 
60 per cent of the jeans for 
sale abroad to defray licence 
costs. 
Hungarian jeans are in- 
distinguishable from Levi 
jeans made anywhere lse in 
the world. But country-of- 
origin can be spotted by a 
code nmnbor on the reverse 
side of the top button. 
May 1 bought the Levi 
Ileence after seven months of 
talkn--a surprisingly swift 
are now dubious." 
A nine-week strike that 
paralysed the republic's 
s ta te - run  te lecom-  
municatiom system earlier 
this year virtually cut off the 
country from the rest of the 
world. Businessmen had to 
fly to London to make five- 
cent telephone calls. 
Surprisingly, most U.S. 
businessmen brush off the 
most obvious problem-- 
sectarian troubles in neigh- 
boring Northern Ireland-- 
even though the violence 
sporadically spills over the 
herder. 
They dismissed with 
corporate disdain the 36-day 
kidnapping of Dutch in- 
dustrialist Tiede Herrema 
by renegade Irish 
Republican Army guerrillas 
in late 1975 as a "one-shot 
negotiation for East-West deal" unlikely to be 
trade ties--according to repeated. Krabbe noted: "We came 
diplomat in Budapest. here when Herrema was 
The Hungarian firm put- being held for ranson. It 
chased the necesary gave us some doubts. But we 
machinery from Levi at a soon found it was an isolated 
cost of S400,000. incident." 
FoUl play suspected in turkeys 
' OTTAWA (CF f -  A tOm 
deb4 is being done with fowl 
~', l~f lc ipat ion of Christmas, 
says Ken Crawford, 
chalrmafl of the Canadian 
Turkey Marketing Agency. 
Wholesalers, the mid- 
dlemen who buy turkeys 
from farmers to sell to the 
supermarkets, are holding 
about 50 million pounds of 
the birds in cold storage to 
try to force up prices 
shoppers will pay for their 
Chr i s tmas  turkeys ,  
Crnwford said in an inter- 
view. 
He said turkey growers 
"want to make,the public 
aware that there s plenty of 
turkey available for 
Christmas and there's no 
need to pay high prices." 
Grocery stores are 
charging between $1.18 and 
$1.43 a pound for turkeys 
when the highest shoppers 
should pay is between $1.10 
and $1.20 a pound, Crawford 
said. 
The wholesalers are only 
~y ing farmers an average 50 cents a pound for the 
turkeys. Yet they bill 
supermarkets between $1.04 
a pound and $1.1o a pound 
and that for limited quan- 
rifles. 
Crawford would not name 
the offending wholesalers 
g 
but said the federal con- 
sumer affairs department 
should investigate rather 
than pester the turkey 
marketing agency. 
The agency sets produc- 
tion limits and prices for 
farmers under a cost-of- 
produrtion formula and has 
some controls over imported 
birds. 
Prices to farmers have 
climbed only four cents a 
pound in 1978, he said. 
The wholesalers made 
money handling turkeys last 
'year and Crawford said he 
can see no reason for their 
actions this year. 
High beef prices had in- 
c reased the demand for 
other meats and purchases 
of turkey, relatively inex- 
pensive during the last few 
years, grew 12 per cent this 
year. 
Turkey growers had hoped 
for more growth after an 
advertising program they 
mounted to promote their 
products. They thought he 
withholding of birds by 
wholesalers hurt their sales. 
The turkey agency was 
turned own by the govern- 
ment in a request this year to 
allow an increase in turkey 
production. 
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"THE SKEENA MALL PRESENTS:" 
The Glass Factory 
UNTIL HOVEMBER 26th 
,.-_. ~~~n A fascinating display of glassblowing at its 
finest by two of North America's top 
,~ a-~ glassworkers - Don Grosart and Cherie Jervis 
Ellen and Bill Schwartz .at Uplands today. The future classroom in- 
know how to save money response from both students struction. 
through saving energy and and. teachers has been ...  :Pner--, they were in Terrace on "fantastlc",says EllenSch- They say that saving 
Monday and today to offer wartz, energy is not a hardship but 
assistance in energy con- They have been in several it does mean changing old 
h servation, classrooms and they have habits like leaving lights 
van ere  They spoke to students at met with teachers during going in unoccupied rooms. 
Copper Mountain noon-hours and after school They leave today for 
Elementary on Monday and to supply them with ad- Hazelton and other cam- 
they were expected to spea k ditional information for munitieseaston Highway 16. 
Up to the provinces 
, ~ 
to stir the economy 
°'rr^wA (cP) -  f°rm °f a rebate' °n me- -C°nsumers  did n°t internati°na' trade in TH 
Provincialgovernmentsca, purchase of"most  new reduce camumption ofother automotive preducts rose by M I S S  i:U!!=__.. 
be highly effective in passenger Vehicles. goods to buy new cars while almost $150 million in 1975-- 
prodding lagging sectors of Car sales for the year in- the rebate scheme was in. an 18 per.cent increase-as a 
their economy to better creased by 46,000 units-- effect. They financed these result of increased ear 
performance, says the aboilt ~ I~ :~"t  QY~.r tltelr ~tWChases out of their purchases induced by the ,.~ . . . . . . . . .  
• -Conference Board in ieVe l~h~0m ~, ,  :-.-~.~. ~y)ngs,. However, '"they rebate,; , . . .  . . . .  :~,.: . 
Canada, " . . ~ i i  s~fl Ill the~ ..r~il~hed these savings . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  ?_..// 
In a study reless~ rebate was removed the 'me next year when the --The benefits of the 
Monday, Peter Gusen, a annual car Sales dropped by rebate xpired, rebate were largely confined 
specialist in regional 41,000 units. This led Gnsen --The country's deficit in to the economy of Ontario. 
forecasting for the private .to caution provincial 
research organization, con- economists their policies 
eludes that economic could cause long.run dfff l-  
decisions by a province can culties for the industries they 
get consumers spending intend to help. 
daring a period of recession The rebate plan eest the 
while giving a shot in the province 145 mllllon on $250" 
arm to specific industries million in new car sales, Of 
and regions, that rebate money, about $35 
At  the same time, he million--or 78 per cent-- 
warns provincial govern, went to persons-who would 
ments their measures to have purchased new cars 
stimulate the economy can anyway. 
impose erratic patterns on "A major conclusion of 
consumer spending, this study is that extra car 
Gusen bases his con- sales in 1975 were largely 
,elusions on a detailed borrowed from 1976." 
examinatiou of the impact of Othereonelusious: Panasonic Microwave Ovens a 1975 decision by the On- --Ontario assembly plants 
tario government o give produced between 14,000 and 
consumers a major tax tS,000units, about 35 per cent 
break on the purchase of new of the extra cars sold in 1975, 
ears. but suffered a loss in 1976 of 
The province introduced a betweenl0'000 and 14,000 .~ 'i i:/: ,~"%'.ii;'~ i' 
one.ysar program to give uniis-- only slilzhtly smaller ' Auto~ 
consumers back their five than the size of the previous 
per-cent sales .tax, in the year's increase, ' , ~  ,~ ..... ,~ . 
p ,  =-"'"q~.,;.',Auto 1...one tap 
C U P E  a s k s  gov't ~.  ~...'., .. . ,'ehent. Le,overs. Frank-,wt S.,oodles.CannedspaghemfOOds. 
to stop dispute ,,..,,~,;. Auto 2...two taps ~ Beef.Welt. Me,it Lea! 
. ' "" ' " " Slows. P01 Roast. Pork 
EDMONTON (CP) -- The two-year contract while the " "T',# i Ro,~sL s,,,saQe L.,,,,~. 
Canadian Union of Public ~ is remaining firm at six i. Auto Sensor cook,Lq us! touch a s,n.qfe control Well 
Employees has asked the per cent, and The GtHlltlS fl!it.eS Otll II)*~ rest' 
government o intervene in Petrie said today there is 2. Cook-A-Round 111d(lnt.qic tur,I d)le for ovt,hlll 
the strike by non.medical no point in trying to resume oven cookin.q 4 ld dt,ho.~h,q Easy to clean: ~1~.  I' ,~ . "~ Auto 3...three taps 
support staff at Alberta negotiations with . the 3. Two-phase powel I.o!1ra111111,1!1. for delay shirt. :~  , I  Beef-Medium. t,lmb- 
spreadhealth toinStituti°nStwo more centresthat expandaSs°ciati°nuntiiandthestrikeSprovincialWill ~ keep wamt. or mult,pl,, power cooking. ~ ~  Bmwn,es R , c o "  ; " ~' Medium. Bdcon. H,~m. 
today...-,- ealth care co- government agrees to ( ! :~ .~ 
' Big veto,=, h discuss a .new contract Auto 4...four taps 
ordinator for CUPE, said it's directly with the union. •. Beef-Rare, F,stt.Whole. 
obvious the Alberta Hospital Petrie says the AIM, Is Casseroles. Pou,~' 
Associatlon(AHA) does not "hamstrung by the.artificial 
have the authority to wage guidelines imposed by 
negotiate any wage increase the provincial government," 
about six per cent. Petriesaid the Walkouts in I n m r ~  Auto taps 5,..five About 1,525 workers left Medicine Hat and Edson ~ ' -~ '~=~qF 
their jobs in Calgary and were delaynd while the union See the Genius and other , .~ ,  ,~N~ .~ potatoes, Be,ins. Carrots. 
Edson today but scheduled met during the weekend with ' ""~ / . . . .  ~ i  ,df~ :~1~,, ~ , C,luttflowor. Peas 
walkouts in Medicine Hat a mediator. ' The PanasonlcCook-A-Roundmagnotlclurntable " I~ '~ 
and Smoky Lake were Sowever, he sald the talks slowly rotates your food as it cooks. That moans no Panasonic Ovens ------" 
delayed "as a sign of good were fruitless. The Medicine more periodic manual turning of food ~ ~ -  ,,'y--~ Auto 6...six taps 
faith." Hatstaff 18now scheduled to during microwave cooking. An oven overa l l  Demonstrated Every :,~, 7' "," ' Froze. Vegetable,. 
About 1,500 clerical, strike on Wednesday. A new cooking result is provided. Because our turntable ~'~ d~l~ **~ Br~x:coh CabL~l~le 
dietary, kitchen and strike date for Edson will be operates magnolically. Ihoro are no exposed motors ~ ~plf~acll. ShrllnD. Polk 
.maintenance workers left set later this week. ' Friday Evening and c,,~,,,.~,,,,,,,,.,.,,,, their Jobs at the following or gears to worry about. Best of all, the Cook-A- Round glass tray and turntable are easy to remove Muffm,~. Cup~,lkt~s 
Calgary hospitals--Calgary 
General, Salvation Army .Fightthe and can bo cleaned wilh soap and wator. ~ Saturdays 
Grace, Cross Bow Auxllary, 
Home and Glenmore Park at 
Auxllary. T B T E M  Another 25 were off the job in Edson. They joined about . ' 
900 workers who have been 
on strike in Edmonton, Fort ~'/~'~:~,~nc~lh'.~,,~l~:i~:~ 'i' F urn it u re & Appl tan ces 
i 
MeMurray, lnnlsfall and 
Itnd Deer. Use 
The union is seeking an Christmas ~ 638-1158 
average ,alary increase of 
about nine per cent in the Seals 
~, [ 
/ \ ~: '  
mm 
m 
) 
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A ski lesson on the heighls of Vancouver Islond. B.C. Govt. "°110"0 
Forbidden Plateau 
By Jean MacKenzie 
With the first snows of the 
season, Vancouver Island skiers 
head for winter fun on the heights 
of Forbidden Plateau. 
Less than halfway up the length 
fun place to, ski 
,~,,~LCOuver Island and just 23 
~ l ~  W.~St.of Counenay, the 
plateau is within easy driving 
reach of ferries arriving at Vic- 
~'T6"fia ~d Nanatm0. 
| Though its official name is 
Wood Mountain Ski Park, most 
i people know the region by its 
I more intriguing plateau title.. The 
became 'forbidden' long ago. 
f ~ Legend has it that he Indians of 
d~ valley, under attack from the 
t Cowichans to the south, ~nt their 
women ~d children to safety in 
i the high country. When the 
I danger was past, the tribesmen 
f, Jjmhed up to the plateau to bring 
! ~J~t]:it. families home. 
,~---But. hough they ~earched long 
.ABd far, they found no trace o! 
their loved ones. The women and 
children had vanished forever-- 
killed, it was feared, by hairy 
giants of the mountain. 
a Nowadays this enchanted land 
Ozone is endangered I Prices .,ectlve / 
I I ~  " 7 l  Wednesday to Saturday, , 
I ~ r " ? r ~  November 22 to November :~I 
GENEVA(ROUter)--. tawed the use of ozone layer at heights below j ...... ~ In Terrace I 
World Meteoro log ica l  fluorocarbons a  propellants 17~/z kilometres. 
Organizatio in aerosol containers nnd for ' .~ . _ 
(WMO) said Monday con- 
tinued use of fluorocarbons, 
which, are used mainly in 
spray cans, could destroy 15 
per cent of the earth's ozone 
layer in 100 years and 
seriously affect health and 
weather. 
The United Nations agency 
said high-flying balloons 
above Canada and the 
United States have provided 
~ roof that fluorocarbons are es t roy ing  ch lo r ine  
molecules at an alarming 
rate, diminishin~ protection 
from the sun's harmful 
ultraviolet radiation. 
Ozone depletion causes 
more heat in the 
stratosphere and.this could 
increase ground, tem- 
peratures as well as alter re- 
gioasl weather. 
The U.S. has already out- 
other non-essential pur- 
poses, while Canada and a 
number of European govern- 
ments are considering 
similar moves. 
Dr. Rumen Bojkov, chief 
WMO atmospheric scientist, 
told a news conference that 
onemoleculeof 
chlorofluoromethane lasts 
for about 60 years in  the 
ozone layer and destroys up 
to 1,000 atoms of chlorine. 
He said that it the release 
of these molecules continues 
at the 1977 rate, the ozone 
layer will he reduced by 15 
per cent in 100 years' time. 
WMO experts from 
Canada, the U.S., Britain, 
the Soviet Union, Swit- 
zerland and Belgium decided 
at their meeting last month 
that supersonic aircraft have 
a negligible effect on the 
Ferry 
hijack Top Sirloin 
Steak, Beef, Grade ISTANBUL lAP) - -  Ar- med leftist youths hijacked a
Europe- to -As ia  fe r ry  
Monday and ordered the 
captain to cruise in the 
Bosporus Stral~ until 'fur. 
klsh authorities listened to 
their demands. But they 
later ordered the ship into 
port here where police 
reported more than 400 
arrests. 
Police' said the hijackers 
gave up after police boats 
chased the ship as it criss- 
crossed the straits. 
The highpointoftheski~a~nballetandatorchlightparade. WILL LUE 
at Forbidden Plateau isthe 10-day There's even a 'slunle' race, 
winter carnival. This event, be- which is open to at,yurts who can 
ginning the first weekend of ride up on a repe tow and slide i G l U E  V 0 U  February, bdngs local folks and down on the stomach. 
visitors together to practice in town are sports oveats of 
TCP--'Total Community Par- every type, plus a kid"~ y~x!elling 
ticipation'.Ontheslopesordown contest and a moccasin hop 
intown, there'splentygoingonat(dancingon'iee).Thefestival I~;R snow ,uu 
carnival time. culminates with the Snowball 
Up on the ski hill are all the Frolic and tbecmwningofasnow 
usual competitions plus a ski queen. " . . • O • 
~ ~ L  : : ~ ' ~"" i "  '*.!;.!~" " , .... ,'r~. ',~ .,',~',;.-' ....... .. ~,'~.~ . :.i .  ~ : 
iilliliilma~,, 
. . . .  "~f~ . . . .  
t .... f. ~.. 
• ,,3- ,V 
is a summer and winter play- t, 
: ground where hikers and HeadinfupForbiddenPImeuu. 
! brightly-clad skiers bring shouts 
i and laughter to the still mountain 
: meadows. '~  1 • 1 ,  I J "  ~: 
.: Skiing st~t~Ulb~tetoon as the ~'q ; l r ld ' l r iV t~ I ' l l  ~Ik 11'I~ ¢'J~ :" snow flies and~weather p mit- JL_aJ.J~.i.Jl O.l, l ,.d["~lal II (l~l,k.~ 
: ting..--can continue into Aoril ~" "4 : 
Since 1947, when ~rious ki'ing • " I~  • 
".fast began on the plateau, two "1~ ,~ ' f  &Y 1 "IV& i~J le~lk ' I~t  
,. J.~dges and a hostel have been " I I . iL~ J l~ '  i • I i H I - i  ,~  ' 
,; DU l l [ .  upwam.~ouno SK iers  ca l l  
hitch a ride on the twin rope tows PARIS (CP) -- English- assorted sandwich plate and 
i near the Ski Tac Hut or go via speaking residents here for 
three T-bars or a chairlift, the Christmas season can 
i The downhill runs range from 
gentle slopes to the ominously 
named Corkscrew and Bone- ! 
[ shaker runs. 
Though the park is a small 
~. one---only 96 hectares--there's 
.: room for cmss.enuntry skiers, 
,~ too. Trails lead out from the top of 
the chairlift and from Ix)th the 
." overnight lodge and the day 
:--ledge. 
,~,,,You can rent a complete ski 
i outfit on the hill or as y[m drive 
! through Courlcnay, where Sl~)rts 
A'279 
Porterhouse Steak 
• Beef, Canada Grade 
T-Bone Steak 
Beef, Canada Grade 
Wing Steak 
Beef, Canada Grade 
Aih.'2,G9 
A ih '2,96 
A lb '2,ES 
99 Frozen, Cut Up, On Trays, lb. 
Potato OhJps 
find an old-fashioned Pick- 
wicklan atmosphere in an 
English tea room above a 
book shop on Rue de Rivoli. 
Each Christmas for 75 
years, the Englsh Tea Shop 
has been importing tons of 
plum pudding and Christmas 
cake from Britain, and they 
appear on the daily luncheon 
menu from now until 
Christmas. Patrons who 
miss the Christmas at- 
mospbere at home queue for 
lunch in the tea room 
a tempting selection of patis- 
sierios baked by the seven 
bakers in the tea shop's 
kitchens. Only traditional 
Englich recipes are used. 
Tea ls served in generous 
white ch i~ tea pots with 
matching pitchers of hot 
water. Patrons can choose 
from imported Ceylon, China 
or Darjeeling teas. 
Morning coffee is served 
until noon and North 
American tourists flH the 
tables for the aromic brew 
and freshly baked rolls. 
Perhaps the most 
satisfying and most 
reasonable luncheon in all 
Paris, where high food 
prices are the bane of 
.tourists, are served daily at 
the English Tea Shop. 
The menu lneledes filet 
steaks cooked in cognac, 
roast chicken, mutton chops, 
salads, omelettes, and even 
.: shops tay open extra hours and decorated with garlands and 
where the Inl~tcls offer group and Christmas bells. 
.~ ski package rates. The tea room, designed in 
i ., Even sch~)l days are fun [m Elizabethean style, ia a cozy 
I~rhiddcn all)pea. A ski les.~m, place to pause any time. But 
~q]uipment and lift rides arc all when snowflakes twirl past 
: included in a special rate fur the dormer windows which 
student groups from B.C. overlook Tullieres ands fire 
:: ~ch(~ds. And families get a bar- blazes in ita carved fireplace 
.~ gain. too, because children under at one end of the room, it is 
:1 ~ven ride the lifts free, esecially inviting. 
: T~r,,, ~,,.- . . . .  ~ ~ ~,,~ , In addition to hundreds of beans on toast and grilled 
'~"gan'a ~ i~g;~; r '~"  fi~;'~ daily luncheons, more than cheese cheese sandwiches. 
. . . .  . . . . .  300 persons gather for af- Desserts run the garnet 
;"mcnlauy nanmcappeu, ann now ternoon tea i- En-"- ' -  from i -s - ' - - -  *'-" '- . . . .  
' Ira f l  ' ' ' l  "~ ' ' ' " *  . . . . . . . . . . .  '0 Ik i l  K l ia l l  U c laus  I lU t  I IOU~U 
: fo' c'7 ,:,;.,,,~,,,.s are o.an,au,e tradition and freshly baked strawberries to calorie-laden 
i r UlSanlCU .SKlers--.am, putees: crumpets, tea blscuiis and ice cream sundaes, peach 
me cerenra~ pa,sy victims gnu 8con a melha fruit • ' ' " • " " es re served dripping , cocktail, 
; the blind, with butter. There is also an ~str ies and rakes. 
l) the 
.-- 10% off Sale I 
• " Good only for Monday, I 
= November 20, 1978. I 
M Due to prlnnng error. I 
Sorry for any Inconvenience to Bay Oustomers, i
E 
',,~i~. 1." 
You bet we will! When it comes to llotting around in 
the snow, just take a look at those beauties. ~ They've 
got the got up and g0 you need! . .  ,~. . . . . .  ~ ./.: 
. , . , .,. • , , ~ ~.,~ ,k~-.:., .. ~.~,*k::~. ~ 
1978 FORD THUNDERBIRD .~Tnn_~ 
V4, Automatic, Tilt Wheel, Cruise Control ~ J I~ IV~V 
1977 I)HEV BELAIRE 
4 Door Sedan V8 auto, P .S-  i).B. ' $ 4 9 9 6  
1077 MUSTANG $;5595 
3 door V4 ,  4 speed, T roof, stereo 
1077 BRONCO $6896 
Explorer 4x4 Y-8 auto. 
1977 COUGAR 1R7 $6595 
YS, auto, p.s., p.b., Stereo (low mileage) 
1975 SKYLARK 9'6" CAMPER $2896 
Frldge, stove, furnace. 
1972 DODGE VAN, $2395 
TO, Auto 
1976 GRANADA 4 DOOR gdTaK 
TO, Auto, P.S., P.B. l i [ r ' l IVV  
1973 TORINO e,meg 
S Door Sport Coupe, V8 auto, Radio " q p l ~ ~  
!c~T~rOiRD., F,!§O S~39~ 
!e]2FOne F2SO PICKUP $2395 
1977 18' SANGSTER 
• 166 H.P. Merou~ Inboard outboard, Easy load trailer. 
Toiioi:hPth Sounder. Ooo-hooRadio, Like now oondi]ion 
~ 7 ~ ~  Terrace Totem Ford 
~ ~  ~' f~ Salon Ltd. 
~]~ ~/ /  ~ 4631 'Koith 
636-4984 
i 
oOoxoro o 69  Tortilla Chips, 7V4 oz. Pkg. 
Party Pride, ea. 
Orange Juice 
__s_o 89  Unsweetened, C 
Inflation Fighter, 
48 ft. oz. tin 
Bathroom Tissue 
Bran~ ~# klL~il//U) 
Frenoh Fries 
o_  slNN 
~l~ ~ ~ fo\ n~ .~ 
lee 0ream 
Sn°wStar A ~- -~ ~ Q  
Fire Logs 
,.°.,r-,Ge m 
Potatoes 
• o,~ II n/°°"°~J~J 
Grade, ~_j t~/ba l l  ~ 
• • B C or Wash Bonier Onions .. ',b , 
Grown No, Grade 3 Ce"o ~g 69 
Bulk Mushrooms 
B.C. Grown lb. '1 ,26  
Mandarin Oranges 
Japanese,  Box . . . . . . .  $0 ,N J '  
Delicious Apples- 
spr ~, I uIl~I) CeUolMI /MUM/ Ik'kJll 
punnnlmun lUi i i i  
. ,, ~,.,.~, 
~ ,,.., :~,t. Tuesday, November! i ; !~P .a~ It 
Guid . ,  tours  of  China now in the works 
• TORONTO ICP) --- A running until October. But "The tours are for the lack a great deal--but who Despite this, one Pan Am Heavenly Peace, the t 
Canadian" travel agency is fight off the bat, Pan Am travellers who have visited goes away to see bathrooms official who has made the Summer Temple, the 
joining Pan American World officials are saying the tours all the other tourist areas anyway?" trip describes the tour as Temple of Heaven, the Ming /  ONFY 
Airlines to offer guided tonrs are not for everyone, and are looking for some- Pan Am officials say the fascinating. Tombs and the Great Wall. 
thing different• tours are rigidly Gtruetured The tours already have Tours are limited to 46 DOWN ??i 
to China. "Wk~t it. '.,~,ing offered is by the Chinese. "They have been offered in the U.S. and passengers each trip. They . 
Thomas Cook and Pan Am something different," says "it's not for the usual type you on the go morning, noon Pan Am says they were wind up with three days in 
are offering I0 tours Barry Lemley, Pan Am's ef tourist. They will see a lot and night. You see what they highly successful. Tokyo. 
beginning in Januaw and direeter for Eastern Canada. of China. but the facilities want you tosee." A typical package--which The tours will leave once a ! !  TRY  YOUR TRADE IN  ! I  
• will sell for between $2,800 month from January to 
andS3,-200 depending en September and conclude Squid still an industry eurrency fluctuations--will with two in October. Foran see the traveller fly from San added cost a stopover i  New 14 Ft. Wide Mobile Home 
Francisco to Hung Kong. Hawaii can be booked. 
After a three.day stay in the ' Pan Am also have joined Only  $16 ,900 
INDIANCOVE, Nfld. (CP) Almost all of last year's fishermen on Newfoun- 1950s, when dried squid was British colony the tour party with Lawson-McKay Tours 
-- Newfoundland is the harvest was processed and dland's northeast coast, last a major activity in enters China aeross the of Toronto to offer two Delivered and setup in B.C. .  Let us 
squid-jiggin'groundtomany frozen for transport in big Indian Cove is a ecru- outport communities, famous footbridge at around-theworld guided help you to qual i fy for monthly 
Canadians and they might foreign fishing and factory munity on that coast. The --Drying squid is easy and Sbumehunfora 12-daystay. tours. One wil] be of 23 days, payments of only $18911 
like to know Newfoun- ships to markets abroad. A effort paid off here and eheap• No. salt or preset- the other 29 days. Purchasers wi l l  enioY expense paid 
dtanders are doing well at it• total 57 million pounds was elsewhere with fishermen vative is used. They are Thogrouptraveisbytrsin Lemley said the tour paek- 
Men, women and children handled in this way. drying an estimated 100,000 simply gutted and spi'ead on to Kwangchow before ages are part of Pan Am's fl ights & a i rport  pickup. Ninety 
in the small community of Squid sometimes is used peunds of squid by the end o~ small flakes (platforms of moving on to Shanghai, continued interest in ~ h o m e s  for immediate delivery. 
hamlets have earned tens o f N ° t r e  Dame B y an other of sqnid were dried last ba t, and 170,000 pounds Septemberatareturnof$lapound. p°les~and days in dry weather.Sunf°rfour°r cityNankingandPeking'lneaehguided tours are Canadiannot a wtravellerSdrive onandtheiS I ~  Munday Homes Lid, 
and wind help the process, arrangedby the Chinese. Canadian market. 
thousands of dollars on the for shipment o Far East The dried squid industry il The fisheries department All the well.known tourist Canadians spend 
seasonal industry, markets. Last year, a record 65 A growing interest by welcomed enthuslastimllp plans to attempt o promote destinations will be seen--in $2Zmillion a year travelling 6401 Klngsway Phone Collect 
million pounds of the small foreign buyers in Japan,' by the fishcrfo]k for two expansion of the dried squid Peking, for instance, the tour on Pan Am, about two per Burnaby, B.C. VSE 1El (112) 437.1184 
cuttle fish were caught and China, Taiwan and Korea reasons: industry• A pilot project is includes visits to the For- cent of the airline's annual 
under way to find some bidden City, the Square of revenue. 
eventually sold for $3 million prompted anew look at dried --It gives them a market 
at the producer level, processing methods, and this for stocks not sold while mechanical means of 
Russians, Bulgarians and year the federal fisheries fresh. The St-a-pound price elesning and drying. Use of 
Romanians are among the department began to pro- is a bonanza eompared with mechanical salt cod fish 
bigger buyers of fresh squid, mote the venture ~.mong the few eents received in the dryers in artificial drying ' plants might be an answer. 
This would permit 
• processing in good or bad BUSINESS DIREOTORY still some myster ies  l e f t  weather and free the fishermen to catch more. is 
A major problem 
LANCASTER, England "Our problem is to Detectives interviewed fluctuation in the supply. During the last three 
(CP) -- Top-ranking police discover exactly what every person who had any seasons, the squid arrived i~ 
detectives are investigating happened after the body was enntsct with Mrs. Leonard 
themysteryo~a74-year-old moved to the moctuary." fromtl~starto(~eeoach millions, filling hays an . . . . .  rm~ni~n~T~i~i J "  ' ' 
Scol~woman who was Detectives are also journey from Londou. eoveninchesanddeepSOmetimeson beach s.lying SKBiNA VALLEY I qJPqJP W J~ I 
stabbed seven times in the cheeklng a theory that the "This is an extremely 
chest after her body was stabblngwaseommlttedby difficult ease," sald a Before 1976, they were ~ I T A L S  SERVICE  
taken t° the m°rtuary at the same pers°n wh° br°ke spokesman f°r Lancashire scarce f°r several years' R E I  
Royal La,caster Infirmary. into the mortuary some C.I.D, "There= noevidenee Where they appeared, there  . LTD. OANAYENllJRE 
The macabre stabbing-- while ago and stole some that anyone entered the were few and many points 
similar to one described in surgical knives, which have mortuary while the body was along the coast reported Most Anythinb-Most AnytimeFor MERCURY (boats) VAiUIHA 
Agatha Chrlstie's novel, never been recovered, there. Yet in view of the none. .~,tll~l Murder on the Orient Ex- She suffered a heart attaek prevtons break into the mor- Because they were con-  CONTRACTOR ~[  DUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS (outboard DOLMMI  
press--took place several near Forton, Lancashire, teary and the theft o! sidered of little use for motors) 
hours after Mrs. Margaret and was taken off the coach surgical knives, we cannot years--except for bait--I!ttle Hour: Mon. Sat. 8.6 (chain saws) 
Leonard of Dundee, by amlmlance men. Sbe was ru]e out the sugBestlen that scientific research was done Xours:Mon.-Sat. e.t 
ta provide a basis for proper 635 l 4946 Oreig Avenue Dealer Licence 
Scotland, died d a heart given first.aid en route to Mrs. Leonard was attacked harvesting, curing and I I Phone63S.7417 4946 Grail Number 020|3A 636-5929 
attack. L~neasterlnflrmarybutwas by sameo~e with a sick marketing. 
Detectives believe the dead on arrival there, t: ; mind." 
stabbing took place during 
the 50 minutes that elapsed I 
from the t~me the body was I Ki.CHEN CABiN,re • VANi'ri*s • I,S,A-L,,,O~ TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
placed in the mortuary until I • MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 638-8195 
- -=- -  Special offer i - - - -  eonneetlon with the post OOD ANSWERING, mortem As the examination was about to begin seven PAGING, stab wounds were dis- I K nTt'nEN MONITORING OR 
- from Z-BRICK 
m "N~. ,.., 
Two pathologists con- I BRAD REES[ "~-ar  PHOTOCOPYING I AREA MANAGER . KABINETS firmed that these had been ae~.  5TH AVENUE . ~ ~'~= .; 7~*m~'~M~ " . . . . . .  ' SERVICES 
• .inflicted several hours after I PRINCE oronGl~ B.C .  V2 / 3K5 ;:'.(NOIIHtlN)(TD.. . .. 24H~UR SERVICE 
:~iMrs. Leo~ard'a death from . . . . . . . .  $4.  o r  tess !  " BUS't'e'I'i4eeRES. sei.zl, ,  . . . .  " FREE ESTIMATES . . . . . . . . .  trna~'l~al'"C'auies'."~ ' ior-"" . 4~03.D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. "VOG lUG 
teary is only 40 yards from I 
the hospital and is normally 
kept looked. All the keys , - 
have been accounted for. 
Chief Inspector Gordon 
Norton of Lancaster ~ ~ ,  ~;~ ~!i!:/!~:~ i :7!iyi,/~:~~ Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. " '~ Q°~'~ " ' " "~ 
criminal investigation R E c E P T , o N s 
divl~ien, said all the wounds ~ ; . . _ ~ ;  ~i~ii~I i;..,,, ......... : ~" ~iltw~,___...... , i: SE IV l I I  TERRAOE & I IT IM IT  
were Inflicted on the chest. ::ii:'.iY~i~ .... :i:!;!7:;;::~ . s,.v.c. ON ,,, , Rag  
lert  BB~ ~ ".. .,i)ii::j: ' . ~ WarrentvDetotfllr 
Ikl .~l ' -  lenith, Phil l l ls, Hilachi, 
4908 Graha  m 635.4S43 
l l~ '~. . , . Im l i lH .~.  ,, ,oo arc ,ook,.< I mm : IBi  
emerald, sapphire, ruby or I i 
ju. < ,oo,, I . . . . ,  BUSINESSMAN!  
!1 
Inswer .  Bes |des  giv ing * 0~ =..~ Q. ~ <~' "~" *'~" " .. ,~ IP ,  '~ l lA  ' 
pleasure and joy for a life- I ! 1 ~ '~ "'~ ::* .~_, '~;:-'.. . ._II%1~ CO..Op 
,me, <oo, .,o . " "  ' '  ' 7 "< 
heirlooms and meet all the I ~ ~ ~ -_..-.--<~:,~ oo.O r~ve This e r red  
~:;l"2::t '.°"~°'" ' '  '" I i t ~ iu !  ~ icBc AUTO 
I I i I . .  ~ ~q~i~ Jewelry ~hould be cho- t ~i I <" ~ :'~"t " 
w--r"" '  : "  '"" w"' . , ,  ,, ,. .., ,o ! I !f' ~" . insurance  
pick jewelry ju.t as a 
,titus ~ymbol and l~ve no ! i 2 =;'~ ~'=~:' ~/!~ 4617 Grelo 63.5-5232 
I ;  • < cnnsldl,ritiou to the likes ~ II ,~ :'.'q 
' ' ~ ~ i ' ~ 
end di~llkr~ of tile p~rson 1 . . . .  " .... .:. 
who will weir it. I ~- I M 
I I ' FJII ry will last for many gener- ations. It should be elc:inrd regul.~r,v and i,eri ,,lically ~ - - " . ' ~  ~,Ye lhewhee~iRt re~.  
We Ire ex~rt~ in the ' - -  
¢areudsele~tlonofgem,.see s for ~ , ur ne ds! t~.-.~.J_.~.~.~. U ~ ~ i  ~ ~  ~ : ~ i ~ l ~  eousniTf 4434LAKELSE AVE.  
• ~'~,  , , ,~ /  /~:~, ; . . . , I  ~ /  I:p~-y.o,,p~,H~W ~ 1""  . . . . . . . .  TERRACE,  B.C. 
1-", , '  llllli /  i  d OUSTOI OONCRETE PROD. ,.,At, e< ,HOSE,~>6~s.=~ 
1. Spread 2. Press 3. Smooth 4. Seal ! Right now, certain Z-Brick dealers are featuring a special li,n~ ~ m e i i i  limited offer on Country Rustic Z-Brick Choose from Red, Buff, 
Harbour Gray or Smoke and pay only $4.99 or less per carton! CustomRepair -Furniturevan Conversion" Auto Pccess~ & M,~r , ,.,<Upholsterys - R.V. Supplies" Vinyl. WELCoMEVISiTOR .=. I ORDE RO. 
It's SO simple! Just follow Z-Brick's easy 4-step application 
technique to add character and warmth to any room in Head Iners • TonneaoCovers •Auto Carpet- V.W. Seats 
L ]~,~l~d l~t  ~ your home. Z-Brick is firesafe so you can use it near stoves or recovered In original color and material, front& back 
fireplaces. With this special offer, now is the time to make I l l S .  Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather • Complete , J~ l~ the most of your redecorating plans with Z-Brick. Co, yeller supplies. Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 3 Johns Road 
JEWELLERS LTD. Look for this special offer at participating Z-Brick doalers. Phone 635.434B HALLIwELL 
i - -  - ,d~ r " t  You'll find Z-Brick at better building supply and home " " 
improvement centres across Canada. 
632-2171  Z'BRiCK<'",.BrandNon.ceramic Fac 9 Call us at 636,6367 9 to 6 
216 City Centre Brick and Stone 
Kitimat Product of Canada I~  
i 
i 
II 
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I n  Ch ina ,  the  pumpk in  was  cons idered  the  emperor  o f  
the garden. 
~.~ 
? 
• " ......... :';i/: ~: : : ,~-  ..... .. ,, 'i " " ~ ' ' '  '/ ' /:' " ~"~ 
: '~;;A ~ . ' /~"~ ,' i . "  ~ "  "< N'~ ' . .  , 
; +';7 :'; ~ <,' ~ • .', ' ': , - "~ ' ; ' : .~.~ , , . ,~  ~a ~ • ~¢.~ ~,.,  • . "  ~ .~- , i .~  ~ ,~,'~ ,~  ~ ~,.. ~, ~ -: . , v '~ '* . '  .,~" 
~; ~5~;.',-.~,~-~ ,. ,; ~,~' ,~ -: "' " ~;,.~,'~ ,'~...;;~, ~ .,,. ,. ;: / ~; ~ , '  
~,=: . . .  . ~ . ,  ,~:.,. ~ . .  
~:' ':~'~ ~ ,. - 7,. "~ :,:!:+:~7<,;:.~.- , 
::" '-" ., . '~  . .  , / .~"~,~+." i ' " :<; , .  ' 
,- , , ,. : ... . . . .  ,.,.:~;, : ., . :~:'~'\ ,  
. . . .  + , . 1 , ,  • %~ 
| :~ ;~ ~: :  :~ :: :;~: ~ ' ~,U:~,i::~ 
I~_ ; , L~ l i~ .  "',,-"!C~. '"~ : ~ . :~ "~. ' 
• ooooooooooooooooo .a  ,, . . . . . . .  .... ( - ~ - ,  . . . . . . . .  "" ;~  ' ": "" ' ¢" ,~i" ~ ~" ~.~ 
• 4721 " -- , :.~;: ";" .... ::;i i ' .~t~ ~,  
:.:: ...... ~ . ;~ - ,_ . _ :-. J L_  E ~  
a~O OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALERS ~ .... :/ . . . .  " ~ L L ,'~ ~',~ '~ ~ ' " :~ ~,  
KITIMAT ~) 
J-35 V,~ou¢ Village • ......... ~ln ~ l~,~Zlb~ , , . .~ ~. . :, ~:.#,,'~_.'~ 
.-  ,,odroom,,, om • " 
• Apar tment  for rent. i O /~ ~ / I l l ~ : : i ~ / ~ :  
~0 36 Eagle St. 1½ s torey -  ; ~ , . ~ t ~ ~ ; ~  -'! 
.oI . . s42,ooo 5 , ---, - - ! 1  qP 86 Swannell Street • , . . . .  : 
Snowbird lots selling fast • "~i ~ 
: 30 Gander-$30,000 g 
0_ 3% Acres  on Lake lse  Lake  • "" ,~ 
(new eonstructmn) • 
• G4-Vista Village 
• (excellent condition) ~ I 
• Why not call us today 
: for your free appraisel ; 
, ,  , I  • " 1, • Douglas Ohannol iPorto.rms _ In all-over design of magnolia branches., O.arlotla, sets thB mood in this tair!y tormal dining room, The pro palled, 
• We Offer:ServioBs m • Iorubbable and dry-slrippable walloovermg Is from Sunworlhy's "Rooms for Living" oollBohon. .... ~:  , 
_ o , , - ,su-, - - - , , - - , , , , ,  •. M • LOT.--S-m.LO,.'"T e Wallcoverings It Easy To Set Decorating Mo \ 
= OANAOA WiDE REFERRAL SERMIOE i setting the mood .r at- . I , , '  .ml patte,'|~ I)ecomts .~opldsticated or warm and natural objects and plants, gives aroom color, texture, mosphere. Abstrakta, 
mheOSph:;te is probably one o, murh eas,er, to deter- rasua,. ,)right or subdue. For the bedroom, you may design and dimension, as stripes, texturesarerlsht1[or 
"•  MORTGAGES & RENTALS • important steps t(, "rhv lirst thing traditional or avaat-gardc, want to create a nostalgic well as warmth an¢= per- the avant-garde. 
• 'We're Number 3, we try harder ~ succe.,stut decorating. For mine us ~hether you want a The atmosphere can be mood around antiques, sonality, thus of itself setting Sometimes it is hardto get 
once you have established rt~)m to he formal or in- arrived at in ,t;tny ways. "Because of their ver. a mood. A patterned an inspiration for a mood, 
1 0 • O • O O O • • ( D O O O O • O O I  this, your choice (if style, hwmal, t'o*d and I)ifferellt mo{~ls, ol'course. sat,lily, walleoverings might wallcovering such as  a but walicovering books 
, suit difl'erellt rooms, You well be the first thing you damask, medallion or for- (such as Sunworthy's new 
may wa,t h) set the mood for think of to help set the mood real stripe, would fit an "Rooms for Living" 
the living r(mm based on the of your choice," Says Mary elegant and formal mood, collection) can . ton  provide 
:. 'rhiteclure or even a Purl'horn•e, Interior Design whereas a less formal plaid, this. For instance, you miSh,t 
law)rite painting.' For the & Color Consultant for check, or documentary be browsing through a 
kdchen-cmn-dining ook. it Sunworthy Waileoverings, pattern would be at home in sample book and come 
may come from a liking for Pattern, for instance, a more informal at. across a wallcoverinS 
pattern that suddenly makes 
" I IIIIllmlllllllll•lllllllllllmmllll _~ everything fall into Ida . .  
l l l m m - - - - - -  v -  Maybe it's an all.over floral 
WIGHTMAN I SMITH i branches (SUCh as PARK AVENUE REALTY  LTD.  g ' ; I  - ,~F-- ' ' |  i A in  q lD i J l  | A '. . . . . . . .  ~ I :  design,,Carlotta,,,withsophisticatedmagnolia 4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, S.O. V86 1V6 VV ~ , enough for a traditional 
dining room. but less formal Im 
say, a damask or satin 
.~ .  ~ ~ ~ i  ~.~.!:~.~o/,, ~ l i ,  stripe. A 'design of 
nature can add the correct .... 
• ~f  ~ ~ .... ~ ~ ,~ SOL V~-a l  b ,~.and  aeh*eve j . , * t~ 
Or maybe you want to 
• 'i' • i~  ~m~" . . . . .  Over 1800 sq. ft. of family Ha 4400 bk. Lakeise Ave. Excellent one storey premises and 33' lot. Bldg, m 'ereateaparticularmcedina 
4 bedroom home con- Why pay rent. Inquire living, corner fireplace, i presently occupied but will vacate. Nat. gas heat, bathroom, office, large -~ living room. A fairly in- 
venlentlyloeatedonalarge about 3 bedroom lZ' z M' foyer entrance and much school and just .3 blocks m sales-servicearon, extra room for storage or repairs Has been completely -- • • formal yet sophisticated tam 
landscaped lot. Extremely mobile home with 40' ad- much more. Fully land- away. tr.om ..uownmwts ~ redecorated and is very appealing. Has over 2,700 sq. ft. Owner asking [] branch design ("Man- 
well kept both imide and dillon on large fenced and leaped lot, high rear fence snoppmg, t~ver i'~oo., sq.. ,,.: - $95,000. Existing financing can be assumed. Exci. 912. Inquire for more [] zanita"), along with a 
out. Price of $51,000 in- serviced lot priced in the which affords privacy and '.J ne~rno.ms,. Split !eveJ i details : companion basket weave 
eludes otorage shed, low twenties. Located in double arport. Locatedon no.me, :eaturn.ng.nreptace, • REVENUE PROPERTIES - {"Alameda"), could help 
• askin extra rooms In casement, carpor,,fJnished basement Coppers,de area. Includes Gait Avenue and g . . . .  " . • EXCL. 862 ai accomplish this and pull r aouole carport, pavets and patio. Muriel would be appliances. Call Frank. $69,500. Call Kelly for you . .  . ' .  ' i 3871 Pine St. Upper-lower two bdrm, duplex units with modern kitchens, a different styles of fur- m'nveway an(t many omer happy to show it to you. M I S Reduced to SILO00 appointment to view. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = spacious rooms, laundry facilities, ranges and fridges i,| each. Large double • 
. . . . . . .  ~ ,  ¢ extras, asging ;~,a~u. Call ; carport, Asking $31,500. Open to offem. • nishings together. . . . . . . . .  Setting the right mood in a 
~ ~ ~ .¢ Christel or Ilorst for more • MLS 3001 n_ bedroom is immensely 
• -~ .,,....a~31e~-w---...~ ~ ,/;.'~ ~. ~,': ' information. 
~i.~.~ :~;. , m :. ~ ,~[~ [ ' )  : '~ '~/ ' '  [I Hi Wel!eoustructedaldebyaideduplextmiis, 2bedrms. eaeh, kitchens, l i v i n g a n d  and fu nitur  incl. Drilled _~• important and, once again, 
~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ '  , ~ / " ~ !  -x  ~Li~,~l ~] i [~L ~ ~l rooms bathrooms, appliances some well, this can easily be achieved 
+ ,IN . ~/. .~/ ] M_ cone. septic tankand foundation. Ask,rigS31,500. Offers comidered. _m with walleoverings. A 
. . . . . .  [ / ~ "" "- MLS ~S i traditional rose design 
'm ll' r ,. - -  , ,. = 3342 Kofood Dr. 12x54 Villager mobile with 12'x24' addition. 4bedrms., oil • ("Rose Bower") is ap- 
~ ~ ; " ~ 1  -- ~ J " ' ' ~ 1~:~'1 "~:  r:'~ " : ~ : : ~ : P P I ' : 4 ~ ~  ~ - - - - '~A~l l  l heat, on very hrge 175' x 200' lot, Range and frldge incl. 24'x30' frame shop. • pealing to those who like a 
Call to vlew this newly built Room rer a big family. Modular home in exee.ent - -~-~pqamnl  u Total price only $22,000. _m touehofnestalgia butalsoan 
spli, level with 3 bedrooms, Three bedroom basement condition. 1248 sq. ft,, 4 I am COMMERCIAL PROPERTY " air of sophistication. 
fireplace and sunken living home, 1200 sq. ft. Within bedrooms, ensure :p ,  ,xtuni'.,d for in- I  m Good commercial building located on level ½ acre in Thornhill. 2S00 sq. ft. m . Many mood setting 
room.Oat acreof land Just walking dtstance to town & plumbing, wall to v,:,' ~¢,,~a,.;,:g~. Duplex with side I ~ consisUng of good size nales pace and large ahop. Conereteblookand frame • • designs can be seen in 
north of town. Needs some shopping, Minor carpeting, This is ~r, v:x- by ~Zde ,nits. Twol i construction. Naturalgas furnace, large bay doors. Paved parking in front. • Sunworthy's "Rooms for 
finishing inside and ont, redecorating required, ceptionai we![ : ,'. pL .',,:droc~m, fireplace, kit. 1 M Drilled well. MLS 3093. Owner asking $87,500. • Living" collection for halls, 
Priced to sell at 157,000. Asking price $45,000, For property in the: ~2u( :' ~,: rhea dinir~! area, Good I i ACREAGES m living, dining and bedrooms. 
Muriel has the details, more information call area. Priced to t,elL y~l..:;, income Possibilities,If I- EXCL. 9#0: - Level 1,5 acre parcel located on N. Eby just outside of ~ All are we-pasted, scrub- 
¢* ,~ A~l~t ~6~ ~00 fall Kell gM L S Ilorst or " :rlsh, I, Call Ilurst or |;hrh', 2, , ~ ,, . - Y-1 • municipal boundary. Well on property. Gravel driveway. Garage. Asking • bable and dry-strippable. 
i ' ' " "~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • price $12,000. . . l ()nen~ tsum°f  the ~cP.~.: ,~,~;lex ~ l Reqalr,',, low dow . .in~?tm:llto , n  i . .1 , • m ML~ ~32:- W~ded ond~at~ 6.~ acres property ,scaled on Woodland . 
. • Asking.o,.. • • Word,o,,, w , .  
"'" " ~" g P each. (iood tennnc;} record ' bedroom bungalow. Ap- ~ EXCL. ~91:- Approximately 2 acres of nicely treed l.nd I~ated on Kleama ~ Homemaker.. ,  
• ~ ~ ~ . . . .  ears o,- I ~o:,~. ~ ~  I : Cleared hajldlng site. Apprexed septic and ,'ell system. Asking : 
i | .'llii  " . 1 ,!cad s tar ,e r  home. Call I ,:: t " .o,. i Oven-dean,., jobs arc I proximately ~ y a .  ' , • - easier when done often. Af- 
~...- =.~ I, rnnk formation | I ~ ...... ,' I ' ,, , n " I tcr an especially messy 
! AFTER 0 FFIO E HOURS I: •Ill A'E"  Le  Page L imi ted  C°ast  I~  C°ast  Real  F'state Service • ~°°ki"g ta'~k' s°ak v'~ks i n .  " '~ '  ' r~ l . • de;minggrea.,.spo.g~,.sid~d.nkedS°l"tk'"'OfinOV.nth'n withd" 
• A gu; I HORST 60DLINSKI - 635-5397 KELLY square, s~-~ I m. i~__1  i .m,m Stan ~'arker 1 solution. Let solutk;nCl'aninggo to 
v m  V i EVEMiM~ Harr Smith mm work, then rinse racks and' i MURIEL NEALE - 635-2944 OHRISTEL GODLINSKI - 636-6397 | •1 U I I i I I • l i  635.,03]¥ ,,,,  
_ EU EN|RuO 6.15.2826 • inside of oven With hot I JUDITH JEPHSON- 638-1652 ZEHA FRANCIS 635-3913 | _i  KELSE AVL  , ..0JIm Ouff~ ' "• bcforeWater' D ). oven complctdy 
i FRANK SKIDMORE - 636 6691 | . u~i.g a~ai., I [ I  Bob Rlpmeester  • 
E ASK A~U' f  OUR OTHER LISTINGS. 6352832 • 
~llmllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~ There'm No Pisce Like Home! 
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; ; r .~. ! !  ;~. t] f~ fi A T f f 'E L ING OF  SPACE w i th  see- through 
,, ,+~.~. Iq , , , l l l  c.~.tle W Vnlna ,  L td . ,  Ch icago ,  I l l ino is .  
; ;:, l i~l ;I: .~l ;~, i i l  {i l l . '  bll, l :SI fu rn i sh ing- .8  more  spac ious  
- i~H~i ic  In r i i i .~h i l i i~  i~ appearance .  People  are  
~. , ;~ h:.'dlv ,~.,: it, and achieving this with the clear 
• . i,,,+,tiil'ui, elegance of  acrylic furni- 
~'; t. ,la'¢". ;m~:,th.i h.,tn+:s ture, such as that made with 
",+. :~(. ,,'l~'t~,'-+,!~. i l l , ,  I.,t!tld is CY /RO Indust r ies  h igh qual- 
..... I , mini~,~:+l I.,,~ in i ty ACRYLITE® acry l i c  
sheet .  
Made fo r  moderns ,  aery! ic  
is also s t r i k ing ly  aophist i -  
cated with traditional furni- 
ture and adaptable to any 
style with a simple change 
of  accessories; new pillows, 
a different color schenie, 
and you  can change your 
whole decor for a low cost. 
A smar t ,  see - through 
bookcase-or  even a few--  
or  a low table as pictured 
above made hy  Volna Lid. 
can serve as a room divider 
that doesn' t  make either 
section seem small or shut 
off, Deck it out  with dried 
or fresh flowers for color, 
beautifully bound books fQr 
interest, artifacts .and col- 
lectibles for excitement, an'd 
you've got a gorgeous addi. 
tion to your home th0t 
won ' t  subt rac t  from tile 
feeling of  space. ": 
For a free booklet, " t low 
To Care For ACKYLITE'*® 
Acry l i c  Sheet"  wri:t 'e 
to  CY/RO INDUSTRIES, 
Berdan Avenue, Dept. V ,  
Wayne. NJ 07470. ';,~'::~ 
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Oharaoter il 'added to a dining room in a new home when a medallion ll~ttor.,~ ~,,~;i~ ;i~ ;~.~,,'~,:, ~f+),'::~ .' . . . . . . .  . ,,,,,l ",early 
"Orewel Work" is used above a ohair+rail and a oompanion Itripe "Embroidor~ ~i'~g" + ....... ++,, :.~i;..:, i ':'" ' ,~.,,c+~t~d:.,!Sl 
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TWELVE NEW HOMES • 
presently under coi~ 
sttuction. Many excellent- 
features, including wall to 
wall carpeting and: 
beatl~ltor.type fireplaces~! 
C.M.H.C. approved and l
; financing available, Ex-- 
i ' I t lVAC¥ AND VIEW peeted completion Sept. 
M~lel'n near new split tember 30. Enquire now~ 
level home with l~0~ sq. It. while selection is greatest.{ 
<d living area and 3 Located in scenic Moun:( 
t,,<trooms, ensuite tainvtew Park on Mountain~ 
.lumbing, two fireplacea, Vista Boulevard. 
~'arpeting, large kitchen Reasonably priced aL 
with eating area and $51,000 per home. For- 
~mtry cupboards, patio complete details contaci 
doors to concrete sundeck, exclusive agents. 
attached heated garage, ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~  ;'~ I 
and lower level with t l ~ ~ I i l I !  
hl, droom, rumpus room, ~ i I  
~p~mdry area qnd storage. ,I 
PTo~rt~ is approximately' ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ! '  ! 
dil i i~  i~ lightly+, .treed. ' . " . '~ J "  I=  ~ ~" ~ - ~  
hlndseaped and has a view - -~-~':"  ~ I 
(f Ihe river and Sleeping l l i l l l l l l l l l i~ .  ~ !  
Beauty range of moun- Z ACRES• AT GOSSANI 
~ado. From the "Room:~ for Living" oolleotion of pre.pagted, scruhbable ~;d ~,+~ ..~rit~:+~,:i+! 
iallnovlrinl. 
New Homes Benefit 
,~ ~ ~;. • ~! ' ~ .~ 
i C'~ ,:!~'2 : ", ~3 t li .J , ! ShPr id l ln  
+ . 'i '% 
I 
~,'2;: . . . . .  ',, ' , ' '  ,;" ~i" ! + + +  .. ..... 
., , ,.,, ,-  ,,,yilll i 
from Wallooverings 
Movin~ into a new house, 
apar tment or condominium 
is excit ing and also a 
challenge when it comes to 
decorating. Below are some 
i~ the more typical questions 
asked of decorators today 
and answered by Mary 
Prod'hesse,  Design and 
Color Cousullant for Sun- 
worthy Wallcoverings. 
IL The rooms In our 
tewnhouse are quite small 
and hexy and we're won- 
dering if there are .any 
decorating tricks that will 
help make them seem 
larger? 
A. Light colored 
wsllcoverings in open pat. 
l ima tend to pro~ ,ice a aeuse 
of depth and expan~ a room. 
Mlnl-prlnte on a Ilghl ground 
also have the same effect. 
Stripes or vertical pattern, 
that stretch upwards nnd 
outwards, such as tree or 
iollege designs, muke 
eelings nppear higher, 
whereas horizontal patterns 
have the effect of stretching 
walls, 
tl, We have  a smal l  
bathroom in our new con- 
dominium and wonder how 
we can make it look both 
attractive and possibly more 
spacious? 
A. One of the tricks 
decorators use in bathrooms 
(and other rooms) these 
days is to cover the walb, 
and quite oRen the ceilings, 
with a foil or mylar 
wallcoverlng. There are 
some exciting patterns 
available and mylar, in 
particular, has very 
room. Usually a texture or 
striped pattern is used fur 
thedado with a co-ordim~ting 
pattern on the upper wall. 
• The chair rail can either lie 
made from a simple slrip ef 
moulding i)r+ easier still, 
where astriped wallcovering 
is used, jusl cut olf a stripe 
and use it horizunlally to 
form the chair rt, il, 
II. We arc moving into a 
new house soon and would 
llke to paper some of the 
rm)ms, Is this difficult lo do 
reflective qualities 
therefore, will uppcar to 
make a room look higger. 
q. We like all the con- 
veniences of living in a new 
house, hut miss the  
°character' that older houses 
seem Io have. Can you 
suggL~t any way to solve this 
problem with decoraling? 
A. Wailcoverlngs can 
certainly help here, One idea 
making a comeback today is 
to use co-ordlnoted 
wallcoverings to make a 
dadoand chair rdil, which is 
and, ourselves? 
A. The pre-trimmed and 
pre-pasted wallcovering~ 
available today muke the jnb 
of hanging wallcoverings 
oneself quite a simple lask. 
The new walls shulild firvt be 
primed with an oil.bused 
imint. Very iiltle t~luipnicnt 
is needed to h l ing  L|le 
wallcoverlngs aml full in- 
structlons ;Ire geueruily 
includcd wiLh t'at'h roll ef 
wallcoverihg. A han,ly 
hm~let is avaihdde free 
frmn: Sunworihy, Ilepi. 
very effective in a dinlng 91711, lh)x 96,1, Station 'K', 
room, kltchen ar even living Toronto, Ontario M-l,' 20',I. 
lilIIIII|II~Di|HHHIIIIIIIIBiNDIIH|||H|HI|Illil 
FEATURE HOME OF THE WEEK 
Our "feature home of the week" is this 4 year old home 
Ioueted at 5022 Welsh. it is 1080 sq. ft. wit5 a full 
iinflnishod basement, Three good size bedrooms all with 
well to wail, Spaslual briilht kitchen, Natural gas heat aud 
i11 welur, Large sundsok at front of house. Prioed in the 
!!w 110% Drive by and eoms and talk Io ug at 
• Wightman und Smith, 
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rains, For viewing phone CREEK SUBDIVISION '" 
t~ert l.jungh. Mostly cleared, this 
~rm. home is in- 
• ~ - corperated with a trailer/: 
Newly carpeted and 
renovated, Very attractive 
and comfortable. Land is 
mostly cleared and some. 
smaller outbuildings - good- 
.lilt%rill ~..: ; well. Give Bob Sheridan a
*)WNI':it t ANXIOUS --  call for details. 
Pitl('E IIIo;lYU('ED ALMOST l0 ACRES 
Located on dead-end of Involving three different 
Davis St. in an excellent sizes of land. Includes a 2 
area of quality homes. This bedroom 12' x 44' Wailer 
Imme has much to offer and a 8' x 28' addition, plus 
including three bedrooms, a garage and storage 
I~rge I~ving and dining building, a barn and 
r~,'~m, fireplace, and pe=lbilitlos for the hobby 
,:o,;.venient kitchen. The farmer. For  more in- 
~kdl basement is finished formation regarding this 
.~P.h three bedrooms, Dutch Valley property 
i.u:ldry twe, m and two phone Rusty or Bert 
[,i¢cc hath, The fridge, Ljungh at 635-5754, 
w~tler and dryer stay. 
,~@ge lot and paved 
dri,~'eway. Priced to sell. 
Ol,l lEll  IIOME BUT 
,~OLII)I,Y BUILT 
Located  on a 90x125 ft. lot 
with lughway frontage and 
overlooking the $keena 
River, Three bedrooms, 
lovely rock fireplace, full 
basement and automatic 
oil heat, large enclosed 
~mrch are some of the 
umenittes tbat add to the 
eharscter of this home. 
(;taxi garden soil• Try your 
offer to $30,000. 
h~ing l l)~ltit plUS It family 
r~qn I,'ully (u rn ishtM.  AIM 
ni l  ap l l l i anees ,  even  built-in 
dishwiisher. This hnnlt, ia 2 
yt 'm's  ,rid hi l l  jus t  like new,  
A l l  you  m't 'd is your  per .  
~.lqt: l l  e r f t~ ' ts  ; lU l l  move  i11, 
t~l ' ive hy  :16~ AMer  Ave .  
Hml r ;d l  . s  to v iew.  
Neat as a p in  this 2 
bedroom home is located 
across from Cassie Hall 
School, has been com- 
pletely renovated inside 
with carpeting, painting 
etc. and has a % basement 
with nearly completed 
rumpus room, and outside 
basement  ent rance ,  
Property is fenced, land- 
scaped and there is a 
covered rear veranda 
ser~ the length of the 
house. To view phone 
Rmty Ljungh. 
RENTAl,  SUITE 
Locsted in a quiet area on 
the bench with ap- 
proximately 1300 sq. It, of 
living area featuring 3 
bedroolm, fireplace, car- 
petinl~ l lrge family kit. 
~m,  attached carl~rt and 
s full beslinent with a two 
bedroom suite, fireplace 
and outside entrance. To 
view interhr phone Rusty 
LJun~. 
+iottN CUl t  R I  E • 635-S$65 
I~OB f . l tF  I~ IDAN • 635°2664 
BERT L JUNGH • 63S.5754 
RUSTY L JUNGH • i3S.$754 
DWAIN McCOLL  . 135.~1#4 
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TERRAGE DRUGS LTD.i 
3207 Kalumi 935-7274:: 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
i I 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY; 
'~ ..... "~, o- !*.:: $2.0G per 
;,,~c, iiun. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
~BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
!$1.25 mailed. 
:CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
.NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $S.00 per 
in.~ertlon. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VF. ~TISlNG: 
$360 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$,t.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEAOLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
puhlicatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day 
publication day. 
prior to 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTA6LISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP-  
TIONS: 
No charge provlded new~ 
s|,~.'-.;lted within one month. 
~.~ ,'~ production charge for 
we~ing and.or engagement 
r.;:. ~es. News of weddings 
(v, ,to.ups) received one 
rr, or, th or more after event 
~;~ ~0 charge, with or 
ut pich,re. Subled to 
~v densation. Payable in 
at" ,',moO. 
Ct. ASS IF IED AN-  
HOUNCEMENTS: 
q: r: hs 5.50 
:* ':. :jements S.$0 
!:, ' i,~ges S,$0 
.~-, ,~hs 5.50 
r ~rals 5.50 
,~..' Is of Thanks 5.$0 
. . . . .  .' .*~: !'..,:, 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept... 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
6 In the Skeena Health Unit 
For more Information photo 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Lind for 
Women 
638-8388 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for han. 
dlcrafts 
Day care for working 
people 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES . 
Effective 
October 1; 1977 
Single Copy 
By Carrier 
By Carrier 
By Mall 
By Mall 
By Mail 
Senior Citizen 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & Distrld 
Phone 535-6357 
I 
The Herald reserves the' 
rlght to classlfy ads under 
appropriate heedlngs and fo 
set rates therefore and to 
determlne page locatlon. 
The Herald reserves the 
rlght to revlse, edlt, ctoaslfy 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum t~M 
for the advertisement and. 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not plcked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing' 
Instructions are received;. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of. 
documents 1o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors 'In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the flrxt 
publication. 
It is agreed by. the ad. 
vertlser requesting spac~ 
that the liability of the; 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error. 
appearing in the ad~ 
vertlsement as published; 
shall be limited to th a 
amount paid by fhe ad- 
vertiser for only• one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
pertlon of the adver#lslng 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no. 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such a.dvertlslng. 
Advertisements must' 
comply with fhe British" 
Columbia Hurna'n Rights Act 
which prohlblfs any ad. 
verflslng that discriminates. 
eqalnst any person because 
of his race, religion, sex,. 
color, nationality, encesfry 
or pisee of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 6S~ 
yea~s, unless the condition Is 
iustlfled by o bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved.. ,. 
I III I 
DO You Feel You Have : 
A Drinking Problem? There 
Is help 
Avallablel 
Phone 63~.~6 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Man.: 8:30 p,m. Unite( 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8':30 p.m. 
Mills Memorial Hespltal. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 10 
to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meet: 
Monday evening -- 6:30 p.m 
-- United Church basement, 
KItlmat. (nc-10.14) 
Skeana Heaith Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635 -6307 
The following are a few of 
the servlcos offered locally, 
by ~,our Health Unit Staff: 
2~: CHILD HEALTH CON- 
mth 3.N; FERENCES. 
year $6.N' Held weekly at the Health 
3mth12.N Unit every Tuesday from 
4mth22.00" 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
year40.N for an appointment. 
ysar 20.08 Held at Thornhlll 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from h30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polnfment. 
Babyslfters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Ira. 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the 
Health Unit on Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday from 
3 - 4:10 p.m. by appalntment 
.,only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held 
throughout he year at In. 
tervals for expectant 
patois.  Phone the Health 
Unit fo r  details and 
regtstratlon. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
• Nursing care In fhe home 
for those who need It on 
referral from their family 
donor. Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old chlldron. 
Held on third Monday of' 
every month. Develop. 
mental,, vision, hearing 
screening done. Please 
phone for appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday of. 
ternoon at 1 - 2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
HeM everl~ Monday at 3:30 
or by appelntment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now sltuafed In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased* 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH ANO HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by. 
referral from family doctor 
'or community health nurse. 
630-1155. 
LONG •TERM CARE 
Offl~:e.at No. 205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 63S.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Terr 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721. 
Lezelle. Tel. 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vooeflonal and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
The Salvetlon Army will be 
sponsoring a Christmas Tea 
and Sale on Oecember 9 
between 1 and S p.m. Ad. 
mission $1.00 -- 4637 Walsh 
Ave. 
Everyone Welcome 
'(9.9n) 
Christ Church Anglican 
Kiflmat, will be holding its 
annual 
SNOWFLAKE BAZAAR:' 
ON: 
Saturday, Nov. 2,5 
from 
l:3op.m..4 p.m. 
There will be a sewing table, 
tea table, bake table, men's 
gourmet booth, white 
elephant table, plants, 
books, fish pond for children, 
~ome and do your Christmas 
~hopplng. Everyone is 
welcome. (nel4-~) 
St. Matthews Anglican 
=hurch Women of Terrace 
;re having 
Christmas 
Bla i r  
Nov. 25, 1978 from 
2.4p.m. 
In Church Hall 
Weight Watchers meeting 
~eld every Tuesday at 7 p.~n. 
d the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue, 
- Drop.In for companionship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
& coffee MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreclstt 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for thslr 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
(nctM) 
Learn to Fly. Join ~ Air 
Cadets, Terrace S~adron Is 
accepting applications for 
September. If you enloy or 
think you would enjoy flying, 
rifle range, outdoor a¢ 
tlvltles and ore belwsen 13.1q 
years of age, please call: 
Mike Smith at 635.5036 or 
,Dev Toss el 63.t.75911 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 832-4002 anytime. 
Room 233, Neahoko Centre. 
(ncffn-20n) 
December l' : 
BAKE SALE 
4p.m. at the Co-op. Proceeds 
for the Centennial Christian 
School. 
7a • -~ . 
PETS , Terrace Little Theatre needs 
a pianist for rehearsals and 
production of "You're a 
Good Man Charlie Brown." 
Phone 638-1416 or ~1.';-H44 for 
interview information. No 
fortune but lots of fame. (ne) 
A lea and bazaar will be held 
In Knox United Church o0 
Saturday, Decembur 2 from 
2 p.m. to 4:30 I~. ,  (n~th,) 
Monday thru Friday 0-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
~3s.2265. 
WANTE D DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, slog any dls~rded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call Us el 635-2238 between 
0 a .m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
C~rol al 635.S136 
Janna at 635.J503 
Kathryn Cernauskas has 
studied In North America 
and Europe with some of the 
world's greatest masters of 
the flute. She Is a very 
versatile musician, per- 
forming regularly with the 
Vancouver Society for Early 
Music and being a founder 
member of Days, Months 
and Years to Come, an en- 
semble specializing in the 
performance of recent 
music. 
Davled Humphreys Is a 
British born hsrplst who has 
recently settled In Van. 
couver. His activities Include 
working with the Vancouver 
Symphony Orchestra, the 
Vancouver New Music 
Society and Symphonic 
Canadlana. 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre , 
NOV. 25-- 8 p.m. 
Tickets - $6.00 at door or by 
membership. 
Lost from 3300 Thomas. 
Doberman Pincher. One 
year old, wearing choker 
chain. Ears not cut. Answers. 
to the name of DIIIInger. 
Reward offered. Phone 635-~ 
5937 or 638-1613. (aft) 
2 year old Irish Setter and 3 
year German Shepherd lest 
in Thornldll area. No collars. 
Reward offered. Phone 635- 
3523 or 635-9737. (c3-93) 
LOST 
One earring. White, gold & 
black old-fashioned design. 
Reward offered. Sentimental 
value. Phone 635-3590. (p3- 
21) 
The I.O.F. are holding theh 
CHRISTMAS BAZAAR 
on Nov. 25,1978 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
from 1 . 3 p.m. Christmas 
ornaments and lots of gifts 
• everyone. (nc24-2dnov) 
Terrace Little Theatre's firs* 
productlmt "Venl l l l t "  open: 
November 14 and plays Nov. 
16 to !e and Nov. 23 - 25. 
starting at 8 p.m. Tlckets are 
$1.50 for Tuesday, Nov. 14, 
,: 50.00 f0r Thursdays and ~.00 
f~r Fridays and Saturdays. 
On sale at McColl's Real 
Estateorat he door. (nc13. 
• 17) 
' i 1  
The Terrace Singles Club is 
holding a Dance on Satur- 
day, November 25 at 9 p.m, 
Place --  The Masonic Hall, 
4917 Lazelle. Music by 
Woltgang Scholz of Kitimat., 
Come out and enjoy the good 
music. Last dance for 19781 
For information phone: Bob 
63S.9648 or Margaret 
9349. (nc4-24) 
The Terrace Day Care 
Auxiliary will be holding a 
BAKE & CRAFTS SALE at 
the Terrace Co-op, 
Deeember22frem S p.m. 9 
P.M. All of our friends who 
wish to donate any crafts or 
baked goods can drop them 
off at the Day Care Centre, 
3423 Kalum on or  before 
December 22- 4 p.m. (nc30- 
22d) 
Thornldll Junior Secondary 
School will be sending out 
Report Cards this Monday, 
November 20. 
Open House is being held 
for the purpose of discussing 
Report Cards and any other 
coneerus. Parents are in- 
vited to attend Wednesday. 
November 22 for Grade 8 
students and Thursday, 
November 23 for grade 9 & 10 
students - -  7 to 9 p.m. (nc2- 
22) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
=lectrlcal and Refrigeration 
:ontrect. 
4ouse wiring. 
635-5076 (elf) 
SPORTSMEN'S 
Full or part-time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn. extra 
money, $6 . S8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
Interviews call Joan - 638- 
8392anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf)' 
Paper Carrier for Terrace 
Herald needed for the Me- 
Connell area on the bench. 
Phone 
635-6357 
(nc.cffn) 
S, pervisor for Lazelle Pre- 
~hool. Apply in writing with 
two (2) letters of reference to 
Dave Martyn, 4907 Lazeile 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. (5-27) 
Do you want to be the Avon 
lady in your neighborhood? 
Call Mary g~5-~tT. (etfn- 
2In) 
NURSES wanted iv 
Ten'ace for ear piercing or 
a regular part-time basis 
Shifts are Thursday an~ 
Friday evenings and all 
day Saturdays. Call Mr. 
Michaeis at 
(418) 791.2020 
(aS.24n) . . . . . .  
I I 
ForSale: 2 very largesenth~ 
speakers. $1200 value, 
Reduced for quick sale. 638- 
1605, (!)5-24) 
STAINED GLASS 
Windows --  Lamps --  made 
to order and repairs. 
Matt & Kaye Ehses, 
638-1403 
(p17-30) 
Girl guide cookies for sale. 
'Will deliver. 6.35.3553. 635- 
3260. 6~5-3;~9a. (nc-tfn) 
Firewood for Sale. Phone 
635-3886. (p20-Gd) 
~" coppertone selt.cleaning 
stove - $~q0. 15 cu, ft. 
fr~lfr~, fridf, c with freezer 
¢omp~rtm~:~t - $2~ ore  far 
t:ze ..r,~.ir. Phone 6~5 9:~77 alter 
WANTED 
Copies of September 12, 1976, 
Dally Herald. 
If brought to office we'll 
pay you $2.00. (ndfn) ; 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635-2154 after 
S p.m. (tfn-sff) 
CASH FOR % TON TRUCK 
Must be in 'good' running 
order. 'Good' conditlon. 
Needed for camper. Priced 
reasonable. Phone 63S-7074. 
(e2-21) 
3 bedroom doublewide 
Wanted to Lease: 3 bedroom 
house by professional 
couple. Will maintain. 638- 
8165 or 638-1096 after 6 p.m. 
(p10-30) 
Wanted to Rent: 2 bedroom 
house or  apartment in N. 
Kalum area, as soon as 
possible. 635-2238 before 3 
p.m. Mon. to Fri. (c5-27) 
Wanted to Rent: 3 bedroom 
house close to town. Phone 
635-6617 or 632.7982. 
(c17nc20,21,22) 
Wanted: Room & Board fo~ 
single gentlemen. Call 
trailer for rent. Set up in anytime, leave message. 635- 
Thornhili. Available Dee. 1, 5154. (p10-20) 
1978. Phone 635-5676 after 6 
p.m. (c5.22) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house, 
2000 SOl. ft. living area, 
fireplace, carport with ½, 
acre ot parking for heavy 
equ ipment .  Cent ra l ly  
l~.ated. Phone 635.2643. (p5. 
27) 
Retailer 
Office Space 
2 stores total of 2900 ft. Can 
be separated to 1400 ft. areas 
in choice location on Lozelle 
Shopping Centre, Terrace; 
B.C. 635-3576 or 255.1939 
Vancouver. Available Sept. I 
1, 1978. (ctf) 
For Rent: one bedroom 
furn ished apar tment .  
Available December 1, 1978. 
Approximately 3 miles from 
downtown Terrace. Phone 
635-9~8. (ncffn-21n) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
Three bedroom home en 
large corner lot. Many 
features mint be seen to 
be appreciated. For ap- 
pointment phone 632.2442, 
days,632-6728 evenings, (et4- 
24) 
MUST SELL 
BY builder. 2 ,brand new 
homes, t04o sq. ft., carpet 
throughout, f i replace 
carport. 5 year new home 
builder warranty. C.M.H.C. 
approved and inspected. For 
a price you can afford -- 
under $50,000. For ap- 
psintment o view phone Ben 
Faber Construction. 635- 
7878. (e10-22) 
Business Opportunities 
FOR SALE 
Complete coffee true== 
business for sale. Est. 6 
years, Endless potential. No 
competition. Total $5,000. 
Phone 6354350 after 4 p,m. 
(p5-24) 
'Must Sell' -- leaving 
Kitimat. 4 bedroom home on 
Brant Street. Open to offers, 
635-4308. (cls.16d) 
NOW UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION 
3 bedroom, 1340 sq. ft., L. 
shaped home with full 
basement and fireplace. 
Will finish to your 
choice. Phone 
635-6011 
635-4094 
(atfn-026) 
HERALD 
CLASSIFIEDS 
get results 
1968 Javelin. High per- 
formance 327 Chev engine. 
Lots of extras. 
1968 Mustang California 
special. 302 engine, auto.' 
Excellent condition. 
Best offer takes, Phone 638- 
8327 after 6 p.m. (p3-21) 
1975 Dodge Van. P.S., 318 V- 
8. Excellent work van in 
good condition. Phone 638- 
1354 after 5 p.m. (nc3.21) , 
1971 GMC :/= T. P.U, Asking 
$900 OBO. Phone 635-2172 
after 6 p.m. (I)4-24) 
1966 Jeep Wagoneer 2wheel' 
drive. Good condition. 
Asking $400 OBO, Phone 635- 
6880 or view at 4726 Loon 
Avenue. (p2-22) 
1973 GMC % ton van. Lots of 
body work. Good running 
gear. $1,000 or trade. View 
across from Nugget body 
shop. Phone635-3547. (p3-~) 
8ashier-Typist 
Do you know someone 
who is ambitious; who 
wefem interesting and 
d ivers i f ied  o f f i ce  
duties? Then the variety 
of work here among our 
group of friendly 
earser-minded men and 
women should have 
special appeal, 
You will enjoy our 
modern office, op- 
psrtunity for ad- 
vancement, all the 
benefits of a big national 
company, et work near 
home. Send your friends 
in to see us-or, come on 
in yourself. 
HOUSEHDLD 
FINANCE CORP. 
4608 Lakeise Ave. 
635-720t 
(aS-24n) 
I 
Applications are 
invited for 
a 
PROJECT 
MANAGER 
to oversee 
RESEARCiIEI~ 
in 
FAMILY VIOLENCE 
If you are interested f~ 
managing a group of 
workers in the Terrace 
area to do research into 
family violence and related 
battering and have some 
background in doing 
research, send your ap- 
pl ication, nduoationa] 
background end referencen 
to the Terrace and District 
Community Services 
Society office at No. 6: ~5~ 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., Telephone 635-3178 or 
local Manpower oLflce. 
Signed: 
Roy M. Greeni~ 
Chairman 
(a2-20,21n) 
I 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE  DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now ava i lab le  on our  lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobi le  homes. You choose your  
decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government  grant  of $2500 appl icable.  
Expense paid fa re  Vancouver .  return. For 
• f ree credit  check and approva l  please phone 
collect. 
Parker  Homes of Canada Ltd. 
935-5447 
BARBER SHOP ~ p.m. (p4.24) J[ I 
qow Open Fridays Ill eight 
~,cross from Post Office. Firewood for sale. Delivered 
3223Emerson S~;3 cord, Phone 6,15.7402 
a.06) a~:ter 6 p.m, (c5.27) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless For Sa le :  Brand new 
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Katu,,,. Electrolux vacuum cleaner, 
"" i eri~:,'L condition. Must sell. 
NEW LONG BOX 
MAZDA. 
PP T'c~, K 
r c,O . a,sy 
m'~ ~e m~ker 
1976 
Datsun FIO 
Front end drive 
Hatchback,  S 
Speed, 8 Trac!,., 
radials. $3,600 
Phone 635.4~;I~). (c5.2t) 
One G,E. Fridge. $300, 0n,. 
G.E. Stove - $250, In new 
condition and excellent 
working order. Phone 635- 
6302, (c5.24) 
ATTENTION 
CONTRACIDBS 
Industrial office trailer fol 
rent. 10x40 Travco, Two 
room Jobsite office Wailer 
Chinook Trailer Sales 
5506 Hwy, 16 West, 
63,5-2033 
Dealer no, D01113A 
(atfn-17n) 
1968 GllSVY 
'f p. tiCK 
wlt, h tlal d.~.~. 
Ton 
$2,200 $5,459 
1974 
Monte Carlo 
Air Cond., 
PW, loaded i 
1974 Dodge 
Mona. 
4 Dr. H'.T. 
Auto, PS, PB 
'2,995 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
47q.,147tanyflme 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TAN KS PR E.KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATI NG 
~-'---'SK E ENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1835 
lal,4) , 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Recond!tJoned bikes ano 
repairs. Reasonable rates, 
!731 Queensway Dr. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass, all 
metals and batteries. 
! ocatlon • Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Men. 1o Sat. 
FhoM 614.$639 
6 Pups to give away. Will be 
small dogs. Phone 635-2524. 
(ps.21) 
For Sale: Doberman pin. 
cher pup. Four montho old. 
Ear crop and all shots. 1200 
firm, must sell. Phoqe 635- 
4~S. (pS-23) 
1969 
FO~O P.U. 
$1,000 
1976 Comet 
Ooupe 
200or 
$3,796 
1970 
Volkswann 
Orew Oab P.U 
$1,400 
,,.,or, 
I ' " , ,  I vet.,. I Heturlnl 
he.Go.  I I 
;a;, I . ,io I .:,ao'il I 
t 
h~aeu|ate perfection in- 
eluding button-tofted leather 
interior. Rebuilt engine with 
Edelbrock, dual carbs, 
Mallory, Isky, Hunt and 
many chrome accessories. 
Phone 635-5993, 9 a.m. - .~ 
p.m. (p10-21) 
1968 ½ T. $I,000. Phone after 
6 p.m. 635-5767. (I)3-21 
CHINOOK 
TRAILER 
SALES LTD. 
N SW-- We Invite you to s%p 
and see our new line of 
:custom vans from Sundial 
Camper of Canada. These' 
vans feature custom exterior' 
paint with extremely well 
finished Interiors and- 
represent the best of the 
personal vehicle market. 
USED-  1975 Ford F250 
Crew Cab ~ low mileage. 7 
ft. box. Excellent buy for 
large family or contractor, 
ssioo. 
1917 International Terra 
Scout 4x4 plckup'.'Automaflc 
trans. Locklng.~hub, Diesel 
~pawer. $7000;,';.: 
1975 Oldsmobile Deluxe 
Cutlass St:~,n Wagon. 
5lightly c.~0~Sve average 
mileage. Oelow average 
price. 13500. 
)973 Internatl~el Travelalh 
Low m Ileage, power 
steering, power brakes. 
Tralter towing equipment. 
Excellent buy for large 
passenger and cargo 
capacity. $2g00. 
1974 Oldsmobile Regency 98, 
Four door, fully equipped, 
new radial tires. $3000. 
1975 GMC 3/~ Ton Camper 
Special Pick.up Truck. 820( 
G.V.W. 454 engine, dual 
exhaust, camper package. 
Excellent condition. ~$00. 
Dealer no. D1113A. (actf.nl) 
, 635-2033 
5506 Hwy. 16 W. 
58, MOBILE 
HOMES 
6"/; 
SERVICES 
k~R SALE BY OWNER: 
:~4~48'"dMtlfle Wldt~' eWi~It ~
gt~age and tool shed. Close 
to school. All appliances 
included. On 75xi00 lot. 
Asking $36,000. Phone 635. 
9785. (ci0-20n) 
For Sale: 63x10 trailer with 
14x26 finished jney shack, 
built on. ~,000 - -  will take 
offers. Partially furnished. 
Located at 2188 Lavalna 
Street (Dogwood) Thornhill, 
Phone 638-8365. (c5-22) 
12 x 68 three bdrm. trailer. 
Fully furnished. Joey shack, 
laundry rm. Good condition. 
Set up and skirted In Terrace 
Trailer Court - no. 27. Phone 
638.1246. (p20.n22) 
i 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobi le  'homes 
f rom as low as $100.0~ 
down. O.A.C. 
Set up and del ivered 
trades welcome. 
Phone  co l lec t  591 
5105. 
(eft) 
L 
.: District of Kitimat 
NOTICE OF TENDER 
SEWER AND WATER 
SERVICES - -  CITY CEN- 
TRE EXPANSION 
Sealed tenders marked 
"SEWER AND WATER 
SERVICES - -  CITY CEN- 
TBE EXPANSION" will be 
accepted by the undersigned 
until 10:30 a.m., local time, 
.December 12, 1978. Tenders 
mUSt be accompanied by a 
certified cheque or bid bond 
in the amount of ten percent 
(10 percent) of the bid 
amount and a Consent of 
Surety for a fifty percent (SO 
percent) Performanee Bond. 
This work includes the 
supply and installation of 
watermaim, sewer, mains 
and related appurtenances 
on an eight (8) hectare site. 
trans, specifications and 
Umtler documents may be 
obtained from the office of 
the Municipal Engineer, 270 
City Centre, Kitlmat, B.C. 
Lowest or any tender will 
no t necessarily be accepted. 
" M. Fell, 
(a2-21) 
Purchasing Agent, 
District of Kltimat, 
270 City Centre 
Kttlmat' B.C. 
VSC 1'1'6 
Snow • Removal at 
Skennaview Lodge, Terrace, 
B.C. for clearing snow from 
various areas at Skeenavlew 
Lodge, as per specifications 
and task schedule will be 
received up to 3:00 p.m, local 
time the 27th day of 
November, 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened in public at 
British Columbia 
Buildings Corporation, 
4827 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K7 
Tendering documente may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 20th day of November 
1978. 
Tenders. be filed on 
the fo rm2 ust in provided, 
sealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a2.22) 
'Sealed Tenders, marked 
Snow Removal at Provincial 
Government  Bui ld ings,  
Terrace, B.C for clearing 
snow from various areas at 
Provincial Government 
Buildings as  per 
specification and  task 
schedule will be received up 
to 3:00 p.m. local time the 
27th day of November 1978, 
and those available at that 
time will be opened in public 
at 
British Cohimbla 
Buildings Corporation, 
4827 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG IK7 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 20th day of November 
1978. 
Tenders must be filed on 
the forms provided, in 
~ealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. 
The lowest or any Tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. (a2.22) 
INVITATION 
TO BID 
Notice to 
Contractors: 
Sealed tenders for 
miscellaneous construction 
and alterations for the 
Northwest Community  
College, Terrace, B.C. will 
be received at the offices of' 
the Architect-  205, 4630 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. up to 3:00 P.M. Local 
Time, Wednesday, 
Decemher 6th, 1978. 
Plans, specifications and 
form of tender may be ob- 
tained at the office of the 
Architect. 
General Contractors may 
obtain one set only, on 
deposit of $20.00, which will 
be refundable upon receipt of 
e bona fide bid and return of 
the documents in good 
conditions within ten days of 
close of tenders. 
Additional sets may be 
purchased at $20.00 (non- 
refundable). 
Documents will be 
available for inspection at 
the following Construction 
Assoc ia t ion  Of f ices :  
Terrace, Smithers, Prince 
George and Prince Rupert. 
Tenders must be ac- 
companied by a Certified 
Cheque drawn in favour of 
the Owner in the amount of 
Four Thousand Dollars 
($4,000.00). The successful 
tenderer is required to post a 
50 percent Performance 
Bond or Certified Cheque 
within Ten (10) days after 
award of Contract. 
Architects North, 
203, 4630 Lazeile Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
FOR: 
• The College Council, 
Northwest Community 
Collegeand 
Vocational Institute, 
5330 McConnell Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
-I 
T IMBERSALE 
LICENCE A-10750 
THERE will be offered for 
sale at public auction by the 
Regional Manager at Prince 
Rupert, B.C., at 10:30 a.m. 
on December 15, 1978, the 
Licenoe A-10750, to cut 10,961 
eunlta of spruce, balsam, 
hemlock and trees of other 
species located Bell Irving 
Crossing No. I Cassiar Land 
District, 
Two (2) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
• timber, 
Provided anyone who is 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction'and 
treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be obv 
Particulars may be ol)- 
talned from the Regional 
Manager, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert' B.C., VSJ IB~ 
or the Forest Ranger, Box 
67, Stewart, B.C., V0T IW9. 
(a4-14,21,20,dS) 
[ ~ i  fo tes t l t  
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A 10732 
CORRECTION 
THERE will be offered for 
sale at public auction by the 
Forest Ranger at Hazeiton, 
B.C. at 11:00 A.M. on 
November 24, 1978, the 
Llcence A 10732, to cut 36,230 
cunlts of Hemlock, Balsam, 
Spruce, Ledgepole Pine, 
Cedar located at VCL N 
Boundary of Lot 3022 in the 
vicinity of Dyne Lake. 
Two (2) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
timber. 
Provided anyone who is 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
scaled tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Particulars may be ob- 
talaed from the Regional 
Manager, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. or the 
Forest Ranger, Box 215, 
Haze l ton ,  B.C.  (a l -  
017,24,31,n7.14,21,20 
Vanguard Camper. 8'6" 
deluxe. Completely loaded. 
Priced to sell! Phone 635- 
4094. (atfn-026) 
For Sale: 1972 Olympic Ski- 
doG. Phone 635-5873. (c5-27) 
TREES 
For pruning, surgery and 
moving call 
635-3281 
add free e~timate. (c8-24n) 
90 Hough Loader. 1976 - 260o 
hours. 1976 four wheel drive. 
For the two- $85,000. Phone 
635-2933. (p10-21) 
1974 Pacific Logging Truck. 
Many extrus;,.:With~job in 
town'. 1;o00 :~al: fueltank &" 
stand. Phone 635-4048. (I)4- 
24) 
I I l 
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C:mui::gpreAsittractlons In Te lecommunicat ions  i ~  ~ow owc~zv c, uv YO~,.sz 'va' ,v  J 
A Bell 8yst . ! ~IFF'£R~NC£$ IN THE SEg~A~, , P/b~'UR£PI, i 
dent recently described 
several exciting new tele- 
communications develop- 
ments to on Amer ican  
Newepaper Pub l i shers  
Auo¢iation audience in St. 
Louis. Here, in brief, is his 
look at some of the "Tech- 
nology of the Eighties." 
Mr. Daeey is Vice.President, 
Transmission Systems, Bell 
Laboratories. " 
By George C. Dacey 
During the next decade, 
computers may. contain, for. 
• example, a software model 
of the human voice tract. 
Basic speech e lements  
would be simulated within 
the computer and then pro- 
grammed to assemble them 
in an intelligible manner and 
order so it could speak to 
humans. Along parallel 
lines, work is continuing on 
ways to enable computers 
to understand and respond 
to audible human speech. 
Of course, all of this re- 
quires very powerful eom- 
putere and a great deal of 
complicated software. At 
Bell Labs, we're working 
with magnetic bubbles, an 
advance which will have im- 
portant implications for 
' computer memory banks of 
the future. A bubble pack- 
age, just about half the size 
of a pack of cigarettes, can 
contain more than 500,000 
bits of information and can 
store about 12 seconds of 
digitalized speech. 
Along with memory, 
another important area of 
computer esearch is logic 
circuitry. Solid state tech- 
nology has led to develop- 
ment of the micropro- 
cessor--an entire computer 
on a chip about he size of a 
postage stamp. In quantity, 
a typical chip could cost 
about $10.00 but it will 
have more computing power 
than computers costing as 
much as $100,000 just 15 
years ago. 
To the telecommunica- 
tions industry, low cost 
computing power i~ signifi- 
cant because it will [make it 
possible to distribute com- 
municat ions processing 
through the telephone 
network--especially in the 
rea lm of  e lec t ron ic  
switching. 
Right now, some 25 per 
cent of our customers' lines 
are served ,.by. electronic 
dwitehing, which.., will 
eventually be standard 
throughout he entire Bell 
JOB 
OPPORTUNITIES 
For  information on these 
and other job opportunities 
contact your Canada Em- 
ployment Centre at 4630 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
OFFICE MANAGER 
Medical clinic. Must be 
experienced. $50 per day. 
PSYCHIATRIC SOCIAL 
WORKER Must have 
Masters in S.W. $1717 per 
mo. (2 positions open). 
PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
FOREST TECHNICIAN - 
Timber cruising, traversing, 
road design levels. DOE. 
LOCUM - 6 mo. pusiiion. 
-Must have graduate ex- 
perience in internal 
medicine, psychiatry and 
obstitrics. $2,000 per mo. 
MEDICAL TYPIST - 50 wpm 
typing. Must know medical 
term. $6 per hr. 
SEVERAL BABYSITTING 
POSITIONS Open in 
Terrace area. Applicant 
must' have 2 letters of 
reference. 
LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER - 
Room and. board. 
TURF CARE SPECIALIST - 
MUSt be experienced in sod 
product ion . .  Sa la ry  
negotiable. 
SKIDDER OPERATOR 
Camp job. IWA rates. 
SHOE REPAIRMAN - MUSt 
be fully qualified. $800 per 
mo. 
MECHANIC - -  WELDER - 
Camp job. IWA rates. 
PROJECT SUPERVISOR - 
MUSt have experience in 
chain link fencing. $13,000 
per yr. 
TOW TRUCK DRIVER - 
Must have experience on tow 
truck. Wages negotiable. 
COMPOSING ROOM 
FOREMAN - Must have 
thorough knowledge of all 
equipment. Salary 
negotiable. 
BODY REPAIRMAN - Must 
be fully qualified jour- 
neyman. $1,000 per raG. 
CARPENTER- Temporary 
position. Contract basis. 
CHINESE FOOD COOK - 
P rev ious  exper ience  
required. $1,000 per me. 
PRE SCHOOL SUPER. 
VISOR - Must have ex. 
perience& B.C. certificate. 
$675 per raG. 
INSTRUCTOR - Recreation 
courses for spring ierm. $5-6 
per hr. 
WANTED 
iSeptember 1 2, 1978 
• Issues of the 
Terrace/Kitimat Daily Herala. 
We will pay $2.00 per copy. 
Must be complete issues. 
Bring t .  the Terrace/Kitlmat 
Daily Herald Office. 
System. ESS provides tele- an open line. In contrast,. ,, 
communications u ers with the new system w'ill be able 
a variety of Options. Some to serve hundreds• of 
of the more familiar services thousands of users in a City ' 
are call forwarding, call because it :is based on the 
waiting, speed calling and re-use of frequencies. The r' 
conferencing. However, city is divided into  a" 
these are merely predeees, number of districts, or Cell~;'. 
sors of far more sophisti- with signals dedicated t'o the 
cated options which will be use of vehicles in each cell. 
possible in the future. In As you drive from point to 
fact, the real potential will point within a city, cancer. 
emerge when these com-sat ion is automatical ly .  
municatious machines are switched from one cell to 
interconnected into a total the next without in ter - .  
network--a sort of nation, ruption, allowing simulta., 
wide distributed giant brain, negus use of the same radio 
Whether or not these result channels. This will result in 
in actual service offerings by mobile phone service giving 
the Bell System will depend practically equivalent aar- 
on the needs and demands vice to that of a local ~calC 
of the user community anct~ Another test, successfully ' 
how government agencie~ concluded, was that of light, 
regard this new technology..: j wave or optical fiber trans, 
Let's look at a few ~pos- mission of signals. A glad' 
sibilities. For example': 1_I fiber about the size of yodiv' 
You could arrange in ach. thumb can carry more thaltl. 
~ance for the acceptan~  50,000 te lephone ca l l s  ~ 
charges for calls ' f t~t~I .  transmitt .e~d iby laser. 
designated list o f~a~l l i~ powered light pulses. . • 
numbers. 2) You cot~[i ~v~ r The test fibers in Chicago 
improved automatic~-m~gll ,  carried Picturephone® 
back when a busy ph~h~ Meeting Service, data signal~ 
line becomes free. 3) Y~and 672 conversations 
could have off-hook callin~i underground on each pair of 
allowing calls to a desigO fibers. We expect that you 
nated phone to be auto, will be .seeing. fiber.optic 
matieally switched to (If transmiss!qn as•part of regu- ,. 
specified destination, giving, lar service w!tbin the next. • 
the effect of a hot line..4[} I, two years. ., 
You cou ld  have code. The networkoftlte'future .'. 
screening so all eMlers, will change and it ~v}ii~o~?~ 
except those you identify tinue to evolve n~ ~!~'~':~, ~" 
by  code ,  would auto-bil it ies that by today's " 
matical ly  receive a busy standards belong in the 
signal or be routed to other world of :make-believe. " 
parties. 5) You could have a Technology is rushing on. 
visual display of calling However, i t s  contribution 
numbers or have calls depends on  man's use. In " 
routed to a mobile phone that sense, we are all part- ~' 
and 6) You could have a ners in a great new adven- 
series of distinctive rings to ture of human communiea-.. 
help screen calls according tions-working together so 
to priority, the Bell System'will mee~t~i~ j_, 
We are now testing~a~h~w;;eus~merr~ needq ap~ ~/~t . ,  
concept in mobile,telep~loreetYthe'~,!,~ i~'l~e~t~' "~X'j~I' i~,~i 
technology. - MbbHe. phone:*the fut'~r'e'"tl~a~i" ~ ~ven~ 
users often have to wait for dreamed of in the past. 
$-V.-Tg "~luo]  'p~o 
*.._ ~ m ~ m m " -~d ' gm~l  '1~ol3 '=reaL4 ,Sa31gb'~ 
"NEW HOMES 
NOW" 
' 65 Beautiful new mobile homes - -  
ready for immediate delivery. 
"Low - Low Discount Prices". Ask 
about our free furniture offer. Call 
collect today. 
PUrchasers enjoy expense paid 
flight and airport pickup. 
Oall Oolleol 
,. 4311184 
Ask for Oal or lmund 
Munday Homes Ltd 
i 6401 Kingsway F~one Collect 
~t~ ,c, :~Pre)a. by, .B.C, VSE IE1 (112) 437-1184 
.~,~. r,; ~' ~ ' -Dealer Linonce Number 01428 
WANTED 
, o ,  . '  
CARRIERS 
" ' f  
for the 
Anderson, Yeo route 
on the Bench 
Also 
the McConnel l  area 
on the Bench. 
636-6357 
Dear Abby 
back. My husband kees me into it everymomi~g, I 
tying the latein a bard knot at the top where I can't 
I 
reach It, let done undo it. Over that I wear a snug- 
fitting wide leather belt which also fastens in the back ' 
with a small padlock like those used on suitcases. My 
husband carries the only key. 
Every day he comes home at noon to help me in the 
bathroom. 
This may sound like a humiliating solution, and I'm 
certainly not advocating it for all wives, but it saved 
our marriage. 
HAPPY IN JULIAN, CALIF. 
Page 24, The Herald, Tuesday, November 21, 1978 
DEAR ABBY: Tell SYLVIA IN GREENWICH, who's 
locking for a chastity belt, not to be sNpid. .  
The use of the chastity belt caused rouen suffering 
among women in medieval times. 
The oonstant chafing of the metal against the legs 
caused blisters, scars and gangrenous infections. Not 
to montion the weight of the belt, which caused chronic 
backaches and serious pinal deformities, 
Hopefully, we've come a long way s i~e then..But, 
Abby, what would happen if the husnano loot the key." 
DEAR HAPPY: if you're happy b thb kind of 
wedlock, more power to you. 
DEAR ARBY: We at Anvil Arms do custom work in 
metal. We make swords and military Items for 
museums and personal collections. Having made 
. armor for the National Park Service for living h~t0~/_ 
programs, the chastity belt should he noprshkm at 
Of course, it would require some redesilp~& 
the chastity belt was notoriously uncomfortable fur the 
wearer. We would also need the e~aet measurements 
to provide a proper fit. 
May I add, Abby, after a hard day in the shop, I look 
forward to your column in 'the Salisbury Pest, as it 
adds a little fun and a great deal of insight into human 
lxoblems. 
J. LUTHER SOWERS, 
SALISBURY, N.C. 
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine who makes gold 
J.R: 
Crossword 
ACROSS 50 French 3 To stun 23" -- Little 
I Buttons or author 4 Greek vowel Indians" 
Barber 53 Chalice 5 Official 25 Wampum 
4 Time period 53 Always grade 25 Grafted 
7 Display 56 Sister of 6 The Ram (Her.) 
11 Sharif Ares 7 Office 27 Play the 
13 Sailor 57 Treat worker lead 
14 Joseph's hides 8 Farm 25 Health 
nephew 58 Carnival animal resorts 
15 Either treat 9 Con'ida 29 Scarlett's 
S, M or L 59 Exploit cheer home 
16 Cuckoo 60 Timid 10 Armed 30 Hebrew 
17 River to 61 A song conflict instrument 
the Elba DOWN 12 Office 31 Engine 
18 Upright 1 Abie's employee of war 
20 Sharp girl 19 Dancer's 35 Herd of 
22 Corrode 2 Arabian cymbals whales 
24 Attractions ruler Zl High note 38 Genetic 
for skiers Average solution time: 27 man. factor 
40 The present 
42 Insects 
• 45 Oriental 
CONCERNED FEMINIST jewelry told me he recently made a 14-karat gala 28 Office item 
,- _ , . chastity belt for the wife ~ a rich Arab in Beverly 32 Deputy 
DEAR CONCERNED:• Don.~ w .orry, "re'nero s azway s . . . . .  Hil~. A. month later th~ same Arab.phoned and or- , 33 Last year 
a Yale m=n around when'y0u deed him. . . . . . .  ' ~  ~ mo~ . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  ' ' 34 Inferior 
DEAR ABBY: I know exactly what SYLVIA is going 
through. She's the wite who's trying to find a chastity 
bslt so che can put her husband's suspicions rarest. 
I've been married for 14 years to a wonderful man 
whose only fault was his um'sasormble jealousy. He 
loved me dearly, and although I've always been a true 
and faithful wife, he never trusted me out of his slght. 
The daily accusations, denials and .~htlng were 
i destroying our marriage, so to~etlm" we designed 
something on the order of a ehaetlty belt. 
'~ It's a tight-fitting rubber unty !~.  e. oyer which. I
• wear an old-fmM~nd type cemet wmen mcm up me 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
DEAR ABBY: I ow~ a specialty sheet metal 
tabrication shop and can make a fine ebastity bdt  with 
stainless steel that will not rust, tarnish or chip. 
Three styles are available: snuggy, regular and 
bikini. Locking devices can be lock, padlock or com- 
bination. Items can be monogrammed at no additional 
cost. 
It can be made on a time and material basis, and the 
only requirement is that he lady come to Indianapolis 
for fittings. 
DONALD KEMPF 
IAIMI I ~E IL I  I lDmm I T.LT_I_~] 
IPl I IE !S IP lA!R I0!N~ 
.horse36 Pro - I T I~ IS lT~[g I~ 'E 'S '  
37 Cuckoopint, ICIAITIAiLIAINiBIIII~ICIHI 
for one II ITIAILINIAIPISIOIL[EI 
39 Office boss ITIOIRm ~ IDIEIALIL.IEIAJ 
41 Skirtlike IEINI~IUIRIElPl I ILILIAIR] 
garment ISIEIAI-I'IEII~ =IMA~II  [EINISI 
ISL IE ID IS IL IE IE ID IS1  
43 Swab 
44 Zola novel 11-27 
46 A puppy Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 
I 2 3 ~ 4  
11 12 ~13 
15 ~ 1 ~  
I °N  
28 29 30 i 
33 ~ 34 
" I F NNN" I  
50 51 52 I~53 
56 ~57 
I ~--------: 
Horoscope 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the 
forccmt given for your birth 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)-1 ~¢"'~ 
Expect some welcome 
changes in your personal life, 
an well as a step b the right 
mind. You've wasted too 
much time on one approach --  
it's time to try another. 
lFeb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Your usual orderly mind 
strays to erotic thoughts 
today. Co-workers, friends 
and relatives would be sur- 
prised if they knew what you 
were thinking. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
5 b ~ / 
20 121 
35 W36 
39 140 
45 ~46 
54 ~55 
z~ 
...Ira.._ 
CRYPTO~UW 
I E .  OZN G YJ .R  UEQY X,K 
nurse 
47 Kind of eye? U Y V G N g V E X K 
48 easter's 
mother 
49 Commit 
depredations 
50 Support 
51 Miner's 
quest 
52 Poet's word 
54 Some 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
CATFISH 
i 
p~ ,# 10 i 
NNN 
25 26 27 
47 48 49 
11-27 
• IQE  o N'J,Q.Z.R 
Saturday's Cryptoqulp -- COLD DECKS CAN BE AC- 
CEPTABLE TO GAMBLING KLEPTOMANIACS. 
Today's Cryptequip clue: V equals L
The Cryptoquip is a simple subetitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
~) 19"/8 Kl~ Features Syndicate. Inc. 
R ~'LL BLOW 
UR HEAG~ 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
direcUon where a career or 
hobby b concerned. 
TAURUS..  . b~z-~?f~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) vN%D" 
Don't let close relatt6~bhl~s 
tie you down. It's time to try 
your wings, and make 
decisions m your own. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) 
Look forward to good news 
on the money front. A modest 
sum is coming your way, and 
just when you can put it to 
good use. 
'{June 22 to July 23) 
Weekend merry-making 
suggests hat his should be an 
early evening. Don't give into 
an urge to socialize more. 
You'll pay for it tomorrow. 
LEO 
<July,4 to Aug. 23>0   
You are destined to be a 
friend in need. It will surprise 
you when someone who seems 
extremely self-oonfidant asks 
for your advice. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
onyo~ own today. Take the 
init'la~ive and make decisions. 
Don't miss this opportunity o 
show what you're made of. 
LIBRA 
iSept. 24 to Oct. 23)~L~ 
The sweet side of your 
nature comes to the fore 
• "lay... but if you're crossed 
this p.m., that volatile temper 
could flare up. 
SCORPIO [1~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov.22) 
• Remarkable strength of 
cbarkcter is getting you 
thi'o~'[~i' a difficult per iod .  
Friends marvel at your 
equanimity. Nothing seems to 
ruffle your com~sure. 
SAGrrrAR us 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Be cautious in dealing with 
the opposite sex or a heedless 
remark could be mism- 
terpreted. Don't be devious. 
Say  exactly what's on your 
mind. 
CAPmCO.  
(IN~e. ~ to :Jan. 20) 
You've put off working out a 
financial plan of action long 
enough. Today, sit sown, 
review your investments, 
check out the balance, decide 
if your present plan is getting 
you any place. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
There is moretban one way 
to attain the goal you have in 
forceful, independent and 
ambitious. You have what it 
takes to make your mark. Put 
your • mind to it, and you cab 
overcome any obstacle in yo~ 
path. People think you are 
"lucky." What they fail to 
realize is that you create your 
own luck. The decisions you 
make are reached only after 
careful deliberation. You 
leave little to chance and are 
alert to any opportunity that 
arises. (',ulntlcss careers are 
open tn .no ,f your versatility 
and keen it)in(l. You will 
always be interest(,d in 
politics, and may hike an 
active part. Theater. finance. 
sports, and dan,'e are ;llll(in~ 
your possible rar~q,r ,'h.l,',,s. 
Birthdate ,,f such hh,.rah,,l 
women as Ablgall Adams, 
first lady: Marl, Thomas, 
actress; Barbara ,1. Rubin, 
jockey; also ,f  Voltaire, 
philosopher: Stan Musial, 
baseball player. 
(9197H KUl g ["Hit ur,'~ .~yn,h,'ate. In,', 
ff¢ltl t tl 
o 
'9're got the results of your X-rays." 
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the WIZARD OF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
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DOONESBURY , By Gary Trudeau 
